
Herbert Warehouse
The Docks
Gloucester

GL1 2EQ

Wednesday, 13 November 2019

TO EACH MEMBER OF GLOUCESTER CITY COUNCIL

Dear Councillor

You are hereby summoned to attend a MEETING OF THE COUNCIL of the CITY OF 
GLOUCESTER to be held at the Civic Suite - North Warehouse, The Docks, Gloucester, 
GL1 2EP on Thursday, 21st November 2019 at 6.30 pm for the purpose of transacting 
the following business: 

AGENDA

1. APOLOGIES   

To receive any apologies for absence.

2. ELECTION OF LEADER OF THE COUNCIL   

To elect a Leader of the Council and to note the appointment of the Deputy Leader 
of the Council and Cabinet Members.

3. MINUTES  (Pages 9 - 28) 

To approve as a correct record the minutes of the Council Meeting held on 26 
September 2019.

4. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST   

To receive from Members, declarations of the existence of any disclosable 
pecuniary, or non-pecuniary, interests and the nature of those interests in relation to 
any agenda item. Please see Agenda Notes.

5. CALL OVER   

(a) Call over (items 10-13) will be read out at the meeting and Members invited to 
reserve the items for discussion.

(b) To approve the recommendations of those reports which have not been 
reserved for discussion.
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6. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME (15 MINUTES)   

The opportunity is given to members of the public to put questions to Cabinet 
Members or Committee Chairs provided that a question does not relate to:

 Matters which are the subject of current or pending legal proceedings or
 Matters relating to employees or former employees of the Council or comments 

in respect of individual Council Officers.

7. PETITIONS AND DEPUTATIONS (15 MINUTES)   

A period not exceeding three minutes is allowed for the presentation of a petition or 
deputation provided that no such petition or deputation is in relation to:

 Matters relating to individual Council Officers, or
 Matters relating to current or pending legal proceedings

8. ANNOUNCEMENTS   

To receive announcements from:

a) The Mayor
b) Leader of the Council
c) Members of the Cabinet
d) Chairs of Committees
e) Head of Paid Service

9. MEMBERS' QUESTION TIME   

a) Leader and Cabinet Members’ Question Time (30 minutes)

Any member of the Council may ask the Leader of the Council or any Cabinet 
Member any question without prior notice, upon:

 Any matter relating to the Council’s administration
 Any matter relating to any report of the Cabinet appearing on the Council’s 

summons
 A matter coming within their portfolio of responsibilities

Only one supplementary question is allowed per question.

c) Questions to Chairs of Meetings (15 Minutes)
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ISSUES FOR DECISION BY COUNCIL

10. SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING DOCUMENTS FOR PODSMEAD ESTATE 
REGENERATION AND MATSON ESTATE REGENERATION  (Pages 29 - 218) 

To receive the report of the Cabinet Member for Planning and Housing Strategy 
seeking approval for the adoption of the Supplementary Planning Documents 
(SPDs) for Podsmead Estate Regeneration and Matson Estate Regeneration.

11. APPOINTMENT OF INDEPENDENT REMUNERATION PANEL  (Pages 219 - 222) 

To receive the report of the Corporate Director seeking approval for the appointment 
of the Independent Remuneration Panel.

12. URGENT DECISION OF THE MANAGING DIRECTOR   

In accordance with Part 3 of the Constitution, Council is asked to resolve that the 
urgent decision of the Managing Director in respect of the review of polling districts 
and polling places be noted. The documents relating to the decision, including the 
approved proposals have previously been circulated and can be viewed on the 
council’s website.

13. COUNCILLOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE   

In accordance with the Council’s Scheme of Member Allowances, the Council is 
requested to consider and approve a request for a leave of absence of up to six 
months for Councillor Lee Hawthorne with effect from 1 December 2019.

MOTIONS FROM MEMBERS

14. NOTICES OF MOTION   

1. PROPOSED BY COUNCILLOR H. NORMAN

“This Council resolves: 

 to require all public firework displays within the local authority boundaries to 
be advertised by the organiser in advance of the event, allowing residents to 
take precautions for their animals and vulnerable people;

 to actively promote a public awareness campaign about the impact of 
fireworks on animal welfare and vulnerable people – including the precautions 
that can be taken to mitigate risks;

 to write to the UK Government urging them to introduce legislation to limit the 
maximum noise level of fireworks to 90dB for those sold to the public for 
private displays;

 to encourage local suppliers of fireworks to stock ‘quieter’ fireworks for public 
display.”
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2. PROPOSED BY COUNCILLOR STEPHENS

“Council has declared a ‘Climate Emergency’ and recognises the urgency of the 
actions needed to tackle the issue.

It has further resolved to carry out a Carbon Audit to inform the development of a 
City Council action plan on climate change to strive to meet the following targets: 

1) A net-zero city council carbon footprint by no later than 2030 (taking carbon 
off-setting into account)

2) A carbon neutral city by 2050

Council further notes that it is important to engage with and involve local citizens 
in the development and implementation of plans to tackle climate change. 

Council therefore resolves:

1. Within six months to publish the City Council action plan on tackling climate 
change for public consultation

2. To develop a detailed plan for communication and engagement with local 
citizens

3. To arrange a ‘Climate Summit’ including climate change experts as the first 
stage in this process.”

3. PROPOSED BY COUNCILLOR COOLE

“This Council notes the publication of the indices of multiple deprivation by the 
Government for 2019.  This Council recognises that while many super output 
areas have maintained or improved their position or are in good rankings 
nationally there are parts of the City which have significantly worsened over the 
last 10 years.

As an example, areas in Matson, Robinswood and White City Ward ranks in the 
worst 0.1% nationally for some measures.

This Council believes that urgent action should be taken to understand the 
factors which are damaging the lives of our citizens in these areas including the 
benefits cap, the bedroom tax, universal credit, poor housing and other austerity 
measures including the cuts to council funding. This Council agrees to 
commission an independent study working with local members and community 
organisations to develop a plan to improve the lives of people in the 5 worst 
super output areas in the City and to bring a report to Council in February 2020.”
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4. PROPOSED BY COUNCILLOR HILTON

“This council notes that the Department of Culture, Media and Sport announced 
on the 12th of October that £250 million would be made available for a Culture 
Investment Fund.

Of this new funding over £125m will be invested in regional museums and 
libraries around the country. More than £90m will be provided to extend the 
Cultural Development Fund which uses investment in heritage, culture and 
creativity to drive regeneration and growth.

This council agrees to work up a bid that will benefit the city of Gloucester and 
agrees that this bid should be developed with all party involvement.”

5. PROPOSED BY COUNCILLOR BRAZIL

“This council notes that the Liberal Democrats have announced a plan to plant 60 
million trees in the UK every year to help combat climate change and improve 
biodiversity. 

This council agrees to work up its own plan to plant a regular amount of trees 
each year.

This council asks the cabinet member, working in consultation with the other 
groups, to prepare a report on how the council can encourage more trees to be 
planted in Gloucester, on both public and private land.”

15. WRITTEN QUESTIONS TO CABINET MEMBERS  (Pages 223 - 228) 

Written questions and answers.  Only one supplementary question is allowed per 
question.

16. EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC   

To resolve:
That the press and public be excluded from the meeting during the following item of 
business on the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of business to be 
transacted or the nature of the proceedings, that if members of the press and public 
are present during consideration of these items there will be disclosure to them of 
exempt information as defined in Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 
as amended.

Agenda Item Nos. Description of Exempt Information
17 Paragraph 3: Information relating to the financial or 

business affairs of any particular person (including the 
authority holding that information).
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17. EXEMPT MINUTES  (Pages 229 - 230) 

To approve as a correct record the exempt minutes of the Council Meeting held on 
26 September 2019.

Yours sincerely

Jon McGinty
Managing Director



NOTES
Disclosable Pecuniary Interests
The duties to register, disclose and not to participate in respect of any matter in which a 
member has a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest are set out in Chapter 7 of the Localism Act 
2011.

Disclosable pecuniary interests are defined in the Relevant Authorities (Disclosable 
Pecuniary Interests) Regulations 2012 as follows –

Interest Prescribed description

Employment, office, 
trade, profession or 
vocation

Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried 
on for profit or gain.

Sponsorship Any payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other 
than from the Council) made or provided within the previous 
12 months (up to and including the date of notification of the 
interest) in respect of any expenses incurred by you carrying 
out duties as a member, or towards your election expenses. 
This includes any payment or financial benefit from a trade 
union within the meaning of the Trade Union and Labour 
Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992.

Contracts Any contract which is made between you, your spouse or civil 
partner or person with whom you are living as a spouse or 
civil partner (or a body in which you or they have a beneficial 
interest) and the Council
(a)   under which goods or services are to be provided or 

works are to be executed; and
(b)   which has not been fully discharged

Land Any beneficial interest in land which is within the Council’s 
area.

For this purpose “land” includes an easement, servitude, 
interest or right in or over land which does not carry with it a 
right for you, your spouse, civil partner or person with whom 
you are living as a spouse or civil partner (alone or jointly with 
another) to occupy the land or to receive income.

Licences Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in the 
Council’s area for a month or longer.

Corporate tenancies Any tenancy where (to your knowledge) –

(a)   the landlord is the Council; and
(b)   the tenant is a body in which you, your spouse or civil 

partner or a person you are living with as a spouse or civil 
partner has a beneficial interest

Securities Any beneficial interest in securities of a body where –

(a)   that body (to your knowledge) has a place of business or 
land in the Council’s area and

(b)   either –
i.   The total nominal value of the securities exceeds 

£25,000 or one hundredth of the total issued share 
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capital of that body; or
ii.   If the share capital of that body is of more than one 

class, the total nominal value of the shares of any 
one class in which you, your spouse or civil partner or 
person with whom you are living as a spouse or civil 
partner has a beneficial interest exceeds one 
hundredth of the total issued share capital of that 
class.

For this purpose, “securities” means shares, debentures, 
debenture stock, loan stock, bonds, units of a collective 
investment scheme within the meaning of the Financial 
Services and Markets Act 2000 and other securities of any 
description, other than money
deposited with a building society.

NOTE: the requirements in respect of the registration and disclosure of Disclosable 
Pecuniary Interests and withdrawing from participating in respect of any matter 
where you have a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest apply to your interests and those 
of your spouse or civil partner or person with whom you are living as a spouse or 
civil partner where you are aware of their interest.

Access to Information
Agendas and reports can be viewed on the Gloucester City Council website: 
www.gloucester.gov.uk and are available to view five working days prior to the meeting 
date.

For enquiries about Gloucester City Council’s meetings please contact Democratic 
Services, 01452 396126, democratic.services@gloucester.gov.uk.

If you, or someone you know cannot understand English and need help with this information, or if 
you would like a large print, Braille, or audio version of this information please call 01452 396396.

Recording of meetings
Please be aware that meetings may be recorded. There is no requirement for those 
wishing to record proceedings to notify the Council in advance; however, as a courtesy, 
anyone wishing to do so is advised to make the Mayor aware before the meeting starts. 

Any recording must take place in such a way as to ensure that the view of Councillors, 
Officers, the Public and Press is not obstructed.  The use of flash photography and/or 
additional lighting will not be allowed unless this has been discussed and agreed in 
advance of the meeting.

FIRE / EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURE
If the fire alarm sounds continuously, or if you are instructed to do so, you must leave the 
building by the nearest available exit. You will be directed to the nearest exit by council 
staff. It is vital that you follow their instructions: 
 You should proceed calmly; do not run and do not use the lifts;
 Do not stop to collect personal belongings;
 Once you are outside, please do not wait immediately next to the building; gather at the 

assembly point in the car park and await further instructions;
 Do not re-enter the building until told by a member of staff or the fire brigade that it is 

safe to do so.

http://www.gloucester.gov.uk/
mailto:democratic.services@gloucester.gov.uk


COUNCIL

MEETING : Thursday, 26th September 2019

PRESENT : Cllrs. Organ (Mayor), Finnegan (Sheriff & Deputy Mayor), James, 
Watkins, Cook, Gravells, Morgan, H. Norman, Stephens, Hilton, 
Tracey, Lugg, Hanman, Lewis, Wilson, Bhaimia, Haigh, D. Brown, 
Dee, Taylor, Field, Hansdot, Toleman, Pullen, Hampson, Brazil, 
J. Brown, Coole, Derbyshire, Hyman, Melvin, Ryall, Walford and 
Bowkett

Others in Attendance

Managing Director
Corporate Director
Corporate Director
Solicitor, One Legal
Head of Place
Accountancy Manager
Policy and Governance Manager
Democratic and Electoral Services Team Leader
Planning Team Leader
Democratic and Electoral Services Officer

APOLOGIES : Cllrs. Williams, Patel, D. Norman and Brooker

23. MINUTES 

23.1 The minutes of the meeting held on 11th July 2019 were approved and 
signed by the Mayor as a correct record.

24. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 

24.1 Councillor Melvin declared an interest in agenda item 14 by virtue of her 
being a Director of Gloucestershire Airport Limited.

25. CALL OVER 

25.1 The Mayor invited Members to indicate whether they wished to reserve 
agenda items 9, 10 and 14 for discussions. Members indicate that they 
wished to reserve all three items for discussion.
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26. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME (15 MINUTES) 

26.1 A Gloucester resident asked Councillor James, Leader of the Council, since 
when had it been homeless policy that housing officers assess the mental 
health and vulnerability of an individual and whether this was considered 
good practice.

26.2 Councillor Watkins, Cabinet Member for Communities and Neighbourhoods, 
stated that under homeless legislation, officers were obliged to give due 
regard to a person’s vulnerability when they present as homeless. She 
further stated that officers do not undertake mental health assessments but 
seek to understand an individual’s needs.

26.3 A Gloucester resident thanked school climate strikers for bringing the issue 
of climate change to the forefront of the public’s mind. He asked should not 
all efforts be attempted to work together in avert climate disaster.

26.4 Councillor Cook, Cabinet Member for Environment, encouraged everyone to 
mitigate their impact on the environment. He stressed that the City Council 
would co-operate with other Councils, including Stroud District Council and 
Gloucestershire County Council as it was an issue that could not be tackled 
alone. He added that individuals needed to take account of what impact they 
have on the climate and how they could reduce their carbon footprint.

26.5 A Gloucester resident stated that he was pleased that the Council had 
declared that there was a Climate Emergency. He asked all Councillors to 
make individual public pledges on how they would contribute to combatting 
climate change.  

26.6 Councillor Cook encouraged all Members to play their own part to mitigate 
the effects of climate change and that it was up to individuals to decided 
what they could do themselves. Councillor Cook advised that he had had 
solar panels for a number of years and had increased his use of public 
transport. 

26.7 A Gloucester resident, asked if the Council would take further action to tackle 
motor vehicle Idling.

26.8 Councillor Cook replied that more vehicles had an automatic engine switch 
off mode. He expressed doubt as to whether it was a City Council issue, as 
Gloucestershire County Council oversaw Highways. He encouraged 
everybody to turn off their engine at traffic lights.

26.9 A Gloucester asked how many people are were the Council’s waiting list for 
housing and how many of this number were homeless.

26.10 Councillor Watkins stated that the figures were available in the agenda. As at 
1st September 2019, there were 5238 applicants on the housing register and 
86 households to whom a homelessness duty was owed.
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26.11 A Gloucester resident noted that the Council had purchased 48 units for use 
as temporary accommodation from the YMCA. He asked the council what 
the legal framework for this purchase was.

26.12 Councillor Watkins stated that she was pleased 48 units had been acquired 
and advised that there was no tender and one was not required. She further 
advised that the acquisition was a matter of public record as a Cabinet 
decision and that the housing providers were under regulatory supervision.

26.13 A Gloucester resident asked whether, since the introduction of Public 
Spaces Protection Orders (PSPOs), crime had fallen, how many fines had 
been issued and how many appeals had been successful.

26.14 Councillor Watkins stated that the PSPO had been in force for almost one 
year and that the most significant measure had been the introduction of an 
alcohol-free zone. She advised that no fines had been imposed and that the 
enforcement phase would commence shortly. Councillor Cook advised that 
3GS was engaged for enforcing measures to combat environment crime. He 
further advised that staff were not incentivized to issue Fixed Penalty 
Notices. Councillor Cook stated that whilst there was an avenue for appeal, 
some offences did not give rise to a right of appeal. He also advised that five 
Fixed Penalty Notices had been withdrawn on appeal.

27. PETITIONS AND DEPUTATIONS (15 MINUTES) 

27.1 There were no petitions or deputations.

28. ANNOUNCEMENTS (10 MINUTES) 

The Mayor

28.1 The Mayor congratulated and welcomed two new Members who had been 
elected at the Barnwood and Podsmead by-elections on 25th July 2019.

28.2 The Mayor thanked those who had attended the recent Classic and Retro 
festival whether in an organisational or performance capacity as well as 
those who had attended to enjoy the day.

The Leader of the Council

28.3 Councillor James informed Members that the Council had successfully 
applied for High Street Heritage Action Zone funding for Westgate Street. He 
advised that the funding would become available in April 2020 for a four-year 
period and would be used for property grants, improving the public realm and 
works to the former Fleece Hotel site.  He thanked officers and partners who 
contributed to the bid.
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28.4 Councillor James brought to Members’ attention the fact that Dowdeswell 
Estates planned to work with the Council to redevelop the Fleece site. He 
stated that there was still a great deal to do and that he anticipated an 
ongoing involvement by the City Council in the development of this site. 
Councillor James thanked officers and Councillor Melvin in driving the project 
forward.

28.5 Councillor James announced that Gloucester City Football Club’s bid to the 
Football Stadium Improvement Fund had been accepted. On behalf of the 
Council and in accordance with a motion agreed by Council some months 
ago, Councillor James had provided a letter of support for their application.  

28.6 Councillor James informed Members that a number of offers for the 
warehouses which were formerly the Council’s offices had been received. 
The bids would be assessed by officers and a report brought to Cabinet in 
November.

28.7 Councillor James announced that the Council had signed to the TUC’s Dying 
to Work Charter which supports employees with a terminal illness.

Members of the Cabinet

28.8 Councillor Watkins, Cabinet Member for Communities and Neighbourhoods, 
announced that Gloucester City Council had been selected as one of twenty 
Councils by NESTA to join their ‘upstream collaborative’. She also informed 
Members that Gloucestershire Pride had given the Council an award to 
thank and acknowledge work on equalities. Councillor Watkins thanked 
Councillor Gravells and the Corporate Director (Partnerships) for collecting 
the award on behalf of the Council and for all the equality working group’s 
efforts. 

28.9 Councillor Norman, Cabinet Member for Performance and Resources, 
advised Members that the IT team was ready to commence the roll out of 
laptops. She further advised that she would be happy to receive any queries 
from Members.

28.10 Councillor Morgan, Cabinet Member for Culture and Leisure informed 
Members that the Paul Hamlyn Foundation had recently awarded £250k to 
the Culture Trust to support the partnership with the Roundhouse Exchange 
which was in addition to the £200k received in 2017. Councillor Morgan also 
brought to Members’ attention two exhibitions at Gloucester Museum: 
Migration Masterworks from the Ben Uri collection from 2nd October 2019 to 
28th January 2020 and the Magical World of William Simmonds – puppets 
and paintings also from other local artists from 12th October 2019 to 18th April 
2020.

28.11 Councillor Gravells, Cabinet Member for Planning and Housing Strategy 
announced that he had asked Officers to engage ward members for the area 
within which development was proposed prior to any decision being taken on 
new and yet to be finalised s106 agreements.  Where there was 
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disagreement between the recommendations of the Officers and the ward 
members, the Planning Committee would have the final say and that this 
would be effective immediately. He further announced that similar 
arrangements were being considered for the allocation of CIL funding and 
would be the subject of future consideration by the cross party Planning 
Policy Members Working Group.

Chairs of Committees

28.12 Councillor Coole, Chair of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee informed 
Members that, as the Committee had a full agenda on 28th October, a 
special meeting had been convened to consider the Supplementary Planning 
Documents for the Regeneration of Matson and Podsmead. The meeting 
would take place at 6.30pm on Monday 4th November 2019.

29. MEMBERS' QUESTION TIME 

29.1 Councillor Hilton asked Councillor James why he had stood down as Chair of 
Marketing Gloucester.

Councillor James stated that he felt it was necessary due to a potential 
conflict of interest, with his role as Conservative Leader of the Council and 
Cabinet Member for Regeneration. 

Councillor Hilton questioned whether an increased deficit in 2017 that had 
increased in 2018 was the reason that he stepped down from his role as 
Chair of Marketing Gloucester. 

               
Councillor James advised that there had been a reduction in funding given to 
Marketing Gloucester, leading to an increased deficit. He stated that holding 
the position of Chair meant he could not participate in debates.

29.2 Councillor Stephens asked Councillor Cook why a written response to why 
waste disposed from Gloucester was found in Valencia had not been 
provided.

Councillor Cook responded that a written responseform had been provided 
and stated that all waste disposal was handled by a UK based broker and he 
could not be accountable for their actions. 

Councillor Stephens asked whether it was appropriate that waste from 
Gloucester was being sent to Valencia 

Councillor Cook responded that he could not control the actions of 
companies outside the Council. Councillor Cook stated that all the waste in 
Gloucester is taken by off takers inside the United Kingdom

29.3 Councillor Hilton asked Councillor James if he agreed that Councillor Melvin 
should withdraw recent remarks made on social media and proffer a public 
apology. 
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Councillor James stated that everyone had a responsibility to choose their 
words with care and be moderate with their language.

Councillor Hilton noted that incorrect information in relation to the amount of 
his allowance as both a County and City Councillor had been put on social 
media and asked that such remarks be withdrawn.

Councillor James advised that Members’ allowance were in the public 
domain and available to be examined. 

29.4 Councillor Stephens asked Councillor Cook for action to tackle illegal parking 
that had made refuse collection more difficult and if there had been any 
discussions with Amey about it.

Councillor Cook advised that officers were in continual contact with Amey but 
that as it was in relation to resident parking, it could be taken up with the 
County Council.

Councillor Stephens suggested that Amey’s drivers could carry notes or 
stickers to inform drivers that their parking was detrimental to refuse 
collection. He asked if Amey could collect the details of vehicles and report 
them to the relevant authorities.

Councillor Cook agreed about the possibility of informing drivers about their 
parking and stated that officers would reinforce this with Amey.

29.5 Councillor Field asked Councillor Morgan if an update on the Blackbridge 
Track could be provided. 

Councillor Morgan advised that he had met with those undertaking the 
project and that he would provide a written response to Councillor Field. 

29.6 Councillor Haigh asked Councillor Gravells what work was the Council doing 
to make sure that landlords understand the issues Universal Credit claimants 
could have in paying rent given there would be 53 weeks in 2019 (rather 
than the typical 52 weeks.)

Councillor Gravells responded that he would speak to the relevant officers 
and provide a written response.

29.7 Councillor Coole asked Councillor Norman if an update on available space 
for advice centres could be provided.

Councillor Norman advised that there had been discussions with Green 
Square and they would use DWP premises in the future. The Citizen’s Advice 
Bureau had declined because, as a voluntary organisation, they could not 
commit to all the available time. Councillor Norman also advised that the 
possibility of removing one ‘pod’ in the Gateway reception would be 
considered to create further space for the provision of advice.
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Councillor Coole also asked if the Money Advice Service could have some 
space. Councillor Norman advised that this could be considered and would 
provide a written response.

29.8 Councillor Pullen noted that the Labour Group had proposed a budget 
amendment which would establish a Neighbourhood Environment Fund. 
Councillor Cook had agreed that this could be examined and Councillor 
Pullen asked would could be done in this respect. 

Councillor Cook stated that he had discussed this with officers and that 
ABCD principles of volunteering and community engagement would be 
engaged.

Councillor Pullen stated that such areas were community assets and that 
officers had good ideas. He asked if there was other funding that could be 
used. Councillor Cook stated that it would be worth reviewing this before the 
next budget. 

29.9 Councillor Hansdot asked Councillor Watkins if it was right that some people 
had to wait a significant number of weeks for debt advice from the Citizen’s 
Advice Bureau.

Councillor Watkins stated that she was not aware of specific cases and that 
several organisations offer debt advice. Councillor Watkins encouraged 
Councillor Hansdot to provide her with further details.

29.10 Councillor Hampson asked if it would be possible to organise a special 
Council meeting specifically on the environment and climate change. 

Councillor James advised that the Council had undertaken to produce an 
action plan which would have a wide remit.

29.11 Councillor Hyman asked why constant loud noise is not considered to be 
classed as ‘statutory nuisance’ 

Councillor Cook agreed that dust and loud noise was a health risk. He 
advised that MPs and other Councils are involved in the issue and that he 
would respond to Hyman in due course.

29.12 Councillor Bowkett noted that there were many missed garden waste 
collections. He asked Councillor Cook why they got missed and what could 
be done about it.

Councillor Cook stated that he was aware of increasing complaints and that a 
report would be considered by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee. He 
also advised that there would be proposals to increase the fleet of vehicles.

Councillor Bowkett asked if the proposed measure would include food waste 
and bin collections.
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Councillor Cook advised that if there were other missed waste collections, 
they were to be reported to the Council to identify the issues.

29.13 Councillor Wilson asked Councillor James if any officers had been 
approached to be seconded to Operation Yellowhammer – the Government’s 
preparations in the event of leaving the European Union without a withdrawal 
agreement.

Councillor James advised that no one had been approached.

29.14 Councillor D. Brown asked Councillor Watkins why just one Conservative 
Member had attended the recent Equalities Member Development Group 
session and if it would be rescheduled.

Councillor Watkins stated that Members had attended previous sessions.

30. CITY PLAN 

30.1 Councillor Gravells introduced the City Plan and thanked the Planning Team 
for all their work in putting the plan together. He also praised the work of the 
Planning Policy Working Group as well as Councillor Coole and the 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee. Councillor Gravells stated that it had 
been a good use of the scrutiny process.

30.2 Councillor Gravells also stated that the plan worked well alongside the Joint 
Core Strategy (JCS) and that it was a complete set of documents to clearly 
explain the Council’s aims to developers as well as residents. He highlighted 
that there would be a minimum of 25% of homes on new developments 
which would be classed as affordable and that this was greater than the 20% 
recommended in the JCS. 

30.3 Councillor James also thanked the Planning Team as well as Councillor 
Gravells and the Mayor for his work during his time as the relevant Cabinet 
Member. He noted that the last time such a local plan was adopted was in 
1983. Councillor James also highlighted suicide prevention measures which 
were included in the plan and building design.

30.4 Councillor Hilton also conveyed his thanks to the Planning Team and the 
Managing Director for his suggestion to form the Planning Policy Working 
Group. He added that the process had been very productive and thanked the 
Mayor for his chairing of the Group.

30.5 Councillor Stephens stated that the question was now how the plan was to 
be implemented. He commented that he was grateful for the role played  by 
the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and that all their recommendations 
were adopted.

30.6 Councillor Stephens praised:

The fact that a commitment to combat climate change was incorporated;
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Changing places and toilets being included;

The inclusion of 25% of affordable housing in the plan and hoped it would be 
more; and

The fact that electrical infrastructure and charging points were part of the 
plan.

30.7 Councillor Haigh stated that perhaps s. 106 monies could be allocated to the 
White City Community Facility and that she hoped it would be moved forward 
for the community to realise its ambitions.

30.8 Councillor Melvin commented that she was pleased that there would be no 
building on flood plains and was particularly pleased with the 972 new unites 
included in the plan.

30.9 Councillor Coole thanked the Planning Team and Councillor Gravells for 
suggesting the plan was considered by the Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee.

30.10 Councillor Taylor also praised the Council’s planners and stated that he 
looked forward to considering new planning applications under the plan.

30.11 RESOLVED THAT : -

Council  (1) Approve the Pre-Submission Gloucester City Plan for 
Publication under the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012 as the version of the Gloucester City Plan 
proposed to be submitted to the Secretary of State for independent 
examination, and

(2) Delegate authority to the Head of Place, in consultation with the     
Cabinet Member for Planning and Housing Strategy, to make minor 
amendments to the PreSubmission Gloucester City Plan in relation to any 
grammatical and factual errors in advance of Publication.

31. POLITICAL BALANCE ON COMMITTEES - REVIEW 

31.1 Council considered the Political Balance on Committees Review. Councillor 
James stated that, following the results of the by-elections in Barnwood and 
Podsmead Wards, it was necessary maintain proportionality across 
Committees. He further stated that this could always be revisited.

31.2 Councillor Hilton commented that it was appropriate to amend the 
Constitution to provide clarity. He announced that:

Councillor Hyman would sit on the Overview and Scrutiny Committee and 
the Planning Committee and would not longer sit on the Licensing and 
Enforcement Committee;
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Councillor Field would sit on the Licensing and Enforcement Committee and 
the General Purposes Committee; and,

Councillor Bowkett would sit on the Audit and Governance Committee.

31.3 Councillor Haigh shared her view that this delegation should not set a 
precedent and that is was appropriate that Council sets the size of 
Committees.

31.4 Councillor James announced that Councillor Tracey would sit on the 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee.

31.5 RESOLVED:-

(1) To increase the size of the Overview and Scrutiny Committee (from 15 to 
17 members), the Audit and Governance Committee (from 7 to 9 
members) and the General Purposes Committee (from 7 to 9 members) 
with immediate effect;

(2) To receive appointments from each political group represented on the 
Council to fill the new or vacant seats and reflect the changes on 
committees;

(3) To authorise the Head of Paid Service, after consultation with the 
Monitoring Officer, the amend the Constitution to remove specific 
references to committee sizes from the Constitution.

32. NOTICES OF MOTION 

Notice of Motion from Councillor Hilton

32.1 Councillor Hilton proposed and Councillor Wilson seconded the following 
motion:

“This council notes that planning permission was granted on the 2nd of May 
2019 for the construction of a revised football stadium at Meadow Park 
(19/0008/FUL). 

This council notes that the directors of Gloucester City Association Football 
Club have applied for funding to the Football Stadia Improvement Fund, to 
help towards the cost of stadium’s construction.

This council agrees to continue to give its active support to Gloucester City 
Association Football Club in its return to Meadow Park.”

32.2 The motion was put to the vote and was carried.

32.3 RESOLVED:
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This council notes that planning permission was granted on the 2nd of May 
2019 for the construction of a revised football stadium at Meadow Park 
(19/0008/FUL). 

This council notes that the directors of Gloucester City Association Football 
Club have applied for funding to the Football Stadia Improvement Fund, to 
help towards the cost of stadium’s construction.

This council agrees to continue to give its active support to Gloucester City 
Association Football Club in its return to Meadow Park.

Notice of Motion from Councillor Field

32.4 Councillor Field proposed and Councillor Hyman seconded the following 
motion:

"This council can and must do more to tell the story of Gloucester."

32.5 Councillor Morgan proposed and Councillor James seconded the following 
amendment:

“This council can and must do more to tell the story of Gloucester: 

Believes the city’s rich history and diversity are amongst its greatest assets;

Recognises the great work done by a wide range of partners to tell the City’s 
story and in particular: -

1. The Gloucester History Festival – a signature event in the City which 
includes Gloucester Day, one of the biggest Heritage Open Day weekends in 
the UK, the Blackfriars Talks which bring international authors, academics 
and experts to Gloucester and City Voices which tell the stories of 
Gloucester’s residents and communities.

2. The Heritage Forum which brings together organisations across the City that 
have or are delivering over £10m in National Lottery investment to support 
key heritage sites including Project Pilgrim at Gloucester Cathedral, St Mary 
de Crypt, Llanthony Priory, Gloucester Southgate Street’s Townscape 
Heritage Initiative.

3. The £1.49m awarded to the City for its Great Place Programme to further 
improve our cultural offer, destination management through online and digital 
signposting and interpretation, investment in festivals and events, the 
development of a City Heritage Strategy and support for heritage-based 
volunteering.

4. Marketing Gloucester’s championing of the Mayflower 400 Project bringing 
US tourists to Gloucester as part of the 2020 celebrations of the Mayflower 
sailings.

5. The development of the Gloucestershire Archives Heritage Hub as a base 
for state-of-the-art Family and Local History research and learning.

6. The transfer of the former Gloucester Life Museum buildings in Westgate 
Street to the Gloucester Historic Buildings Trust and their use by the 
Gloucester Civic Trust as a centre for heritage volunteering, a base for city 
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heritage tours and a venue for displays and exhibitions telling Gloucester’s 
story.

7. The City’s vibrant festivals and events programme particularly those that tell 
the story of Gloucester's heritage; Gloucester Tall Ships and Adventure, 
Gloucester Goes Retro, Gloucester History Festival, Civil War re-enactments 
and events such as the celebration of the anniversaries of Aethelflaed and 
Henry III.

8. The Museum of Gloucester which has seen a 300% increase in attendances 
this year following the reintroduction of free admission.

9. The project to restore and revitalise the Olympus Theatre in Barton Street.

Acknowledges that more can be and is being done and welcomes:

1. Plans to restore and reuse The Fleece Hotel, a Grade I listed testament to 
the City’s long and proud history.

2. The marketing of the Herbert, Phillpotts and Kimberley Warehouses for re-
use which will add to the variety of uses at Gloucester’s Historic Docks.

3. The £1.9m awarded to the City for its Heritage Action Zone which will 
support the restoration of the Fleece and improve public realm and heritage 
shopfronts in Westgate Street.

4. Plans for a Phase II for Project Pilgrim at Gloucester Cathedral.

Notes that the number of day visitors more than doubled from 1.69 million in 
2010 to 3.46 million in 2018 when for the first time overnight stays reached 
more than 1 million and over 5000 jobs are supported in the city by the visitor 
economy;

Recognises that the challenge is to keep this momentum going and to bring 
Gloucester’s story to an ever-wider and ever-growing audience;

Reaffirms the importance of the role of the Mayor and Sheriff of Gloucester 
in promoting the city and its civic heritage in particular;

Asks officers to bring a report to Cabinet to set out proposals for 
refurbishment of the Museum of Gloucester to meet the Council’s objectives 
and to build on the last major works in 2011;

Identifies the potential that a bid for UK City of Culture 2025 has to focus on 
all that the city is doing and to put a local, national and international spotlight 
on Gloucester and deserves serious consideration.”

32.6 Councillor Field did not accept the amendment.

32.7 The amendment was put to the vote and was carried and therefore became 
the substantive motion.

32.8 The motion, as amended, was put to the vote and was carried.

32.9 RESOLVED:-
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1. The Gloucester History Festival – a signature event in the City which 
includes Gloucester Day, one of the biggest Heritage Open Day weekends in 
the UK, the Blackfriars Talks which bring international authors, academics 
and experts to Gloucester and City Voices which tell the stories of 
Gloucester’s residents and communities.

2. The Heritage Forum which brings together organisations across the City that 
have or are delivering over £10m in National Lottery investment to support 
key heritage sites including Project Pilgrim at Gloucester Cathedral, St Mary 
de Crypt, Llanthony Priory, Gloucester Southgate Street’s Townscape 
Heritage Initiative.

3. The £1.49m awarded to the City for its Great Place Programme to further 
improve our cultural offer, destination management through online and digital 
signposting and interpretation, investment in festivals and events, the 
development of a City Heritage Strategy and support for heritage-based 
volunteering.

4. Marketing Gloucester’s championing of the Mayflower 400 Project bringing 
US tourists to Gloucester as part of the 2020 celebrations of the Mayflower 
sailings.

5. The development of the Gloucestershire Archives Heritage Hub as a base 
for state-of-the-art Family and Local History research and learning.

6. The transfer of the former Gloucester Life Museum buildings in Westgate 
Street to the Gloucester Historic Buildings Trust and their use by the 
Gloucester Civic Trust as a centre for heritage volunteering, a base for city 
heritage tours and a venue for displays and exhibitions telling Gloucester’s 
story.

7. The City’s vibrant festivals and events programme particularly those that tell 
the story of Gloucester's heritage; Gloucester Tall Ships and Adventure, 
Gloucester Goes Retro, Gloucester History Festival, Civil War re-enactments 
and events such as the celebration of the anniversaries of Aethelflaed and 
Henry III.

8. The Museum of Gloucester which has seen a 300% increase in attendances 
this year following the reintroduction of free admission.

9. The project to restore and revitalise the Olympus Theatre in Barton Street.

Acknowledges that more can be and is being done and welcomes:

1. Plans to restore and reuse The Fleece Hotel, a Grade I listed testament to 
the City’s long and proud history.

2. The marketing of the Herbert, Phillpotts and Kimberley Warehouses for re-
use which will add to the variety of uses at Gloucester’s Historic Docks.

3. The £1.9m awarded to the City for its Heritage Action Zone which will 
support the restoration of the Fleece and improve public realm and heritage 
shopfronts in Westgate Street.

4. Plans for a Phase II for Project Pilgrim at Gloucester Cathedral.

Notes that the number of day visitors more than doubled from 1.69 million in 
2010 to 3.46 million in 2018 when for the first time overnight stays reached more 
than 1 million and over 5000 jobs are supported in the city by the visitor 
economy;
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Recognises that the challenge is to keep this momentum going and to bring 
Gloucester’s story to an ever-wider and ever-growing audience;

Reaffirms the importance of the role of the Mayor and Sheriff of Gloucester in 
promoting the city and its civic heritage in particular;

Asks officers to bring a report to Cabinet to set out proposals for refurbishment 
of the Museum of Gloucester to meet the Council’s objectives and to build on 
the last major works in 2011;

Identifies the potential that a bid for UK City of Culture 2025 has to focus on all 
that the city is doing and to put a local, national and international spotlight on 
Gloucester and deserves serious consideration.”

32.10 The amendment was put to the carried and was carried and therefore 
became the substantive motion.

32.11 RESOLVED:-

1. The Gloucester History Festival – a signature event in the City which 
includes Gloucester Day, one of the biggest Heritage Open Day 
weekends in the UK, the Blackfriars Talks which bring international 
authors, academics and experts to Gloucester and City Voices which 
tell the stories of Gloucester’s residents and communities.

2. The Heritage Forum which brings together organisations across the 
City that have or are delivering over £10m in National Lottery 
investment to support key heritage sites including Project Pilgrim at 
Gloucester Cathedral, St Mary de Crypt, Llanthony Priory, Gloucester 
Southgate Street’s Townscape Heritage Initiative.

3. The £1.49m awarded to the City for its Great Place Programme to 
further improve our cultural offer, destination management through 
online and digital signposting and interpretation, investment in 
festivals and events, the development of a City Heritage Strategy and 
support for heritage-based volunteering.

4. Marketing Gloucester’s championing of the Mayflower 400 Project 
bringing US tourists to Gloucester as part of the 2020 celebrations of 
the Mayflower sailings.

5. The development of the Gloucestershire Archives Heritage Hub as a 
base for state-of-the-art Family and Local History research and 
learning.

6. The transfer of the former Gloucester Life Museum buildings in 
Westgate Street to the Gloucester Historic Buildings Trust and their 
use by the Gloucester Civic Trust as a centre for heritage 
volunteering, a base for city heritage tours and a venue for displays 
and exhibitions telling Gloucester’s story.

7. The City’s vibrant festivals and events programme particularly those 
that tell the story of Gloucester's heritage; Gloucester Tall Ships and 
Adventure, Gloucester Goes Retro, Gloucester History Festival, Civil 
War re-enactments and events such as the celebration of the 
anniversaries of Aethelflaed and Henry III.
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8. The Museum of Gloucester which has seen a 300% increase in 
attendances this year following the reintroduction of free admission.

9. The project to restore and revitalise the Olympus Theatre in Barton 
Street.

Acknowledges that more can be and is being done and welcomes:

1. Plans to restore and reuse The Fleece Hotel, a Grade I listed 
testament to the City’s long and proud history.

2. The marketing of the Herbert, Phillpotts and Kimberley Warehouses 
for re-use which will add to the variety of uses at Gloucester’s Historic 
Docks.

3. The £1.9m awarded to the City for its Heritage Action Zone which will 
support the restoration of the Fleece and improve public realm and 
heritage shopfronts in Westgate Street.

4. Plans for a Phase II for Project Pilgrim at Gloucester Cathedral.

Notes that the number of day visitors more than doubled from 1.69 million in 
2010 to 3.46 million in 2018 when for the first time overnight stays reached 
more than 1 million and over 5000 jobs are supported in the city by the visitor 
economy;

Recognises that the challenge is to keep this momentum going and to bring 
Gloucester’s story to an ever-wider and ever-growing audience;

Reaffirms the importance of the role of the Mayor and Sheriff of 
Gloucester in promoting the city and its civic heritage in particular;

Asks officers to bring a report to Cabinet to set out proposals for 
refurbishment of the Museum of Gloucester to meet the Council’s objectives 
and to build on the last major works in 2011;

Identifies the potential that a bid for UK City of Culture 2025 has to focus on 
all that the city is doing and to put a local, national and international spotlight 
on Gloucester and deserves serious consideration.

Notice of Motion from Councillor Stephens

32.12 Councillor Stephens proposed and Councillor Pullen proposed the following 
motion:

“Council has declared a climate emergency and agreed to take action to 
make its carbon footprint neutral by 2030. It has further agreed that the 
whole of Gloucester should be carbon neutral by 2050. 

Council recognises that a key part of achieving this will be to create a 
sustainable and environmentally friendly public transport system that 
precludes the use of petrol/ diesel propelled vehicles. Council further notes 
that this is in line with national government policy. 
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Council therefore endorses that we should move to all buses operating in the 
City being electric and that the City’s hackney carriage and private hire fleets 
should be net carbon neutral, with a target date of implementation of no later 
than 2026. 

Council resolves: 

1. To request the Cabinet Member for the Environment to pursue urgent 
discussions with the Cabinet Member for Climate Change at the 
County Council to negotiate with the bus operators with a view to 
developing a timetable and action plan to convert the relevant fleets to 
use all electric vehicles as soon as possible, but no later than 2026. 

2. To prepare a detailed report on the above to the Cabinet within 6 
months of the approval of this notice of motion. 

3. To prepare a report to the Licensing Committee in respect of the 
licensing of hackney carriage and private hire vehicles with a view to 
making both these fleets carbon neutral by 2026. 

4. That proposals to establish a network of charging points including 
within the development of Kings Quarter be developed as part of the 
above process. 

5. That the Council’s 2020/ 2021 capital & revenue budgets are drafted 
to contain provision for any costs that the Council will need to bear in 
relation to the above. 

6. That we lobby the government and the City MP to increase funding to 
local authorities to develop the charging infrastructure needed to 
maintain an all-electric vehicle transport system.” 

32.13 Councillor Cook proposed and Councillor James seconded the following 
amendment:

“Council has declared a climate emergency and agreed to take action to 
make its carbon footprint neutral by 2030. It has further agreed that the 
whole of Gloucester should be carbon neutral by 2050.

Council recognises that a key part of achieving this will be to create a 
sustainable and environmentally friendly public transport system that 
precludes the use of petrol/ diesel propelled vehicles. Council further notes 
that this is in line with national government policy.

Council therefore endorses that we should commence the move to all buses 
operating in the City being electric using alternative fuels by 2025, and that 
the City’s hackney carriage and private hire fleets should be net carbon 
neutral, with a target date of implementation of no later than 2026 2030.

Council resolves:
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1.To request the Cabinet Member for the Environment to pursue urgent 
discussions with the Cabinet Member for Climate Change at the County 
Council to negotiate with the bus operators with a view to developing a 
timetable and action plan to convert the relevant fleets to use all electric 
alternative fuel vehicles as soon as possible, but no later than 2026 
commencing by 2025.

 
2.To prepare a detailed report on the above to the Cabinet within 6 months 
of the approval of this notice of motion.

 
3.To prepare a report to the Licensing Committee in respect of the licensing 
of hackney carriage and private hire vehicles with a view to making both 
these fleets carbon neutral by 2026 2030.

 
4.That proposals to establish a network of charging points including within 
the development of Kings Quarter be developed as part of the above 
process.

 
5. That the Council’s 2020/ 2021 capital & revenue budgets are drafted to 
contain provision for any costs that the Council will need to bear in relation to 
the above.

 
6. That we lobby the government and the City MP to increase funding to 
local authorities to develop the charging infrastructure needed to maintain an 
all-electric vehicle transport system.”

32.14 Councillor Stephens accepted the amendment which therefore became the 
substantive motion. The motion was put to the vote and was carried.

32.15 RESOLVED that:-

Council has declared a climate emergency and agreed to take action to 
make its carbon footprint neutral by 2030. It has further agreed that the 
whole of Gloucester should be carbon neutral by 2050.

Council recognises that a key part of achieving this will be to create a 
sustainable and environmentally friendly public transport system that 
precludes the use of petrol/ diesel propelled vehicles. Council further notes 
that this is in line with national government policy.

Council therefore endorses that we should commence the move to all buses 
operating in the City using alternative fuels by 2025, and that the City’s 
hackney carriage and private hire fleets should be net carbon neutral, with a 
target date of implementation of no later than 2030.

Council resolves:
 
1.    To request the Cabinet Member for the Environment to pursue urgent 
discussions with the Cabinet Member for Climate Change at the County Council 
to negotiate with the bus operators with a view to developing a timetable and 
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action plan to convert the relevant fleets to use alternative fuel vehicles 
commencing by 2025.

 
2.    To prepare a detailed report on the above to the Cabinet within 6 months of 
the approval of this notice of motion.

 
3.    To prepare a report to the Licensing Committee in respect of the licensing of 
hackney carriage and private hire vehicles with a view to making both these 
fleets carbon neutral by 2030.

 
4.    That proposals to establish a network of charging points including within the 
development of Kings Quarter be developed as part of the above process.

 
5.    That the Council’s 2020/ 2021 capital & revenue budgets are drafted to 
contain provision for any costs that the Council will need to bear in relation to 
the above.

 
6.    That we lobby the government and the City MP to increase funding to local 
authorities to develop the charging infrastructure needed to maintain an all-
electric vehicle transport system.

33. WRITTEN QUESTIONS TO CABINET MEMBERS 

33.1 In respect of question one, Councillor Coole asked if there would be a 
Cabinet report for each nomination to the local heritage list as he considered 
it onerous to do so. Councillor James advised that nominations would likely 
be grouped and that once this had occurred, he did not anticipate 
nominations being made regularly.

33.2 In respect of question four, Councillor Coole asked if Councillor Norman 
accepted there could was the potential for confusion among residents as to 
which ‘Gateway’ was the Council’s reception as there were other 
organisations in the City with the word ‘Gateway’ in the title. Councillor 
Norman advised that she would check with the customer services team that 
they said ‘Gloucester City Council Gateway’ when advised residents.

33.3 In respect of question five, Councillor Hilton asked what the s 106 monies 
would be used for in the case of Green Farm. Councillor Norman as the 
relevant ward Member stated that plans were being drawn up but that, with 
the current construction of the school, it was necessary to wait as s.106 
money must be spent within a particular time frame. Councillor Gravells, as 
the relevant Cabinet Member, stated that he would write with more details.

33.4 In respect of question six, Councillor Stephens stated that the conditions of 
the footpath around a dementia care home on Stroud Road made it 
inaccessible for disabled residents. He asked for an assurance that it would 
be accessible. Councillor Cook advised that he had been assured that work 
take place in the winter.

33.5 In respect of question eleven, Councillor Wilson asked what information 
would be given to Members to respond to residents with concerns over a no-
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deal Brexit. Councillor James stated that as matters progressed, there was 
an expectation that Members would receive more enquiries. He stated that 
Members should be able to give appropriate advice and that Members would 
be provided with timely updates to enable them to carry out their roles.

34. EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC 

34.1 RESOLVED:-

That the press and public be excluded from the meeting during the following 
items of business on the grounds that it is likely, in view of the nature of 
business to be transacted or the nature of proceedings, that if members of 
the press and public are present during the consideration of the item there 
will be disclosure to them of exempt information as defined in Paragraph 3 of 
Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972 as amended.

35. GLOUCESTERSHIRE AIRPORT LIMITED (GAL) 

35.1 Council considered the report concerning Gloucestershire Airport Limited. 

35.2 RESOLVED:-

That Council adopt the resolutions as contained in the confidential report.

Time of commencement:  6.30 pm hours
Time of conclusion:  9.50 pm hours

Chair
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Meeting: Overview and Scrutiny
Cabinet
Council

Date: 4 November 2019
6 November 2019
21 November 2019

Subject: Supplementary Planning Documents for Podsmead Estate 
Regeneration and Matson Estate Regeneration 

Report Of: Cabinet Member for Planning and Housing Strategy
Wards Affected: Podsmead and Matson 
Key Decision: Yes Budget/Policy Framework: Yes
Contact Officer: Claire Haslam Principal Planning Officer 

Email: Claire.haslam@gloucester.gov.uk Tel: 39-6825
Appendices: 1. Summary of Responses by Topic

2. Response Report Matson
3. Response Report Podsmead
4. Draft Supplementary Planning Document - Podsmead Estate 

Regeneration
5. Draft Supplementary Planning Document - Matson Estate 

Regeneration 

FOR GENERAL RELEASE   

1.0 Purpose of Report

1.1 To provide Members with a summary of comments received during the public 
consultation of the Matson and Podsmead Estate Regeneration Draft 
Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs), the changes made to the draft SPDs 
in response to these comments, and to seek the adoption by Council of the draft 
SPDs. 

2.0 Recommendations

2.1 Council is asked to RESOLVE to:

(1) Adopt the Supplementary Planning Document for the Matson Estate 
Regeneration.

(2) Adopt the SPD for the Podsmead Estate Regeneration.

(3) Delegate authority to the Head of Place, in consultation with the Cabinet 
member for Housing and Planning to make minor amendments to the SPDs. 
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3.0 Background and Key Issues

3.1 In March 2017 the registered housing association Gloucester City Homes (GCH) 
were awarded £1.25 million from the Government to pursue the potential 
regeneration of the Matson and Podsmead estates. Part of this funding was used to 
appoint consultants to produce a SPD for each estate. 

3.2 A joint Regeneration Vision Statement was signed between GCH, the MP, the City 
Council and the County Council. 

3.3 The SPDs will provide additional guidance and be capable of being a material 
consideration in the determination of any future planning applications. They include 
detailed design guidance and guidance on the further work that will be required by 
any developer making a planning application. 

3.4 In March 2019 Cabinet approved the draft SPDs for public consultation. A six-week 
consultation took place between 24th June and 5th August. This involved two events 
in each ward and an online campaign. Community Wellbeing Officers also held 
informal pop up events across the period. The consultation was undertaken in 
accordance with the Council’s adopted Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) 
and in accordance with the statutory requirements of the Town and Country 
Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012. 

3.5 A total of 27 questionnaire or email responses were received for Matson containing 
204 individual comments. 

3.6 A total of 40 questionnaires or email responses were received for Podsmead 
containing 162 individual comments. 

3.7 The individual comments were sorted into key topic groups. Appendix 1 contains a 
summary of the responses organised by topic. For Matson almost 60% of the 
comments received were focussed on ‘homes’, ‘community’ and ‘open space’. For 
Podsmead this was 50% of comments.  All comments were considered equally 
regardless of the total numbers in each topic area. 

3.8 Comments were wide ranging and included concerns over accessibility of flats for 
older people, the loss of open space, the tenure of future properties, antisocial 
behaviour, uncertainty over what would happen to residents and their homes (both 
for tenants and owner occupiers), parking, community facilities, shops and services. 
All comments received can be viewed in appendix 2 and 3 and on the council’s 
website. 

3.9 In accordance with the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) 
Regulations (as amended) 2012 Part 5, Section 12 all comments received have 
been considered. A response for each comment has been provided in the attached 
Response Reports. Details of the proposed changes to be made to the text and 
images within the SPDs are also included in the Response Reports.

3.10 The final version of each SPD incorporating these changes can be found in 
Appendix 4 and 5. 
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3.11 The following table contains a summary of the key changes proposed as a result of 
the consultation. Other detailed changes are proposed, and these are included 
within the Response Reports and can be viewed in the final SPDs. 

Proposed change Reason for change
1. More positive 

language around the 
positive aspects of 
the estates. Both 
SPDs

Both areas have many positive attributes that 
residents did not feel were represented in the SPDs.  

2. Community assets. 
Both SPDs

Respondents want to see the assets within the 
community mapped and fully understood. There are a 
lot of skills and assets within the existing 
communities. The SPD will now include reference to 
a community audit to be produced which will map 
these assets and capture the culture of the areas. 
Such a strategy will enable decision makers to 
assess if the requirements policy INF4 Social and 
Community Infrastructure of the JCS are met by any 
future applications. 

3. Removal of the 
Framework Plans. 
Both SPDs

The proposed framework plans submitted in the 
original SPDs show where GCH would like 
development to be concentrated. These plans, 
particularly for Podsmead, show a significant loss of 
open space that has not been subject to proper 
consideration or assessment by the council. It is felt 
that it is premature to show development areas at this 
stage as it may prejudice future decision making. The 
Framework plans provide uncertainty to residents 
some of whom are concerned that they are in an 
identified area, whilst others think that no 
redevelopment will happen near them. At this stage it 
is simply not known whether this is an accurate 
portrayal of future development as no planning 
applications have been made. The development is 
not being led by the council. It would be more 
appropriate to see such information in a masterplan 
submitted with a planning application by the 
developer. The Highways Authority also objected to 
the inclusion of the Framework Plans. 

4. Additional detail 
around what the 
Local Planning 
Authority requires in 
terms of the 
rehousing strategy, 
phasing strategy, 
community facilities 
strategy. Addition of 
economic strategy, 
community strategy 

The SPDs already referred to the provision of a 
phasing strategy, rehousing strategy and a 
community facilities strategy. This has been 
expanded to include an economic action plan and 
local housing needs assessment with each phase. 
More details have been included explaining what 
each of the strategies should contain. This 
information is required to enable decision makers to 
appropriately assess any future planning 
applications. 
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and local housing 
needs assessment 
for each phase. Both 
SPDs

5. Removal of the ‘one 
move only’ approach. 
Both SPDs

GCH have a ‘one move only’ approach for residents 
impacted by any proposed regeneration. Whilst this 
may be appropriate to some residents, others may be 
happy to move twice if the first move was temporary 
and it meant that they were going to be able to move 
into a new property on the second move, or back into 
their refurbished home, or back into the area of their 
old home next to their original neighbours who may 
have been unaffected by the regeneration. The one 
move approach has the potential to restrict creativity 
around the phasing and delivery of the overall 
project. It creates a situation where the only options 
available to the developer are to build on open space 
or move people out of the area. Removing the 
approach from the SPD would allow more options for 
the developer such as moving residents from a block 
of flats into vacant properties whilst a block is 
redeveloped. Those that wish to return could then 
move back in. A one move approach does not give 
residents the option to return to where they lived 
before. This poses a risk for residents if a developer 
proposes moving people from the estate.

6. Clarity over the 
approach to Public 
Open Space. Both 
SPDs

The draft SPDs contained figures detailing the 
amount  of Public Open Space to be lost on each 
estate. This was 2.17 hectares for Matson and 3.71 
hectares for Podsmead. Following comments 
received and after further consideration it is not felt 
appropriate to predetermine a set amount. The 
council have not agreed in principle to this approach, 
nor has it been demonstrated to be policy compliant. 
The Open Space Strategy has been used to justify 
this approach in that both wards have in excess of 
the minimum quantity standards for open space set 
by the city. However, the Fields in Trust guidance 
states ‘Quantity guidelines should not be interpreted 
as maximum levels of provision…’. Therefore, this in 
itself cannot be used as a justification to reduce the 
amount of open space. More consideration needs to 
be given to the role open space plays in defining the 
character of each area and in terms of the health and 
wellbeing of residents. It may be possible to justify 
the loss of some open space if it can be done in a 
policy compliant way through the planning application 
process. However, there is no evidence at this stage 
to demonstrate that this can be achieved. The council 
must be mindful of setting a city-wide precedent on 
this issue. 
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7. Phasing. Matson 
SPD

Planning permission has been granted for 420 homes 
on Winnycroft Farm, with a further 250 homes also 
being considered. Given the scale of the permitted 
development adjacent to Matson, and the fact that 
there is no local centre on the Winnycroft 
development, it would make sense to improve the 
linkages between Winnycroft and the Matson local 
centre at the earliest opportunity. This would provide 
an opportunity to create community cohesion and 
increased economic support for the existing shops 
and services in Matson. The SPD has been amended 
to recommend that this area of Matson is considered 
as a first phase of development. 

8. Clarity over the 
purpose of the 
Blackbridge Sports 
Hub. Podsmead 
SPD

This is to ensure that the community facilities and 
services required to serve the estate of Podsmead 
are appropriately located within the red line boundary 
of the SPD area. The Podsmead Road is considered 
a barrier between the estate and Blackbridge. The 
proposed Blackbridge hub is an additional city-wide 
facility and should not be considered a site for the 
replacement of Podsmead’s local community 
facilities. 

9. Reference to 
materials in Matson 
changed from ‘red 
brick’ to render. 
Matson SPDs

Although locally distinctive across much of 
Gloucester, red brick is not distinctive to Matson. The 
positive elements of the character of Matson are 
important to preserve.  Respondents in general want 
to see Matson improved but also to still look like 
Matson.

10. Inclusion of City Plan 
policies. Both SPDs

The policy section has been updated to reflect the 
recently approved pre-submission version of the City 
Plan. As with all developments across the city, 
planning applications in Matson and Podsmead must 
be policy compliant in order to receive planning 
permission. Particular reference is now made to A1 – 
Effective and efficient use of land and buildings, A2- 
Affordable housing, A3 – Estate regeneration, A6 – 
Accessible and adaptable homes, C1 – Active design 
and accessibility, C3 – Public open space, playing 
fields and sport facilities, C7 – Fall prevention from 
taller buildings, F3 – Community safety and F6 – 
Nationally described space standards.  

11.  Power of Three 
Community 
Economic Strategy. 
Matson SPD

Details of this document have now been included. 
Disappointment was expressed through the 
consultation that GCH, a partner organisation in the 
Power of Three, have not used the process so far to 
empower the community by training residents to be 
part of the consultation process, nor power sharing 
the process with residents. Stakeholder events have 
been held by GCH in Kingsholm rather than in local 
community facilities. 

12.Ownership plan This is to be updated to reflect 2019 data and include 
different house types such as the location of 
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maisonettes and bungalows. The ownership plan is 
consider useful as it demonstrates the mix of house 
types and the complexities of land ownership which 
will be beneficial to the future masterplanning 
process. 

3.12 The key changes were presented to the Planning Policy Working Group at its 
meeting on 25th September 2019. No objections were received. 

3.13 In advance of Council this report was presented to Overview and Scrutiny on 4th 
November 2019. No changes were proposed and O&S recommended that Cabinet 
endorse the report enabling it to move forward to Council. 

4.0 Asset Based Community Development (ABCD) Considerations

4.1 This has been a meaningful consultation process. Where appropriate, i.e. where the 
comment relates to the content of the SPDs, the comments have been carefully 
considered by the Principal Planning Policy Officer and the SPD amended as 
appropriate. The consultation process provided an opportunity for the community to 
be involved in the development of the SPDs.

5.0 Alternative Options Considered

5.1 It is a regulatory requirement to report the findings of the consultation and amend 
the SPD accordingly prior to adoption. It would be a discredit to those residents that 
took the time to engage in the process to not respond to their comments
 

5.2 Not adopting the SPDs has been considered. However, the SPDs are a valuable 
tool in the planning process providing clarity for developers and decision makers by 
adding guidance as to how the policy framework should be interpreted on the 
matter of estate regeneration. 

5.3 No other options have been considered. 

6.0 Reasons for Recommendations

6.1 The Response Reports illustrates to those that took the time to engage in the 
consultation process that their views have been fully considered and the SPDs 
amended accordingly as part of the statutory consultation process.  

6.2 The adoption of the SPDs enables the Local Planning Authority to set clear 
guidelines around the redevelopment of the two neighbourhoods. This provides 
clarity to potential developers and to residents in terms of what is consider 
acceptable and therefore unacceptable. An adopted SPD is a useful tool for 
decision makers and will be used in the assessment of future planning applications. 
The SPD sets out a number of key points in terms of designing safer layouts, 
reducing crime and the fear of crime, the design of the built environment, the 
potential for improved access and connections, how open space should be dealt 
with. 

6.3 Most importantly the SPDs calls for any development to be properly masterplanned 
and sets out that the LPA will require more information around the case for 
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regeneration, rehousing, phasing, community assets, economic development, and 
local housing need in order to process any future planning applications. Without this 
information it would not be possible to assess if the application would result in a 
suitable development that met the requirements of the National Planning Policy 
Framework, the JCS, the Presubmission City Plan, or the Council’s duty under the 
Equality Act 2010. 

7.0 Future Work and Conclusions

7.1 In accordance with Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) 
Regulations (as amended) 2012 Part 14, as soon as reasonably practical officers 
will produce an Adoption Statement and submit this to any person who has asked to 
be notified of the adoption of the supplementary planning documents. The SPDs will 
also be made available at the council’s offices and online in accordance with Part 
35 of the same Regulations. 

7.2 The SPDs will be used as a material consideration in the determination of any 
future major planning applications in the area outlined in Figure 2.4 of the SPDs. 

7.3 If adopted the agreed text and images of the SPDs will be complied into a properly 
designed document prior to publication. 

8.0 Financial Implications

8.1 None 

(Financial Services have been consulted in the preparation this report.)

9.0 Legal Implications

9.1 The preparation of an SPD is not a statutory requirement, but a decision for each 
local planning authority based upon demands for further information to assist in the 
delivery of sustainable development. An SPD cannot in itself establish land use, 
development management or site allocations policies, but can be used to provide 
further guidance for development on specific sites or on particular issues.  

9.2 An SPD must contain a reasoned justification of the policies contained within it, 
must not conflict with the adopted development plan and must have regard to 
national policies and advice contained in guidance issued by the Secretary of State.  
In preparing an SPD for adoption the Council must provide a summary of the issues 
raised and how those issues have been addressed.  

9.3 Once adopted, an SPD is capable of being a material consideration in the 
determination of planning applications. A Planning Authority can adopt an SPD 
either as originally prepared or as modified to take account of any representations 
made in relation to the SPD or any other matter they think is relevant.

(One Legal have been consulted in the preparation this report.)
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10.0 Risk & Opportunity Management Implications 

10.1 The adoption of the SPDs provides an opportunity for clarity from the LPA on the 
matter of estate regeneration and the implementation of the policy framework. 

10.2 This reduces risk at the pre planning and planning application stage as it allows 
officers to clearly communicate the expected outcomes of development in the 
areas. In the decision-making phase of an application the SPD may be used as 
material consideration in the granting or refusal of planning permission. In an appeal 
situation the SPD would therefore be a useful tool in defence of any decision issued 
by the Local Planning Authority. 

11.0 People Impact Assessment (PIA) and Safeguarding: 

11.1 The Council must when making decisions of a strategic nature about how to 
exercise its functions have due regard to the desirability of exercising them in a way 
that is designed to reduce the inequalities of outcome which result from socio-
economic disadvantage.  It must also when exercising its functions have due 
regards to its public sector equality duty under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.

11.2 The PIA Screening Stage was completed and did not identify any potential or actual 
negative impact, therefore a full PIA was not required.  As set out in the SPDs one 
of the aims of regeneration is transforming the appearance and quality of the 
estates by providing homes to meet the needs of local people.

12.0 Other Corporate Implications

Community Safety

12.1 The draft SPDs outline a number of good urban design principles that should 
ensure that any planning applications are well designed in a manner that reduces 
crime and the fear of crime.  

Sustainability

12.2 There is an opportunity through the planning process to ensure that any potential 
development ensures the sustainability of the existing community, the housing 
stock, community facilities and open spaces upon which the SPDs provide 
guidance. 

12.3 As outlined in the SPDs any potential applications will have to accord to the adopted 
Joint Core Strategy and Presubmission City Plan. This requires all developments to 
deliver improvements to green infrastructure and biodiversity and where appropriate 
mitigate against climate change. 

Staffing & Trade Union

12.3 Not applicable.
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Background Documents:

The Environment Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 and The 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017, Screening Statement for the 
Draft Supplementary Planning Documents for Podsmead Estate Regeneration.

The Environment Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 and The 
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017, Screening Statement for the 
Draft Supplementary Planning Documents for Matson Estate Regeneration.

Consultation version of the SPDs.
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Appendix 1 – Summary of responses by topic

Matson Topic %

51 Homes 25.00

39 Community 19.12

28 Open space 13.73

18 Infrastructure 8.82

14 Environmental quality 6.86

10 Access 4.90

10 Shops and services 4.90

9 Parking 4.41

6 Highways 2.94

6 Security 2.94

5 Miscellaneous 2.45

3 Phasing 1.47

2 Flooding 0.98

1 Historic environment 0.49

2 Economic Development 0.98

204 Total 100.00

Matson Topic %
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Podsmead Topic %

32 Homes 19.75

22 Community 13.58

27 Open space 16.67

21 Shops and Services 12.96

16 Parking 9.88

15 Highways 9.26

12 Access 7.41

6 Environmental quality 3.70

7 Miscellaneous 4.32

2 Security and crime 1.23

2 Flooding 1.23

0 Infrastructure 0.00

162 Total 100.00
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Appendix 2 – Response Report Matson 
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Matson Comments Key theme Response Proposed Change to SPD 
Need for resident led regeneration Community Whilst the council can encourage a 

resident led process it can not insist 
on it through the SPD. Any planning 
applicant will need to demonstrate 
how they have consulted with the 
community. We would encourage 
residents to join the Community 
Action Group and contact tpas who 
are independent advisors for 
residents. 

No change required.

Need to capture the culture of the neighbourhoods - ethnographic 
study

Community Noted. Expand 6.2 to include community 
strategy and details of what this 
should contain.

There is much that is positive about Matson and this needs to be 
captured

Community Noted. Expand 6.2 to include community 
strategy and details of what this 
should contain. Be more positive in 
the SPD where appropriate. 

Asset based mapping should take place to capture much that is positive 
about Matson and the skills that already exist in the community.

Community Noted. Expand 6.2 to include community 
strategy and details of what this 
should contain.

There are no four bed homes - families must move off the estate Homes Noted. At the time of writing no 
developers have submitted any 
detailed layout which shows any 
development proposals. A 
rehousing strategy would be 
required to be submitted with any 
planning application. This strategy 
will provide the council and 
residents with details of who is 
effected and what is proposed to 
ensure that residents have their 
housing needs met. This is a 
requirement of SD11, SD12, of the 
JCS and CP policy A3 and reiterated 
in the SPD text. Expand 6.2 to refer 
to Local Needs Assessment for each 
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phase to ensure the housing needs 
of residents are met.

Critical issue is the connection between Matson and Winnycroft to 
integrate the new and existing communities and help to support the 
retail and community offer in Matson. The link should be made during 
the early stages of the Winnycroft development

Phasing Noted. Expand 2.1.6 to provide more detail 
about the Winnycroft permission, 
services and infrastructure. Add 
more detail in the phasing section 
of the SPD of the importance of the 
integration and connection to 
Winnycroft developments. 

Current shopping parade is scruffy and needs updating Shops and 
services

Noted. No change required.

Lack of fresh food and healthy choices Shops and 
services

Noted. Include in 2.1.4 Local Facilities

No supermarket, useless for people with no car Shops and 
services

Noted. Include in 2.1.4 Local facilities. 

Sound insultation in flats is extremely poor – can hear people using the 
bathroom on floors above

Homes It is acknowledged that a number of 
residents have complained about 
the sound insulation in their existing 
homes, especially in the flats. This 
comment will be passed on to 
Gloucester City Homes. Please note 
that any new development must 
accord with the latest Building 
Regulations with regard to sound 
insulations. These have been 
considerably improved since the 
estate was originally constructed in 
the 1950s.

No change required 

Community want to be consulted on the details of the rehousing 
strategy

Community Noted. A rehousing strategy should involve 
detailed conversations with 
effected residents to discover what 
their housing needs are. The 
rehousing strategy would form part 
of the planning application which is 
subject to public consultation. 
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Do not build on the Library open space Open Space The library space is owned by 
Gloucester City Homes. No planning 
applications have been submitted to 
develop on the site. The council has 
no control over what planning 
applications are submitted to it. Any 
applications proposing a loss of 
open space will be determined in 
accordance with the SPD and the 
adopted JCS and CP policies. 

Open space framework plan 
amended. 

Retain our green spaces Open Space Noted. No change required. 
Plan ahead for electric cars Infrastructure This is dealt with in the SPD and in 

the JCS and CP.
No change required. 

Get parked cars off the road - provide off-street parking Parking Parking is dealt with in section 5.2 of 
the SPD. Car parking on plot is 
encouraged. 

No change required. 

No 4 bed homes in Matson Homes Any planning application would 
need to accord with Policy SD12 
Affordable Homes and SD11 
Housing Mix from the JCS and Policy 
A3 Estate Regeneration of the City 
Plan Presub. These policies seek to 
ensure a suitable mix of homes are 
provided that meet local need. 
Reference to meeting need is made 
in 1.2 Vision and guiding principles 
and in 3.2 Housing and 
Regeneration. 

Update Policy A3 - Estate 
Regeneration in section 3. Planning 
policy context

All buildings should have no steps and level access Access All development across the city 
needs to be built in accordance with 
the building regulations. CP policy 
C1 - Active design and accessibility 
will also be consider during any 
future planning application stage.

Ensure reference to CP policy C1 in 
Chapter 3 Planning Policy Context 
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What will happen to owner occupier's homes? Homes At the time of writing no developers 
have submitted any detailed layout 
which shows any development 
proposals. A rehousing strategy 
would be required to be submitted 
with any planning application. This 
strategy will provide the council and 
residents with details of who is 
effected and what is proposed to 
ensure that residents have their 
housing needs met. This is a 
requirement of SD11, SD12, of the 
JCS and CP policy A3 and reiterated 
in the SPD text. 

Add reference to owner occupiers 
in any descriptions of rehousing 
strategy

Is there a refurbishment package for home occupiers? Homes It makes sense to consider the 
refurbishment of the properties 
surrounding new development. This 
will help create a cohesive place. 
The council would be supportive of 
such an approach. At the time of 
writing no refurbishment package 
has been submitted to the council

Add reference to refurbishment of 
homes adjacent to new 
development and the importance 
of a cohesive scheme. 

Flats should have lifts to make it possible to live in them as life changes 
and so disabled people can live in them

Homes Accessibility is a key consideration. 
The NPPF, JCS, and CP all seek to 
provide access. Applicants will need 
to demonstrate how that ensure 
accessibility and do not discriminate 
against people. They will also need 
to ensure that the housing needs of 
people are met. 

Add reference to accessibility to 
chapter 5.3 Building Design. 

Deal with anti-social behaviour and ‘push the bar higher’ – be ambitious 
and set high standards.

Community Noted. Include reference to 'Designing 
Safer Places' SPD. 

Bin storage is a real problem Infrastructure Bin storage is dealt with 5.3.14 of 
the SPD

No change required.

There has been nothing said about house owners on the Matson estate. 
While all tenants have received news letters after changing your 
delivery company home owners seem to have been neglected

Homes Leaflets were produced and 
delivered by GCH. This was not part 
of the council's consultation 

No change required.
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process. Residents for the council's 
consultation were consulted in 
accordance with the council's 
Statement of Community 
Involvement. GCH will be notified of 
this comment.

Get it done quick Phasing Noted. The speed of delivery is 
dictated by the developer. 

No change required.

Will all new buildings be of the same height and construction so there is 
little distinction between social and private for security

Homes Yes. Policy SD12 of the JCS requires 
that "The design of affordable 
housing should meet required 
standards and be equal to that of 
market housing in terms of 
appearance, build quality and 
materials"

Add reference to SD12 part 5 - 
tenure blind to section 3 Planning 
Policy Context

Cameras everywhere - linked right into the Force Control Centre in 
Quedgeley.

Community Noted. No change required.

A running track installed for 'The Daily Mile' - tarmacked in spongy 
surface - covered with cameras and well lit.

Infrastructure Noted. The SPD requires community 
facilities to be provided to meet 
local need. 

No change required.

Screens showing Daily What's On on Google Calendar to help combat 
loneliness and depression.

Community Noted. It is a good idea to utilise 
technology to combat loneliness. 
This would not be a matter for the 
SPD but is an idea that the council 
would encourage you to pursue 
within the community.

No change required.

Refer to Norwegian Cruise Lines, Royal Caribbean eg Symphony of the 
Seas - top deck to get ideas for recreational facilities. That is what we 
want - we want a 'resort'.

Community Noted. No change required.

Lots of Juliet balconies and little balconies for breakfast. Homes Page 38, 5.3.10 states "For upper 
floors balconies or terraces should 
be provided."

No change required

Lots of space for window boxes. Homes Page 38, 5.3.10 states "For upper 
floors balconies or terraces should 
be provided."

No change required

Measures to help with heat gain Homes Any new development would have 
to comply with the latest Building 

No change required
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Regulation. These set the standards 
for insultation and the heating and 
cooling of buildings. 

Make sure there is enough cabinetry Homes Storage is an important part of well 
functioning home. Policy F6 of the 
CP requires developers to build to 
the Nationally Described Space 
Standards. The standards includes 
providing storage space.

Refer to CP policy F6 in Chapter 3 
Planning Policy Context

Make enough room for 3 tall 186cm tall fridges and freezers so people 
can budget their food well. 

Homes Storage is an important part of well 
functioning home. Policy F6 of the 
CP requires developers to build to 
the Nationally Described Space 
Standards. The standards includes 
providing storage space. Whilst a 
good idea, unfortunately this is too 
specific for the SPD. This comment 
will be passed to GCH to consider 
when they design their schemes. 

Refer to CP policy F6 in Chapter 3 
Planning Policy Context

There is to much traffic on Matson avenue to have a road into the top of 
the said avenue. It would make more sense to put traffic lights on 
Winnycroft lane and the junction of Painswick road, this is because the 
amount of traffic and children on Matson ave

Infrastructure Noted. Future planning applications 
will need to be assessed by the 
Highways Authority to ensure 
highway safety. 

No change required.

The footpaths should be wide - not narrow. Infrastructure Noted. All footpaths would need to 
be designed and constructed to 
meet the requirements of the 
Highway Authority. 

No change required.

The streets should be surfaced with good quality sound absorbing 
tarmac.

Infrastructure Noted. The footpaths and road 
surfaces will need to be built in 
accordance with the Highways 
Authority's requirements. 

No change required. 
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I would like to see a Wrestling Club set up there please.

We should have an international world class Wrestling Gym and 
Performance Facility there so we can invite the Americans from the 
WWE and they can do workshops for the local children.

It would fit in well with the Roman roots of the town - the Rugby club at 
Kingsholm used to be the training centre for the Roman centurions I 
believe.

The local children need to have a world class sporting facility that is 
unique in the country right on their doorsteps.

It's about time they were looked after and cared for there.

Community Noted. The council would encourage 
you to pursue this idea within the 
community. 

No change required. 

I would like to see window boxes so people can grow flowers if they 
want to.

Homes Page 38, 5.3.10 states "For upper 
floors balconies or terraces should 
be provided."

No change required

I would like to see really nice planting. Environmental 
quality

Noted. High quality landscaping is a 
planning policy requirement and 
identified throughout the SPD. 

No change required.

I would like to see areas dedicated to meadow. Environmental 
quality

Noted. High quality landscaping is a 
planning policy requirement and 
identified throughout the SPD. 

No change required.

I would like to see hundreds of trees planted. Environmental 
quality

Noted. High quality landscaping is a 
planning policy requirement and 
identified throughout the SPD. 

No change required.

I would like to see nice expensive trees like groves/avenues of 
Magnolia.

Environmental 
quality

Noted. High quality landscaping is a 
planning policy requirement and 
identified throughout the SPD. 

No change required.

I would like to see Cherry Tree blossom extensively. Environmental 
quality

Noted. High quality landscaping is a 
planning policy requirement and 
identified throughout the SPD. 

No change required.

The scent of the neighbourhood should be attended to - lots of jasmine, 
honeysuckle etc.

Environmental 
quality

Noted. High quality landscaping is a 
planning policy requirement and 
identified throughout the SPD. 

No change required.
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We note there are areas being identified for open space and 
biodiversity enhancement including new tree planting on Figure 4.2. 
This is encouraging especially as the government is proposing to make 
biodiversity enhancement mandatory for most new developments 
shortly. The guidance on green/open spaces for Matson (5.2.9 to 5.2.12) 
is welcomed but it would be helpful if the 'Building with Nature' 
accreditation scheme could be referenced somewhere as a good 
approach. Making reference to the Gloucestershire Local Nature 
Partnership website would also be helpful to developers and planning 
officers - www.gloucestershirenature.org.uk .

Provision of open green space is part of the solution of being able to 
allow housing development because it would not generate sufficient 
recreational pressure on the nearby Cotswold Commons and 
Beechwoods SAC. This issue is that most housing developments over 
more than a few houses will need to be subject to a Habitats 
Regulations Assessment (HRA) process which should be mentioned in 
Sections 2.4 and 3.6. The interim guidance on this was sent in a letter 
from Natural England to all relevant Local Planning Authorities in August 
2018 which I am sure the City Council is aware of. Along with other 
planning authorities the City Council should be funding visitor surveys 
this year which will be used to formulate a recreational strategy for 
protecting the Cotswold Beechwoods SAC from new residential 
developments.

In paragraph 5.2.6 (and Fig 5.6) we recommend that providing 'good' 
lighting on routes should not compromise any identified use of these 
and adjacent area of open apace by bats and other sensitive nocturnal 
wildlife. This can be done by avoiding illumination of hedges, trees, 
ponds and meadows etc. The use of highly directed lighting on to only 
the route surface, low level bollards or path inserted lights using LEDs 
should be considered. These could perhaps be wholly or partially 
powered by solar energy and be time controlled or triggered to only 
operate when low light conditions occur.

Open Space Noted. Building with Nature and 
Policy E8: Development affecting 
Cotswold Beechwoods
Special Area of Conservation are 
policies in the Presubmission City 
Plan. 

Add reference to Building with 
Nature accreditation in 'Green 
Spaces' section 5.2.9 to 12 and 
reference to Policy E8: 
Development affecting Cotswold 
Beechwoods
Special Area of Conservation in 
chapter 3 Planning Policy Context

Play areas and parks need an update. At the moment they look tired 
and dated.

Open Space Noted. No change required. 
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It would be great to have better and more obvious links between 
Matson Library and Abbeydale.

Infrastructure Noted. No change required. 

Greggs, village pubs and McDonalds! Get businesses on board = more 
employment. Swimming pool / affordable leisure centre.

Community Noted. No change required. 

Parking along the street, people don't use the off road parking. Don't 
think the funding will come through leading to unfinished regeneration

Infrastructure Noted. On street parking and a 
move to off street parking is dealt 
with in the SPD

No change required.

Privately owned homes being rented out for more than affordable rent. 
Not helping the housing problem. 

Homes Noted. The council has adopted 
policies in the JCS with regard to 
housing mix and need. However it 
can not control people renting out 
their homes or the price they charge 
for that. The solution needs to be to 
ensure that the housing need is met 
for residents on each phase of 
development. 

Include details of a Local Housing 
Needs Assessment for each phase. 

Quality of residential buildings need to improve. Recent new builds have 
has issues with sewage. I have been told. Green space needs to be 
retained. Crime has reduced.

Homes During any planning application 
process Severn Trent will be 
consulted. Planning permission will 
only be granted for a scheme that 
Severn Trent are satisfied with. 

No change required.

Regeneration important to improve quality of house Homes Noted No change required.
More affordable shops! Shops and 

services
Noted. No change required.

Traffic by Winnycroft development will be a problem. Good quality 
buildings should be retained.

Infrastructure Noted. No change required.

Don't want rehab. Problems with people taking drugs and leaving 
needles in parks. Surveillance in parks is needed and a rehab will de-
value peoples homes.

Security and 
crime

Noted. The SPD sets out a number 
of good urban design principles to 
reduce crime and the fear of crime 
in any new development. Any 
planning applications will have to 
accord with the SPD Designing Safer 
Places. 

Make reference to Designing Safer 
Places guidance in SPD. 

Better facilities (wardens) for older people with disabilities. Larger 
communities need more facilities.

Community Noted. A community facilities 
strategy is required to assess that 
the right facilities that are needed 

No change required. 
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by the community are provided in 
suitable locations. Planning 
applications will need to accord with 
the JCS and CP, both of which have 
policies to protect community 
facilities. This is outlined in 3.5 
Community Facilities of the SPD. 

Innovation around bins and recycling Infrastructure Noted. Covered by policy A1 of CP No change required. 
Design of houses and open spaces designed for future needs Homes Page 39, Design for Change, 5.3.16 

outlines that new development 
needs to be flexible enough to 
respond to future changes in use, 
lifestyle, and demography. This 
means designing for energy and 
resource efficiency, creating 
flexibility in the use of property, 
public spaces and service 
infrastructure (including car parking 
and refuse bin storage), and 
introducing new approaches to the 
use of transportation, traffic 
management and parking.

No change required

Cycle lanes and open up parks to cycles. Currently a sign saying "no 
cycles" useless for kids. Not used by kids. Bike Park!

Infrastructure Noted. No change required. 

Parking - on street- not enough parking. Pot holes, curbs dropping in. 
Causing problems between residents. 10 Beacon Rd

Parking Noted. Parking dealt with in SPD. No change required. 

Structural issues on to housing and pavement in Beacon. Gloucester City 
Homes Property.

Homes This comment will be passed on to 
GCH and the Highways authority 
who are responsible for the road 
and footpath. 

No change required

Would like Beacon Rd regenerated, needs parking solution and road 
repairs.

Infrastructure Noted. County council are 
responsible for the Highway. 

Removal of Matson Avenue focus.

Parking on curb blocking access for disabled people. Access Parking enforcement is the No change required
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responsibility of the county council. 
Regeneration should be for whole estates not just selected sites. Community Noted. Removal of Matson Avenue focus.
Not sure whether or not we should do anything to our house. Winsley 
Rd is poorly maintained, not included. What about everything else? 
Refurbs? Plan? Redundant space - 12 - 12a Winsley access blocked up. 
Bollards and new buildings blocks access to bus stop. Just a fly tipping 
street now. Driving over green space on Painswick Rd to Garnalls Rd to 
park on tenancies. People drive over green space to Painswick Rd from 
Prinknash Rd to take out wooden posts with power tools.

Open Space Noted. Removal of Matson Avenue focus.

Garnalls Rd --> Painswick road hedge overgrown from 2 Garnalls Road. 
Security issue- poor lighting. Needs more lighting. GCH "can't afford it". 
Whose hedge is it? GCC or GCH? Can it be removed? Fly tipping.

Security and 
crime

Noted. Not an issue for the SPD. No change required. 

Make green spaces nicer and not build on them all. "I love the sheep". Open Space Noted. SPD amended to provide greater 
clarity over the approach to open 
space. Removal of one move 
approach to allow consideration of 
other options that do not rely on 
the building of green spaces first. 

Shops need to be totally refurbished, horrible aggressive begging Security and 
crime

Noted. This is partly an issue that 
should be reported to the police. 

No change required. 

Parking is horrendous and buses are expensive. Parking Noted. No change required. 
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I don't have a problem with flats. I would like to see more of a mix of 
homes including family homes. Allocation and mix of homes is a central 
issue (who is housed sensitive lettings). 

Homes Noted. A rehousing strategy would be 
required to be submitted with any 
planning application. This strategy 
will provide the council and 
residents with details of who is 
effected and what is proposed to 
ensure that residents have their 
housing needs met. This is a 
requirement of SD11, SD12, of the 
JCS and CP policy A3 and reiterated 
in the SPD text. Expand 6.2 to refer 
to Local Needs Assessment for each 
phase to ensure the housing needs 
of residents are met.

We should be involved in design, important that young people are 
involved in design of the estate for the future.

Community Whilst the council can encourage a 
resident led process it can not insist 
on it through the SPD. Any planning 
applicant will need to demonstrate 
how they have consulted with the 
community. 

No change required. 

Premier so good. Would like more offer. E.g. Garages, Tesco Express, 
Indian takeaways. Green spaces are good. Places to chill with your kids. 
Well designed, got to look nice. We should be involved in design, 
important that young people are involved in design of the estate for the 
future. Get rid of druggies outside the shops.

Shops and 
services

Noted. No change required.

Matson has a significant number of mature and veteran Oak trees. This 
is a key landscape characteristic of Matson. They pre date the estate 
and are remnants from the old Matson / Selwyn House estate. No other 
area of Gloucester has so many mature/veteran oak trees.

Environmental 
quality

Noted. Expand 2.2.2 to include "No other 
area of Gloucester has as many 
mature and veteran Oak trees."

Opportunities section for both SPDs should include tree planting Environmental 
quality

Noted. Expand 2.5 to include tree planting

I think they are contradictory messages around transport, I am not sure 
I understand there is a coherent approach.  Talks about improving 
vehicular links into Matson from Winnycroft but the same time the 

Parking Noted. During the planning 
application stage parking will be 
looked at by the Highway Authority. 

Amend 5.2.22 to remove numbers 
of parking spaces and make 
reference to the on street parking 
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dangers of congestion. It states that is wants to “promote(s) 
pedestrianized  movement” but at the same time 2 car parking spaces 
per units. How do you balance up increased quantum with this amount 
of car-parking! 

The SPD will not specify numbers of 
spaces per dwelling but will 
encourage new development to 
deal with the on street parking 
issues. 

issues and pedestrian priority. 

Matson, plenty of opportunities to get density up at Matson and link to 
improved offer that might draw Winnycroft residents in to Matson. 
Need to consider shared facilities to make sustainable, e.g. library 
GP/coffee shop, 

Community Noted. Expand 2.1.6 to provide more detail 
about the Winnycroft permission, 
services and infrastructure. Add 
more detail in the phasing section 
of the SPD of the importance of the 
integration and connection to 
Winnycroft developments. 

Winsley Road, where there are a number of walk up flats. Why these 
have not been considered 

Homes The SPD covers the whole area of 
Matson as outlined on Figure 2.4 on 
page 5 of the document. Any 
application in the area will need to 
accord with its principles and the 
policies of the JCS and CP. The 
council have not yet received any 
planning applications. This comment 
will be passed to GCH. 
Consideration will be given to 
removing the Framework Plans from 
the SPD. 

Consider removing Framework 
Plans as it is accepted that 
applications could come in across 
the area and the SPD is applicable 
to the whole area. 

2.4.8      I think this overstates the case – there is plenty of potential for 
archaeological survival in this area, especially in the area around the 
moated site.  Suggest this is rewritten – can provide text if need be. 
2.4.9      Again – this is broadly correct – I would add that, around the 
scheduled monument, consultation with Historic England will also be 
required (impact on the setting of the SM). 

Historic 
environment 

Noted. ANDREW PROVIDING AMENDED 
TEXT

Query how Painswick Road is a “positive urban design influence” Miscellaneous Noted. The Painswick Road provides 
connectivity and legibility. 

No change required. 

Negativity re: cul-de-sacs. They are popular with residents because 
they’re quiet, and it’s safer for children to play outside

Security and 
crime

Noted. Whilst there are benefits 
associated with living in a Cul-de-sac 
they do reduce connectivity and 
legibility. 

No change required. 

Lack of links between Painswick road and Matson avenue isn’t Infrastructure Noted. No change required. 
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necessarily a bad thing- there are plenty of pedestrian links which are 
more sustainable
There’s a bias against passive use of POS Open Space Noted. Add reference to passive open 

space to 2.2.2 

The entire document is very centred on Matson Avenue, and doesn’t 
engage as much with other areas where there are properties in poor 
condition, and which have opportunities to increase density- i.e. 
Winsley Rd, Caledonian rd.

Homes Noted. Consider removing Framework 
Plans as it is accepted that 
applications could come in across 
the area and the SPD is applicable 
to the whole area. 

No consideration of the  needs of the existing community re: tenure Homes Noted. Add more detail to chapter 6. 
Delivery on the need to protect 
social tenure

There’s no aspiration to make the process resident led Community Whilst the council can encourage a 
resident led process it can not insist 
on it through the SPD. Any planning 
applicant will need to demonstrate 
how they have consulted with the 
community. 

No change required.

Pg 19- need to consider the needs of older/disabled people in higher-
density blocks, including accessibility i.e. installing lifts

Access CP policy C1 - Active design and 
accessibility will also be consider 
during any future planning 
application stage.

Ensure reference to CP policy C1 in 
Chapter 3 Planning Policy Context 
and section 5.3 Building Design

There is no explicit commitment to tenure blind development Homes Noted. Add reference to SD12 part 5 - 
tenure blind to section 3 Planning 
Policy Context

Pg 24-re: A4 planning use- there is a desire in the community for a 
family-friendly pub since the Robinswood caught fire- could this feature 
the regeneration?

Community The SPD is not proposing any 
specific uses. An assessment of 
community facilities and need will 
have to be undertaken to inform 
any planning applications. This is 
mentioned in chapter 6 Delivery.

No change required

Pg 27- east-west connectivity isn’t a priority for residents as they have 
concerns about the highways impact this would have

Infrastructure Noted. Improve connectivity 
improves opportunities for improve 
permeability, legibility and access. 

No change required. 
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Pg 30- off street parking should be prioritised over on-street, which 
causes traffic problems

Parking Noted. Any planning application will 
be assessed by the Highways 
Authority to ensure sufficient 
parking and highway safety. On 
street parking is identified as issue 
in the SPD. On street can be 
effective if designed as part of a 
scheme from the outset. The on-
street parking in Matson was not 
planned for or designed into the 
layout. 

No change required. 

Pg 31- curving streets compromises lines of sites to front doors, and 
therefore security

Security and 
crime

Noted. This refers to gentle curves 
for car users rather than strong 
curves or bends that compromise 
pedestrian safety. 

No change required.

Pg 32- what does “improve lighting” mean? Security and 
crime

Noted. Expand 5.2.8 to provide details 
improved lighting. 

Cycle routes would be safer on road rather than on the pavement- they 
should be separate from pedestrians

Infrastructure Noted. No change required. 

Pg 34- Instead of walls to minimise visual impact, consider planting 
which is more sustainable and more attractive

Environmental 
quality

Noted. 5.2.15 covers this point. No change required. 

Consider secure basement parking for flats Parking Noted. No change required. 
Pg 36- bin stores need to be flexible to accommodate changing waste 
regimes

Infrastructure Noted. No change required. 

Pg 38- there is considerable demand for houses which don’t have 
gardens

Homes Noted. Gardens provide 
opportunities for green 
infrastructure, biodiversity, and can 
positively contribute to health and 
wellbeing. Will expand to refer to 
variety of garden sizes to meet a 
variety of needs. 

Expand 5.3.7 to refer to a variety of 
garden sizes for a variety of needs. 

1.1.2 "Whilst all of GCH properties meet decent homes standards" - not 
sure this is accurate. Blocks of flats in Quenneys Close 

Homes Noted. This will be checked with 
GCH. 

Check with GCH before 
republishing. 
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1.1.2 "The estate is primarily social rented tenure." - Is this accurate Homes Noted. This is not accurate. GCH will 
be asked for a breakdown of tenure 
for their properties. 

Amend once details available from 
GCH. 

1.2.1 suggests that there is not already a sense of pride amongst people 
who live in Matson, which is untrue. There are high levels of pride in the 
community, the concern with physical regeneration is that communities 
will be broken up and this will be lost. Thought should be given about 
how the community infrastructure can be maintained during and after 
physical regeneration. Also, these reputational issues were dealt with in 
the community's economic development plan, The Power of Three, 
which is about to be refreshed. The SPD should have regard to this.

Community Noted. Includes reference to the Power of 
Three Community Economic 
Development Strategy.

1.2.2 - "Ideally" - Suggests that these aims are merely an ideal and not 
hard and fast principles

Community Noted Remove 'ideally' para 1.2.2

1.2.2 - "An overall increase in housing density…" Which should include a 
more efficient use of space by building above 2 or 3 storeys

Homes Noted. 5.3.2 states that "New 
development should make efficient 
use of land to maximise the number 
of new homes…" This does not 
restrict the use of flats or higher 
density. 

No change required. 

1.2.2 - "aim to deliver" - Again, a vague commitment with no certainty 
around additionality

Community Noted. Remove 'aim to deliver'

1.2.2 - "Where the loss of an existing home is involved, no one will be 
expected to move twice…" There needs to be some thought around 
this. Whilst for some residents, the idea of only 1 move as opposed to 2 
will be attractive, for others, 2 moves may not be inappropriate. We 
would also be concerned that an emphasis on 1 move makes it easier to 
break up communities as residents are moved out of the area where 

Homes Noted. This will be removed to allow 
more flexibility. It is acknowledge 
that some people may not want to 
stay in the area or may be happy to 
move twice if it enables them to 
stay in the area in a better home. 

Remove reference to the move 
once policy.
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they've always lived. This approach is restrictive to 
phasing and development options. 

1.2.3 - "broadening the mix of housing to include a range of tenures" - 
There is already a mix of tenures- this seems to suggest that there isn't. 
Whilst private housing will need to be a part of regeneration, this to us 
suggests a move away from building additional social and affordable 
properties.

Homes Noted. This will be rephrased or 
removed as it is not the council's 
intention to reduce the amount of 
social rent.

Rephrase or remove 1.2.3

2.1.1 - "However it is important that the SPD looks beyond the estate 
itself as connections between with the wider are in terms of walking 
route, green links…" - This is good- need to consider links especially with 
the new Winnycroft development

Infrastructure Noted. No change required. 

2.1.6 - "There is significant new housing development coming forward 
adjacent to the estate at Winnycroft…This could provide around 700 
new homes including affordable housing." - Untrue, at least in relation 
to "Big Winny" which has no affordable housing. Needs clarifying

Homes Noted. Remove sentence and expand 2.1.6 
to provide more detail about the 
Winnycroft permission, services 
and infrastructure.

2.2.2 - "The new development at Winnycroft Lane will add further 
community facilities to the area…" Only if there are appropriate 
connections to the existing facilities on the estate.

Community Noted. Expand paragraph 2.1.6 to include 
greater detail about the planning 
permission at Winnycroft and the 
proposed services, facilities and 
integration. 

2.2.3 - "Several open spaces lack definition and purpose." - Open spaces 
don't need to have a defined purpose- sometimes residents like a space 
just because it provides a nice view. Passive open spaces are just as 
important as active open spaces, and the latter shouldn't take priority.

Open Space Noted. Add reference to passive open 
space to 2.2.2 

2.3.2 - "…open space that lacks a clear use…" - bias against the passive 
use of open space

Open Space Noted. Add reference to passive open 
space to 2.2.2 

Figure 2.22: Existing semi-detached housing image is in face 
maisonettes in Winsley Road and not semi-detached houses. 

Homes Noted. Substitute photograph in Figure 2.2 
to show semi detached property. 
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2.4.2 "Whilst the sheep are viewed as part of the distinctive character of 
Matson, they can cause problems to the quality and usability of open 
space as droppings are problematic." - The sheep are almost universally 
popular with residents

Open Space Noted. Re word 2.4.2 bullet 3 regarding 
sheep.

2.5.1 - "Focus new development on Matson Avenue…" - We appreciate 
the financial constraints which mean that this regeneration has to be 
focuses, but an overriding emphasis on Matson avenue is to the 
detriments of other areas, which would provide good opportunity for 
redevelopment but have been overlooked. For example, maisonettes in 
areas like Winsley Road are completely owned by GCH and are an 
inefficient use of space, as well as not being fit for purpose. Going from 
2 to 3 storeys in this area would help towards increasing density and be 
a more efficient use of the space.

Homes Noted. This will be removed as a 
principal and it specifies a single 
idea that goes beyond the scope of 
the SPD. It is only appropriate to 
suggest opportunities that have 
been formed from the analysis 
rather than from a developers 
preferred approach. It is 
acknowledged that there are areas 
beyond Matson Avenue that would 
benefit from regeneration. 

Remove 2.5.1

5.3.2 - "Building Heights…" - Height should be a factor in increasing 
density and providing additionality

Homes Noted. 5.3.2 states that "New 
development should make efficient 
use of land to maximise the number 
of new homes…" This does not 
restrict the use of flats or higher 
density. 

No change required. 

Figure 5.26 shows a red brick building. Red Brick is not a characteristic 
of Matson 

Homes Noted. Remove image

5.3.13 - "Brick is the preferred principal material for elevations" - Not 
consistent with the character of Matson 

Homes Noted. Remove reference to brick. Render 
is more locally distinctive. 

Following our phone conversation regarding our concerns from a 
County Council level regarding the highway evidence which has not 
being provided, following Jamie’s meeting with the consultants last 
years we have significant issue with the mention of an unjustified 

Highways Noted. All comments to be included 
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number of additional dwellings and other community uses in the 
Podsmead and Matson draft SPD’s.

Therefore regarding both the Podsmead and Matson final draft SPD’s 
we recommend the removal of the quantum of additional dwellings 
stated in 1.2.3 of both the Podsmead and Matson SPDs.

In the meeting last year it was mentioned the transport evidence that 
would be required to determine the impact of the proposed additional 
vehicle trips on the surrounding highway network, junction capacity 
analysis and mitigation required.  In the absence of such evidence the 
highway impact of the proposed increase in housing can not be 
determined and whether any significant impact on existing surrounding 
junctions can be mitigated. This would also be the case for additional 
proposed use classes (shops, community facilities etc.) if significant 
enough in scale to result in trip attraction from areas beyond Podsmead 
and Matson.
It is sought that the transport evidence previously sought with the 
consultant is provided before mention of any quantum of land uses is 
stated and would suggest the documents are otherwise headed as 
Design Guides only.
Para 2.1.3 – replace ‘good’ with ‘multiple’ and insert ‘regular’ in front of 
bus services.
Para 2.4 – remove ‘technical’ from title as this would require evidence 
basis.
Para 2.4.1 – remove ‘technical’ and replace with ‘brief’.
Para 2.4.3 – remove ‘the key’ – evidence required to support 
statements.
Bullet point 1 – replace ‘good connections’ with ‘several connections’.
Bullet point 2 – remove as no supporting evidence and conflicts.

Highways Noted. All comments to be included 

Bullet point 3 – insert ‘generally’ in front of good and remove ‘within Highways Noted. All comments to be included 
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and’.
Bullet point 5 – remove as no supporting evidence and conflicts.

Bullet point 6 – remove without evidence of congestion – limit to facts 
such as some narrow streets with on-street parking.

Bullet point 7 – remove ‘the design of this junction has not yet been 
finalised’ accesses associated with planning ref. 14/01063/OUT Land 
South of Winnycroft Farm has been granted planning and is currently 
undergoing technical approval checks.
New bullet point – surrounding main highway network junctions have 
identified capacity issues.
Para 2.5.1 – remove ‘key’.

New bullet point – improve pedestrian and cycle linkages to [identity 
desired locations].
3.2 New bullet point – Suitable highway mitigation that can be achieved.
Para 3.2.5
Bullet point 2 – remove, as this risks promoting incremental 
development.

Bullet point 3 – amend, as this makes reference to the quantum of 
housing previous mentioned in para 1.2.3 with no supporting highway 
evidence.
Para 3.6.2

Bullet point 5 – include Travel Plans – move to bullet point 1 and change 
‘proposed’ to ‘necessary’ mitigation.

Para 3.6.3 The Transport Assessment would need to demonstrate that 
highway impact can be accommodated or adequately mitigated.
Para 4.1.1 – remove ‘should’ include A1 shops and replace with ‘could’.
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Figure 4.3 – no evidence submitted to support illustrated proposed 
routes for vehicle improvements, potential linkages and proposed 
gateway improvements based on survey numbers of vehicle demand 
and usage, and if appropriate to, on technical design compliance checks.
Para 4.3 – No evidence to demonstrate suggestions are possible or 
appropriate based on transport surveys or design compliance. Therefore 
should be removed without evidence.
Para 4.3.2

Bullet point 2 – should not state, without evidence, that making a new 
vehicle link between Matson Avenue and Winnycroft Lane is suitable in 
terms of existing and proposed traffic movements.

Bullet point 3 – should not state, without evidence, that making a new 
vehicle link between Painswick Road and Garnalls Road is suitable in 
terms of existing and proposed traffic movements.
Bullet point 4 – no mention of improving pedestrian links across to 
facilities located on the far western side of Matson.

5.2.22 – Remove and replace with parking according to evidence of 
demand and availability of suitable provision.

Highways Noted. All comments to be included 

Council might like to see more density but we don't Homes The NPPF requires planning 
authorities to make the most 
efficient and effective use of land 
without causing harm. 

No change required.

Shops are appreciated and valued, especially pharmacy, hairdressers 
and post office. All are well used. Owners are not investing in their 
shops though because they’re waiting to hear timeframes.

Shops and 
services

Noted. No change required.

Shops not accessible, delivery access is a challenge Shops and 
services

Noted. No change required. 

No-one has heard of Beechwood National Nature reserve – where is it? 
There’s a small area of outstanding natural beauty by Motocross, 
behind services. What is this called?

Environmental 
Quality

Noted. The Beechwoods is mainly 
located in the Cotswold but is a 
European Designated Site. 

No change required. 
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Need to encourage residents there to use Matson/facilities, else will just 
have them/us. Rugby
club is cliquey

Community Noted. No change required.

Agree that;
• Roads are narrow and poorly designed
• Entrances to Robinswood Country Park and Matson Park are hidden

Highways Noted No change required. 

Sheep are part and parcel of Matson. They’re not an inconvenience. 
They’re ‘traffic calming’
too

Community Noted. Re word 2.4.2 bullet 3 regarding 
sheep.

Moat School a barrier? Don’t agree. Road next to it is fine. Highways Although no applications have been 
submitted for the development of 
the site, if in the future a site were 
to come forward, it is considered 
important to secure an east west 
connection across the site to 
improve permeability and stop 
people needing to travel around 
Juniper Av and Norbury Av to move 
across Matson. 

No change required. 

No 1 bus is good, No 13 bus is not so good. Saver cards don’t work 
before 9am.

Access Noted. Stagecoach are responsible 
for the bus services.

No change required.

entry points into Matson are initially unclear, but easy once you’re used 
to it

Access Noted. This is also identified by the 
urban design analysis. 

No change required.

There’s flooding in Matson Park, draining down slope into Underhill Rd 
and Matson Ave from Robinswood. Not draining.

Flooding Noted. Severn Trent and where 
appropriate the Environment 
Agency would be consulted as part 
of any planning application process. 

No change required. 

Language not good either. Neighbourhood Centre = Shopping Centre, so 
why not say that?

Miscellaneous Noted. The SPD is technical planning 
document. The correct description 
would be local centre. 

Amend 'neighbourhood centre' to 
'local centre'.

Bungalows are overshadowed by 3 floor flats. Siting is important. 
Maybe go for 3 storey town
houses and 4 floor flats?

Homes The amenity of neighbouring 
occupiers is protected from 
overshadowing, over bearing and 
lack of privacy by policies in the JCS 
and CP. Planning permission would 

No change required.
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not normally be granted for 
developments that had poor 
relationship with adjacent 
properties. 

Like the lifetime homes approach eg homes planned with availability to 
fit a lift in the corner

Homes Noted. Add reference to accessibility to 
chapter 5.3 Building Design. 

Bungalows in Redwell Rd are riddled with mould/damp. All bungalows 
are suffering from this.
Damp proof course not working? Not got proper foundations? 
Springwater course?

Homes Noted. This comment will be passed 
to GCH. 

No change required.

Don’t think should site pub under flats – who would want to live over 
drinking facilities?

Homes Noted. The SPD does not suggests 
siting a pub under flats. 

No change required.

It says ‘no bikes’ at Robinswood Hill and Matson Park. Kids would be 
upset by this – wouldn’t be able to bring their bikes into green playing 
area

Open Space Noted. No changes required. 

There’s already vehicle access connecting Painswick RD, Garners Rd and 
Underhill Rd.

Access Noted. No change required.

The orange arrow opposite school to Painswick Rd is not appropriate Access Noted. This is an indicative plan 
showing the principle of improving 
permeability into Matson. All 
planning applications would be 
assessed by the Highway Authority 
for safety. 

No change required.

The CAGs would like to stay together as we feel there is lots we can 
learn
from each others’ experiences.

Community Noted. No change required. 
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Buildings are quite old in Matson and Podsmead and definitely need 
works
doing. We have a big interest in our estates – we volunteer/work there, 
so
have an interest in how any redevelopment or refurbishment impacts 
on our
communities. We also want them to grow. We don’t want to lose the 
sense
of community either – which is why we got involved

Community Noted. No change required. 

There is an anti-social element and we are interested to see how a 
housing
project might address this. Could be a game changer, so we want to be
involved to ensure we raise the standards and reduce opportunities for 
antisocial
behaviour

Community Noted. No change required. 

Estates are split – Oaks/Winnycroft, owners/renters. But we are all 
affected by
issues such as loud music. We need to encourage pride in the area

Community Noted. No change required. 

Redevelopment is definitely a ‘long game’ but we want to see better 
and
happier communities – with great housing, low cost bills, good 
insulation,
addressing the ‘bins’ issue etc (currently have a problem with cardboard 
piled
up – fire hazard – this is an issue for shop owners as well; people putting
rubbish in commercial bins too)

Community Noted. No change required. 

We were impressed by the Horfield re-development, with service roads, 
bins
at the back. This seemed to address most of our concerns

Infrastructure Noted. No change required. 

The biggest issue is the negative perception people have of Podsmead 
and
Matson. Even though statistics show that problems are not so high. We 

Community Noted. No change required. 
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hope
regeneration will design this out, creating a more connected, vibrant 
and
positive community. Changes to the structure and open spaces are 
needed
to achieve this
Should there be a greater emphasis on the social value of Matson and
Podsmead in SPD? There is so much good stuff going on – many ‘little 
gems’
within both communities that people may not know about

Community Noted. Expand 6.2 to include community 
strategy and details of what this 
should contain. Be more positive in 
the SPD where appropriate. 

There needs to be more housing – and this can be done well or very 
badly.
The SPD talks about ‘greater density’, but we don’t want a ‘shoe 
horned’ look.
We also need a variety of garden sizes to suit what people want.

Homes Noted. Expand 5.3.7 to refer to a variety of 
garden sizes for a variety of needs. 

Open space is important - to grow food, exercise etc – good for people’s
mental health.

Open Space Noted. SPD amended to provide greater 
clarity over the approach to open 
space. 

We need communal space and own garden area around flats, giving
functional outdoor space for above flats. Important because balconies 
are too
small (and some not even balconies). How about verandas like in 
Australia?

Open Space Noted. Expand page 28, 5.3.1 to refer to 
functional and useable balconies. 

Bike storage is also important in flats. Likewise for big prams. These are
currently left in hallways

Homes Noted. Add information around flat 
storage for bikes and prams to 
chapter 5. 

If you’re going to build 4 storey flats, given an aging population, then 
lifts are
essential

Homes Noted. Add reference to accessibility to 
chapter 5.3 Building Design. 

We worry about the segregation between Matson and Winnie. They 
don’t like
the sheep for example. We need to encourage more integration. Local
schools/bus stops/road joining (but not creating a rat run).

Community Noted. Expand 2.1.6 to provide more detail 
about the Winnycroft permission, 
services and infrastructure. Add 
more detail in the phasing section 
of the SPD of the importance of the 
integration and connection to 
Winnycroft developments. 
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Traffic calming through shared space can be quite good, especially from 
the
viewpoint of people with disabilities

Highways Noted. No change required. 

People prefer houses, not flats. If flats these should be limited to 3-4 
storeys.
They also need to design out noise, keep warmth in and be cheap to run

Homes Noted. Some people prefer flats and 
some people do not. Flats will have 
to be part of any development 
proposals that come forward if the 
LPA is going to meet its 
requirements to making efficient 
use of land but also housing need. 

No change required

Design should look to reduce ASB in flats, otherwise everyone gets 
involved.

Homes Noted. All planning applications 
must be designed in accordance 
with the community safety policy in 
the CP, JCS, NPPF and the council's 
Designing Safer Places guidance. 

Make reference to Designing Safer 
Places guidance in SPD. 

Communal areas should look attractive rather than just functional – but 
will
also need a better level of cleaning than at present, especially on 
ground
floors

Homes Noted. Add that communal areas should 
be attractive and well maintained.

Flats should have plenty of internal storage too Homes Storage is an important part of well 
functioning home. Policy F6 of the 
CP requires developers to build to 
the Nationally Described Space 
Standards. The standards includes 
providing storage space.

Refer to CP policy F6 in Chapter 3 
Planning Policy Context

Arts and culture also improve mental health. Its not all about sport. No
place to do this at the moment. We do activities like pop up recording 
studio,
which helps reduce ASB

Community Noted. This will be dealt with as part 
of the community facilities need 
through the planning application 
process. 

No change required. 

We’d like our communities to be community-run, not done ‘to’ us Community Whilst the council can encourage a 
resident led process it can not insist 
on it through the SPD. Any planning 
applicant will need to demonstrate 
how they have consulted with the 
community. We would encourage 
residents to join the Community 

No change required. 
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Action Group and make contact with 
tpas who are independent advisors 
for residents. 

Some of us would love a Costa (other feel this is too pricey), so there 
needs
to be a range of activity/shopping options to meet community need

Shops and 
services

Noted. No change required. 

Working from homes covenants could be included on new homes by
developers to reduce parking. Or ‘no white vans/business vans’ parking. 
Or
designated parking

Parking Noted. No change required. 

Biodiversity enhancement
This SPD could consider incorporating features which are beneficial to 
wildlife within development, in line with paragraphs 8, 72, 102, 118, 
170, 171, 174 and 175 of the National Planning Policy Framework. You 
may wish to consider providing guidance on, for example, the level of 
bat roost or bird box provision within the built structure, or other 
measures to enhance biodiversity in the urban environment. An 
example of good practice includes the Exeter Residential Design Guide 
SPD, which advises (amongst other matters) a ratio of one nest/roost 
box per residential unit.

Environmental 
Quality

Noted. Add biodiversity on residential units 
as part of section 5. 
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Landscape enhancement
The SPD may provide opportunities to enhance the character and local 
distinctiveness of the surrounding natural and built environment; use 
natural resources more sustainably; and bring benefits for the local 
community, for example through green infrastructure provision and 
access to and contact with nature. Landscape characterisation and 
townscape assessments, and associated sensitivity and capacity 
assessments provide tools for planners and developers to consider how 
new development might makes a positive contribution to the character 
and functions of the landscape through sensitive siting and good design 
and avoid unacceptable impacts.

Environmental 
Quality

Noted. No change required. 

Para 2.5.1 could refer to "the quality and accessibility of open spaces" to 
ensure everyone can enjoy the health and wellbeing benefits

Open Space Noted. Add "the quality and accessibility of 
open spaces to ensure everyone 
can enjoy the health and wellbeing 
benefits.." to 2.5.1 

Para 3.4.3 - would benefit from a stronger statement that streets are 
safe for pedestrians and cyclists of all ages and abilities

Highways Noted. Add to 3.4.3 

Para 4.1.1 - to support healthy food choices, the mixed use centre Shops and Noted. This is covered by the No change required. 
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should be truly mixed-use and avoid over-proliferation of A5: hot food 
takeaways

services Presubmission City Plan Hot Food 
takeaway policy. 

We support the protection and retention of key areas of good quality 
green space as it promotes active lifestyles and supports good health 
and wellbeing, as per Section 4.2. 

Open Space Noted. No change required. 

The SPD refers to the high levels of green open space in the area. 
However, further consideration should be given to ensuring all residents 
are able to access them and that what is there is of good quality

Open Space Noted. No change required. 

We strongly support Section 4.3 as it refers to safe and accessible 
pedestrian and cycle routes both within Matson and beyond. These 
routes should be accessible to people of all ages and abilities. In 
particular, they should enable resident to use active travel options to 
schools, health facilities and the proposed mixed use centre. They 
should also be integrated with high quality green infrastructure to 
maximise mental and physical health benefits

Highways Noted. No change required. 
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Para 5.2.2 - we support the aim that streets should be designed for 
people, not cars as this will realise a range of safety, physical activity 
and air quality benefits. However, this sections could be more strongly 
linked with integrated green infrastructure to maximise benefits

Access Noted. Expand 5.2.2 to include reference 
to GI and health and wellbeing 
benefits of designing routes for 
people first. 
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Para 5.2.14 - this touches on electric charging but there could be 
reference to the benefits of ensuring electric charging infrastructure to 
'future proof' the SPD. This could be included in Para 5.3.16

Parking Noted. Add reference to electric charging 
to 5.3.16

Section 5.3 - this section could be strengthened with reference to 
internal space sizes, which have an indirect impact on health and 
wellbeing, e.g. kitchens that are large enough to store and prepare fresh 
food

Community Noted. Add to 5.3 

A lot of the ‘open space proposals’ indicated in the document are just 
based on lazy assumptions and plonking things into convenient places 
to maximise space for building works.

Open Space Noted. Amend Open Space Framework 
plan and provide clarity over the 
approach to open space. 
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There is very little suggestion made in the SPD of opportunities to 
create high-quality new open spaces within the redevelopment, to help 
mitigate against any losses. Why not?

Open Space Noted. Amend Open Space Framework 
plan and provide clarity over the 
approach to open space. 

Providing suitable mix of new housing in terms of both tenure and type 
is important element of the regeneration in light of both the need for 
housing and in particular Affordable Housing in the City. The under 
delivery of Affordable Housing in other areas of the City has an impact 
on both Matson and Podsmead, the provision of new high-quality 
Affordable Housing will mitigate this to some degree. 

The one move only approach must be supported by building 
appropriate new homes to ensure residents who wish to remain in their 
community can do so. 

The principle of integration into the wider area needs to reflect the 
development of the new housing off Winnycroft Lane in particular. The 
timing and nature of regeneration activities is critical to how these new 
communities relate to Matson and in particular the schools and 
neighbourhood centre.  

One principle that has been omitted is effective community 
engagement in the design of the regenerated areas and homes, 
although this is referred to within the section on delivery.

Homes Noted. The council has adopted 
policies in the JCS with regard to 
housing mix and need. 

Expand paragraph 2.1.6 to include 
greater detail about the planning 
permission at Winnycroft and the 
proposed services, facilities and 
integration. P
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The active and passive roles of open space is an important 
consideration. Open Space that creates exactly that i.e. “space” has an 
important role and its worth should not be underestimated, albeit the 
design of such passive space needs consideration 

Open Space Noted. Add reference to passive open 
space to 2.2.2 

Land use and densities need to be used to support 
i. The provision of more homes generally 
ii. An appropriate mix of homes, in particular Matson has suffered a loss 
of rented family housing as a result of Right to Buy Sales.  This impacts 
on residents’ abilities to live in appropriate housing or remain on the 
estate as their family grows. 

Amenity Space for flats- it is vital that balconies provide function 
outdoor space, Juliette balconies not achieving this objective  

Homes Noted. The council has adopted 
policies in the JCS with regard to 
housing mix and need. 

Expand page 28, 5.3.1 to refer to 
functional and useable balconies. 

Streets and routes should be future proofed with a focus on maximizing 
the use of sustainable transport, walking, cycling and public transport. 

The issue of future proofing is addressed and this is to be welcomed. 

Planning streets and routes has a vital role in maintaining and or 
improving air quality and whilst part of the City’s planning policy should 
be a consideration for the SPD. Creating attractive corridors should 
assist is ensuring shops, services, schools and public open space is all 
best utilised. 

Access Noted. No change required

The link between physical regeneration and the provision of 
opportunities for the current residents of Matson to benefit for social 
and economic regeneration is a fundamental. Without the latter 
increased levels of market housing will effectively gentrify the Estate, 
changing its demographics rather than assisting existing residents to 
benefit from the regeneration. Gentrification may have negative 
impacts on existing residents as local offers exclude them for a variety 
of reasons.

Phasing Noted. Expand 2.1.6 to provide more detail 
about the Winnycroft permission, 
services and infrastructure. Add 
more detail in the phasing section 
of the SPD of the importance of the 
integration and connection to 
Winnycroft developments. 
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Phasing 
Achieving more homes and ensuring a balanced community will provide 
benefits to Matson through increased use of services and amenities 
building on an already strong community with many assets and can help 
assist social and economic improvement. The integration of the new 
housing developments at Winnycroft need to be considered as a 
fundamental part of the regeneration project and therefore phasing of 
development to ensure this is achieved is critical    
My main concern/query is that the document states (p.25) that 2.17ha 
of POS would be lost (as indicated on the suggested framework plan). I 
cannot for the life of me see where the 2.17ha is being lost on the plan 
– that’s well over two football pitches worth of land – the only open 
space that looks like its disappearing entirely is Matson Library (0.4ha), 
which I presume would be the first place they would start to rebuild – 
but of course they could also re-provide some new POS as part of the 
new layout.  So where is the 2.17ha being lost? The only other 
significant open space that doesn’t seem to still be shown on the 
framework plan is the Evan’s Walk open space and play area (also 
0.4ha) – but I’m not sure why this has to disappear really? Its very close 
to (or inside) the scheduled monument boundary – would development 
actually be allowed there?

Open Space Noted. Open space framework plan to be 
amended and clarity provided over 
approach to open space. 
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I would also say that it should be a requirement that any trees lost will 
be replaced on a ratio of 2:1. Two new, small trees for each large tree is 
a small price to pay. 

Environmental 
Quality

Noted. Add tree planting to 2.5 
Opportunities

The Redwell Rd play area is not indicated on any of the plans (red circle 
on plan below). There is also one further formal sports pitch (used for 
rugby) inside Matson Park (red rectangle), which is not indicated on the 
plan at Fig 2.23 (p14), as well as space for another in the park (not 
currently used).

Open Space Noted. Add missing play area to Fig 2.23 
Diagram of Public Open Spaces 
within study area and missing pitch. 

Also p.14, I definitely wouldn’t describe the MUGA as ‘large’ – it is about 
24 x 12m, which is fairly small for a MUGA (‘standard’ size is usually 
around 36m long). p.24 Sud Brook mis-spelt on the plan.

Open Space Noted. Remove 'large' from MUGA 
description page 14. Correct 
spelling of Sudbrook on page 24 
figure 4.2
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It is really not helpful that the Opportunities Diagram on p.16-17 is 
turned sideways to the other maps/plans in the document. This makes 
it very difficult to navigate and even more so when there are no labels 
on the plan at all – not even a street name. 

Miscellaneous Noted. This is to fit it in the 
document 

Add some street names to plan.

I don’t think that it is made clear enough in the document that new 
open spaces could be created as part of the redevelopment. Of course I 
understand that it is also vital that the new homes have private gardens, 
but there will definitely be scope to create functional new open space, 
the assumption just seems to be that open space will be lost and that’s 
that. The tie-in with drainage SUDS etc could create opportunities for 
new areas of high quality green infrastructure. There also needs to be 
clear emphasis on the improvement of the overall quality of the spaces 
and not just improving the play facilities or biodiversity – for example, 
Matson Park has surfaced paths running through the park, which are 
generally well used for walking, running cycling etc. However, the 
condition of these paths is generally very poor due to age and the action 
of the permanent freshwater springs running off the hill (as is the 
visibility in and out of the park itself, which is mentioned in the 
document ref: poor entrance points). For me, a valuable result of losing 
some open space to the regeneration would be for the park 
infrastructure to be brought up to date – new path surfacing, opened up 
and safer entrances etc. The investment in Matson Park over recent 
years has been so minimal and yet it could be a stunning open space, 
safe and well-used. Some of the trees in the park are the best in 
Gloucester.

Open Space Noted. No change required. 

Any amenity spaces retained or re-provided should be 
planted/enhanced with new trees and a diverse meadow mix as a 
minimum (i.e. reduce the large areas of gang-mown grass, other than 
for informal paths and kickabout spaces).

Environmental 
Quality

Noted. No change required
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The proposed play areas do give cause for concern – the one shown at 
Norbury Ave is very close (less than 100m) from the Evan’s Walk site – 
again, not sure what is happening at Evan’s Walk, but care would have 
to be taken if the [lay area were moved to Norbury – firstly there are 
mature oak trees and secondly, it would be closer to properties. I would 
have no problem in seeing ‘play features’ laid out in the other green 
spaces, perhaps some more natural play elements, but the formal play 
areas need to be carefully sited, as they can potentially create a lot of 
noise (happy, playing noise and also ASB noise at night unfortunately).

Open Space Noted. Open space framework to be 
amended and clarity provided over 
approach to open spaces. 

The other proposed LEAP is in the new (reduced size) open space next 
to the block that GCH had consent for building on the old caravan store 
area at St Peter’s Rd/Garnalls Rd (and taking a bit of the POS for 
development). Again, this is really quite close to the Redwell Play Area 
(there is more space at Redwell for noisy and expansive play). A smaller 
play feature might be possible at St Peter’s Rd but this space was very 
close to the new flats and was going to be laid out with a BBQ  and 
seating area, so hopefully would also have a community purpose. Again, 
I’m just concerned that the proposed LEAP locations are in places where 
we would normally rule out such a facility. A LEAP ideally needs to be 
400m2 in size and with buffers of 20m to all nearest properties.

Open Space Noted. This would be carefully 
considered during the planning 
application process. 

Open space framework to be 
amended and clarity provided over 
approach to open spaces. 

It would be great to see a ‘community space’ mentioned and not just a 
play space – where people of all ages can enjoy spending time together 
– play facilities always seem to be separated somehow from everything 
else – why not propose a community space that incorporates features 
for young, middle and elderly people in a high quality setting? For me 
the best place for this would be in the Rectory Rd rose garden open 
space i.e. proper outdoor gym equipment (not the cheap stuff that no-
one uses), seating (some covered?), children’s play (activity trail?), BBQs 
etc, all designed into a high quality space to allow the community to 
gather, relax and exercise outdoors. The Rectory Rd space is probably 
the one that could be most improved and given a practical and useful 
function. 

Open Space Noted. Add to opportunities the need for 
all ages and abilities to be able to 
enjoy open space. 
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There seems to be very little mention in the document of how the 
school fits into the community and the influence of the Redwell Centre 
surely these are both critical players in creating a cohesive and well-
functioning community? 

Community Noted. Add reference to schools and 
existing facilities to 3.5 Community 
Facilities. 

please could mention be made in the document of that awful caravan 
store on Sneedham’s Green? – I would think as a mitigation for the loss 
of some other small open spaces that this could be removed and 
returned to the green.

Open Space Noted. Include in opportunities section 2.5 

We feel that whilst the case for regeneration is strong , the SPD as it 
stands is insufficiently ambitious. The proposals are patchy, and focused 
too much on the Matson Avenue corridor, when there are significant 
other parts of the estate that are in urgent need of regeneration. There 
is a history of regeneration starting and one end of Matson Ave and 
stalling about halfway up and it would be difficult to justify such an 
approach this time .

Miscellaneous Noted. The SPD can only provide 
guidance on the existing policy 
framework. 

Remove focus on Matson Avenue

The SPD is an opportunity for the City Council to set out its ambition for 
Matson – these may be tempered in time by what is achievable within 
Government policy. When it was built the estate was a prestigious place 
to live and our community is rightly proud of its spirit and 
achievements. We are not, however, blind to the challenges or the need 
to bring the estate to being a healthy and happy place to live. This SPD 
must deliver on the hopes raised – it is more than just housing, the lives 
of the people of Matson are at stake.

Community Noted. No change required. 
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Matson forms part of the Matson, Robinswood and White City ward of 
Gloucester City Council, and falls within the Gloucestershire County 
Council electoral division of Coney Hill and Matson.
Matson is a post war development dating largely from the 1950s, and 
contains dwellings of a non-traditional build. Matson is an area of high 
deprivation- in terms of the multiple indices of deprivation, it ranks in 
the bottom quintile both nationally and locally, and sits in the top 2% 
most deprives wards in the UK.

Community Noted. No change required. 

It is important the applications  for parcels of regeneration are 
accompanied by local housing needs assessment, these should reflect 
the current circumstances and/or need of existing residents and how 
the application will ensure these are meet in line with the applicants 
rehousing strategy as agreed with the City Council and as a minimum 
their statutory responsibilities. 

Homes Noted. Expand page 40, chapter 6 to 
include reference to Local Housing 
Needs assessment as part of 
phasing rather than just rehousing 
strategy.P
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Include the Power of Three community economic development plan. 
The Power of Three was developed in consultation with ward citizens 
over nine months from 2015 into 2016 and has been a powerful too for 
community organisations to work together, focus their narratives and 
report on parts of their work.

Economic 
development

Noted. Include reference to the Power of 
Three in the SPD

I have struggled with the SPD documents as they are difficult to pin 
down. For example, i could not help but notice Fig, 2.14. Over a 
£1million spent on this process to state 'seem underused', against an 
image of a one car in a parking area. Under the Power of Three ideals, a 
local person could have been paid to lead a monitoring program of car 
parking areas, which would have funnelled more of the £1 million back 
into the community economic and produced more robust empirical 
data, than 'seems'.

Community Noted. No changes required. 
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What must be said is that the SPD does seem to aim through key sites to 
have an influence on the areas reputation which aligns with the Power 
of Three plan. As GCH took part in the Power of Three process it is 
disappointing though that further concepts from community economic 
development are not embedded in the SPD such as the need to keep 
money rotating through the community rather than just leaking away. If 
no local people gain employment or skills through the regeneration the 
long term effects are minimal. Likewise, the health assessment 
undertaken by GCH identified lack of local employment opportunities 
within the ward but the SPD does not have anything to say about 
ensuring the regeneration process has a direct impact on secondary 
economic opportunities in terms of supporting contractors and servicing 
workers.

Economic 
development

Noted. Include reference to the Power of 
Three in the SPD

The SPD seems to lack any grand ambition and plan for a long term 
outlook across the board. For instance the national if not international 
discussion is that the car industry and transport sectors will under go 
massive change with reduced private ownership of personal vehicles in 
the next two decades, meanwhile the SPD place heavy emphasis on 
parking of cars. Likewise, the employment sector gives every evidence 
of the importance of gig work and self-contracting, which in Abbeydale 
presents with many family homes having a work van parked outside, 
but there is no discussion in the SPD as to the likely shape of personal 
economic growth in Matson and its implications for needs such as 
workspaces, storage or van parking. 

parking Noted. Add consideration to economic 
growth in the 'Future proofing' 
section 5.3.16

It is difficult to perceive from the SPD the wider argument for 
regeneration, the agenda seemingly is about key locations rather than 
tackling core issues such as the poor state of housing, its unsuitability 
for the lifestyles and climate of recent decades and certainly for those 
going forward. I cannot help but wonder if this stance has been driven 
by the positioning of GCH through its economic dominance as the 
power voice behind regeneration. When thinking about the SPD and the 
process that has lead to it my mind kept returning to a quote from 
Roads to nowhere: how infrastructure built on American inequality, 

Community Noted. The council would encourage 
you to pursue this idea within the 
community and GCH. 

No change required. 
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Johnny Miller, Wed 21 Feb 2018 , The Guardian “I call it the falseness of 
community engagement,” says Denise Johnson, her voice rising with 
emotion at the frustration of decades of failed promises. “Back then, 
when they were building that highway, there was no mandated policy 
that you had to engage the community. Now, there is a mandated policy 
to engage the community, which is a good thing. But at the same time, 
it’s still just … their agenda.” A more cohesive partner based sharing of 
power and leadership has been used successfully in other communities 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9Ae_H9MjgM#action=share  and 
may have more luck at building a grander ambitious agenda for regen 
that takes account of peoples priorities and stimulates discussion about 
the future as well as being better informed.
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Appendix 3 – Response Report Podsmead

Podsmead Comments Received Key theme Response Proposed Change to SPD 
Need to capture the culture of the neighbourhoods - ethnographic study Community Whilst the council can 

encourage a resident 
led process it can not 
insist on it through the 
SPD. Any planning 
applicant will need to 
demonstrate how they 
have consulted with 
the community. 

No change required.
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We note there are areas being identified for retention that are valued as open 
space and/or biodiversity as well as new tree planting on Figure 4.2. There are only 
modest indications of biodiversity enhancement (4.2) although all but the very 
smallest developments will have to individually consider biodiversity enhancement 
as the government is proposing this as a mandatory requirement soon. The 
guidance on green/open spaces for Matson (5.2.9 to 5.2.13) is welcomed but it 
would be helpful if the 'Building with Nature' accreditation scheme could be 
referenced somewhere as a good approach. Making reference to the 
Gloucestershire Local Nature Partnership website would also be helpful to 
developers and planning officers - www.gloucestershirenature.org.uk .

Provision of open green space is part of the solution of being able to allow housing 
development because it would not generate sufficient recreational pressure on the 
nearby Cotswold Commons and Beechwoods SAC. This issue is that most housing 
developments over more than a few houses will need to be subject to a Habitats 
Regulations Assessment (HRA) process which should be mentioned in Sections 2.4 
and 3.6. The interim guidance on this was sent in a letter from Natural England to 
all relevant Local Planning Authorities in August 2018 which I am sure the City 
Council is aware of. Along with other planning authorities the City Council should 
be funding visitor surveys this year which will be used to formulate a recreational 
strategy for protecting the Cotswold Beechwoods SAC from new residential 
developments.

In paragraph 5.2.6 (and Fig 5.6) we recommend that providing 'good' lighting on 
routes should not compromise any identified use of these and adjacent area of 
open apace by bats and other sensitive nocturnal wildlife. This can be done by 
avoiding illumination of hedges, trees, ponds and meadows etc. The use of highly 
directed lighting on to only the route surface, low level bollards or path inserted 
lights using LEDs should be considered. These could perhaps be wholly or partially 
powered by solar energy and be time controlled or triggered to only operate when 
low light conditions occur.

Environmental quality Noted. Building with 
Nature and Policy E8: 
Development affecting 
Cotswold Beechwoods
Special Area of 
Conservation are 
policies in the 
Presubmission City 
Plan. 

Add reference to Building with 
Nature accreditation in 'Green 
Spaces' section 5.2.9 to 12 and 
reference to Policy E8: 
Development affecting 
Cotswold Beechwoods
Special Area of Conservation in 
chapter 3 Planning Policy 
Context

GCH should concentrate on improving their current stock. I like my flat, I've lived in 
it for years. I wish they would put right the existing problems rather than knocking 
buildings down.

Homes Noted. Comment will 
be passed on to GCH

No change required.

It would be lovely if they could make improvements to certain parts of the estate. Community Noted. No change required.
I don't understand why GCH want to do it, people are happy in their bungalows, 
they've lived here for years and it's causing a lot of worry.

Homes Noted. Comment will 
be passed on to GCH 

No change required.
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I don't understand why they are bothering - why can't they just improve what they 
already have? We (residents on Shakespeare Avenue) always get forgotten about 
when it comes to improvements. We don't want to move, we like where we live.

Community Noted. No proposals 
have been submitted 
to the council at this 
time. 

No change required.

I like my bungalow and don't want it to change - some cladding on the outside 
would be nice.

Homes Noted. No proposals 
have been submitted 
to the council at this 
time. 

No change required.

We need more drop curbs in Podsmead. Access CP policy C1 - Active 
design and accessibility 
will also be consider 
during any future 
planning application 
stage.

Ensure reference to CP policy 
C1 in Chapter 3 Planning Policy 
Context 

I would like to see an increase in affordable homes. I do believe the homes in 
Podsmead are already warm but not environmentally friendly.

Homes A rehousing strategy 
would be required to 
be submitted with any 
planning application. 
This strategy will 
provide the council and 
residents with details 
of who is effected and 
what is proposed to 
ensure that residents 
have their housing 
needs met. This is a 
requirement of SD11, 
SD12, of the JCS and CP 
policy A3 and 
reiterated in the SPD 
text. Expand 6.2 to 
refer to Local Needs 
Assessment for each 
phase to ensure the 
housing needs of 
residents are met.

No change required.
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 Residents are always leaving the area and going to other communities because 
podsmead lacks facilities. We needs more youth facilities in Podsmead the area has 
been neglected for to long and the community is divided.

Shops and Services Noted. No change required.

We do not need any 3 story houses. Kingsway has it and it looks a state. We need 
less flats and more houses. Halford house I feel is a lovely building but would be 
better if painted a new colour and was refurbished. I am worried where the cafe 
and big local will be when the buildings are demolished. To enable residents to stay 
in this community you need to hold more event and provide more facilities as the 
community is usually divided. We need more sound barriers as cars and mopeds 
cause so much noise.

Homes Noted. Proposed 
housing would have to 
meet housing need. 

No change required.

As GCH say, They will try to rehouse people in 1 move. They will have to build 
something first and where will it be? I have not seen anything of the plans I have 
seem.

Homes Noted. No plans are 
available at this stage. 

No change required.

I love the green and open spaces we have in Podsmead, it would be a shame for 
them to be built on but if doing so improves the quality of the existing parks and 
fields then that wouldn't be a bad thing.

More activities for children please

Open Space Noted. Open spaces 
need to be very 
carefully managed so 
as to not set a 
precedent for 
developers to build on 
open spaces. Any 
proposed development 
would have to comply 
with the policies of the 
NPPF, JCS and CP. 

No change required.

They could be improved, the park equipment is a bit tatty. Open Space Noted. This is already 
dealt with in the SPD

No change required.

Put Scott Avenue park in the centre of the green so it's away from the road and 
closer to the café.

I value the green and open spaces and would hate to see them built on. More tree 
planting would be beneficial for residents and the environment.

Open Space Noted. Include tree planting as an 
opportunity in 2.5 

I love how green and peaceful it is here - the open spaces could be better 
maintained in some parts though

Open Space Noted. No change required.

I like that it's green and open here. Open Space Noted. No change required.
I would appreciate it if the parks were more interesting and had things for older 
teenagers to do.

Open Space Noted. No change required.
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Crypt school needs a safer crossing as students walk behind busses filter light is 
needed turning right on to Cole Avenue from Podsmead Road

Highways Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

The remembrance garden on Scott Avenue green has been neglected and is 
massively neglected and used for drugs. The parks in Podsmead are aimed at older 
generations and the only park for younger children is the one on Wingate field. I 
believe trees are good for podsmead but trees are too close to houses and they 
over hang residents gardens making a mess. 

Open Space Noted. Include tree planting as an 
opportunity in 2.5 

The green spaces and play areas need to be preserved even if they are moved. Lots 
of trees. Enhanced buffer to A38. The Play area in Matson Avenue needs to be 
preserved. Better design for more usage.

Open Space Noted. Include tree planting as an 
opportunity in 2.5 

More play facilities a skate park is needed and less alley ways. Do not open up 
bottom of Shakespeare it was cut off for policing issues. As it was used as am 
escape route.

Open Space Noted. No change required.

Don't make it too built up Homes Noted. No change required.
Improved security for older people's homes would be a good thing Security and crime Noted. Include reference to 'Designing 

Safer Places' SPD. 

Better shops with fresh produce and more affordable household items Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Fish and chips shop would be good Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Pharmacy with healthcare staff who can provide check-ups Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Not a fan of town houses Homes Noted. Proposed 
housing would have to 
meet housing need. 

No change required.
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Don't want Podsmead to lose its character Community Noted. It is important 
that the character is 
preserved and 
enhanced. This is 
protected by policies in 
the JCS and CP

No change required.

A co-op shop would be great, better access generally to fresh produce Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

A couple of small independent businesses would be good Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Don't build three storey houses like Kingsway Homes Noted. Proposed 
housing would have to 
meet housing need. 

No change required.

Don't try to cram too many people in. Homes Noted. No change required.
A pharmacy would be great and better local shops Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 

shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Better facilities - pharmacy with health care advice Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

More shops co-op, fish and chip shop would be good Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Improve what you already have rather than ripping them down and starting again Homes Noted. No change required.
More shops would be good, we could really do with a pharmacy and youth centre. Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 

shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.
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We need more social housing in Podsmead as it is hugely neglected. Podsmead is 
looking a state but its not as bad as Matson. There is nothing to attract residents 
into Podsmead. There isn't anything here we need. Things like a tennis court or a 
local Podsmead Football team. The Ramblers is in the wrong place. We need CCTV 
in the area and get rid of the flats they are a nuisance.

Community Noted. Proposed 
housing would have to 
meet housing need. 

No change required.

Drs surgery and pharmacy would be a good idea. Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

As a home owner I would need a decent price for my home so I could buy 
elsewhere.

Homes At the time of writing 
no developers have 
submitted any detailed 
layout which shows 
any development 
proposals. A rehousing 
strategy would be 
required to be 
submitted with any 
planning application. 
This strategy will 
provide the council and 
residents with details 
of who is affected and 
what is proposed to 
ensure that residents 
have their housing 
needs met. This is a 
requirement of SD11, 
SD12, of the JCS and CP 
policy A3 and 
reiterated in the SPD 
text. 

Add reference to owner 
occupiers in any descriptions of 
rehousing strategy
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There needs to be garages included in the housing and not parking away from 
house. A lot of families have at least 2 cars and more if adult children still live at 
home.

Parking Noted. Parking is dealt 
with in the SPD and all 
planning applications 
will be sent to the 
Highways Authority to 
check they are 
supportive of the levels 
of parking and ensure a 
safe highway.

No change required.

A mix of building styles look better than lots of little boxes.  Homes Noted. The SPD has a 
comprehensive design 
chapter and any 
application will need to 
accord with the design 
policies of the JCS and 
CP.

No change required.

There needs to be a community centre with no break in. Needs to be a more 
central multi-functional community centre.  

Community Noted. Include reference to 'Designing 
Safer Places' SPD. 

We need more high quality designs, no buildings are attractive in Podsmead. Apart 
from Woodpecker, (not able to read place name), Podsmead Place, (no able to 
read place name). GCH has really neglected the area. You really need to stand up 
for your residents and put them first.

Homes Noted. Comment will 
be passed onto GCH.

No change required.

Epney Road needs to redesign its hard and very sharp turnings. Milton Avenue 
needs speed bumps or a speed camera as residents fly up the road at approx. 60 
mph. Blackbridge needs a fence to stop motorcycles going over the field.

Highways Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

Adequate parking needs to be provided for Crypt School and any shops built on the 
green space adjacent. The school appears to have a good area which could be used 
for parking. Need better pedestrian links particularly to Shakespeare ave.

Parking Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.
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Podsmead needs a bus pull in bay to help the traffic at Crypt School. All the rest I 
agree with

Highways This is dealt with in 
4.3.2. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

Better parking situation at Crypt. Parking This is dealt with in 
4.3.2. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

They need to stop speeding Highways This is dealt with in 
5.2.5 Design to reduce 
vehicle speeds. 

No change required.

The parking situation at Crypt needs to be improved Parking This is dealt with in 
4.3.2. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

Traffic calming measures to stop people speeding Highways This is dealt with in 
5.2.5 Design to reduce 
vehicle speeds. 

No change required.

Improvements need to be made to the Crypt School parking system - the school 
should be more responsible and provide places for the coaches to park.

Parking This is dealt with in 
4.3.2. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

Speed prevention measures are needed on a lot of the roads - people speed along 
Milton Avenue, Scott Avenue, Shakespeare Avenue and Masefield Avenue making 
it dangerous for anyone crossing the road.

Highways This is dealt with in 
5.2.5 Design to reduce 
vehicle speeds. 

No change required.
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No through road between the estate and the main roads (Bristol Road and Cole 
Avenue). I like that the neighbourhood is quiet, it's safe for children to play, we 
don't have the sound of traffic whizzing by.

Highways Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

Alley ways are often filled with rubbish and have poor visibility which makes you 
feel quite vulnerable.

Security and crime New development will 
need to accord with 
Designing Safer Places 
and the principles of 
good urban design set 
out in JCS Policy SD4 
and the CP

Include reference to 'Designing 
Safer Places' SPD. 

Great bus service but difficult to get to if you have mobility issues. Access Noted. No change required.
I like that there isn't a through road between Bristol Road and the Estate - keeps 
the streets quiet and stops cars and lorries from cutting through.

Access Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

No through roads please - we like that it's quiet Access Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

It would be great if I didn't have to go to town to do my weekly food shop Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

More local amenities - fish and chip shop, takeaways, coffee shop - more spaces to 
meet people

Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

It would be nice to see it happen in my lifetime! Miscellaneous Noted. No change required.
Keep the estate quiet, clean, green and safe for the children. Environmental quality Noted. No change required.
Why bother? Miscellaneous Noted. No change required.
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Focus on maintaining your existing properties. Homes Noted. Comment will 
be passed on to GCH. 

No change required.

The play area is not often used. School could have an exit on to Podsmead Rd and 
southern avenue. School is the only congestion point.

Open Space This is dealt with in 
4.3.2. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

Trees are important - but the right sort - not to big. As well as car parking for each 
house there should be parking area for special occasions.

Parking This is dealt with in 
4.3.2. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

High rise flats/houses are unsuitable and parking is an issue. People in new 
development in kingsways are parking in Asda.

Parking Carparking is dealt with 
in chapter 5 of the SPD. 

No change required.

Each property should have 2 off road parking spaces. Parking Carparking is dealt with 
in chapter 5 of the SPD. 
The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety and adequate 
parking is provided. 

No change required.

1. Trees are important and views. 2. There is some wasted green space that could 
be used. 3. If redeveloping, include shops and play areas.

Environmental quality Noted No change required.

Double yellow lines to make roads safer - people would park more responsibility. Parking The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

Very worried for people who have bought houses here. Homes Noted. No change required.
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Skate park and a no dog area for children. Open Space Noted. Further 
information will be 
required around open 
spaces and community 
facilities.

No change required.

Fish and chips. Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Needs Drs surgeries! Also parking, better roads and no blind corners. Highways Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

People want to stay people want to move. I want a clear plan. Will residents be 
rehoused in Podsmead or gone completely

Homes Noted. There are no 
plans at this stage. Any 
developer will have to 
submit a rehousing 
strategy and a local 
housing needs 
assessment to ensure 
that the housing needs 
of residents are met. 

Expand page 40, chapter 6 to 
include reference to Local 
Housing Needs assessment as 
part of phasing rather than just 
rehousing strategy.

Error on ownership plan page 12. Tennyson Bungalows #25,23,19, 3, 5, 15, are 
owned privately as well as 51 Milton Avenue.

Homes Noted. GCH to provide 
an updated accurate 
plan. 

Ownership plan to be replaced. 

CPO - won't be able to buy something equivalent to what we have now. Keep 
Podsmead for older people develop new homes elsewhere and improve Podsmead 
for older people

Community Noted. No change required.

Belgrave Rd - Empty homes could be used as well as Shakespear avenue no 6. No 
three story town houses. Parking on plot. Need 3 spaced not just 1 per dwelling. 
Car park for school at top of Scott Avenue. New access from Crypt slip road. 
Southern Avenue exit on to Podsmead rd. Dispose of old homes and use income to 
build homes else where, a new estate.

Highways Noted. Parking is dealt 
with in the SPD and all 
planning applications 
will be sent to the 
Highways Authority to 
check they are 
supportive of the levels 
of parking and ensure a 
safe highway. 

No change required.
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No Townhouses Homes Noted. Proposed 
housing would have to 
meet housing need. 

No change required.

Make sure community facilities are built and open before demolishing existing Community Noted. This will be 
dealt with through the 
planning application 
stage. A phasing 
strategy and 
community strategy 
will need to 
accompany any 
application. 

No change required. 

Increased parking Parking Carparking is dealt with 
in chapter 5 of the SPD. 

No change required.

Park in safe place on Scott Avenue Open Space Noted. No change required.
More affordable shop Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 

shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

No 3 story houses Homes Noted. Proposed 
housing would have to 
meet housing need. 

No change required.

Flooding needs to be taken in to consideration. Flooding Flooding is taken into 
consideration during 
the planning 
application stage.  
Flooding is discussed in 
2.4.7 of SPD

No change required.

What is going to happen to those who own their homes. Homes Noted. There are no 
plans at this stage. Any 
developer will have to 
submit a rehousing 
strategy and a local 
housing needs 
assessment to ensure 
that the housing needs 
of residents are met. 

Expand page 40, chapter 6 to 
include reference to Local 
Housing Needs assessment as 
part of phasing rather than just 
rehousing strategy.
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Off road parking needed for new builds Parking Carparking is dealt with 
in chapter 5 of the SPD. 

No change required.

Secure parking is important Parking Carparking is dealt with 
in chapter 5 of the SPD. 

No change required.

Make community for older folk, it is a peaceful area. Council wont pay what house 
is worth. Should refurb.

Community Noted. Any developer 
will need to accord 
with Policy A3 Estate 
Regeneration of the 
CP. This requires a 
justification for any 
development to 
demonstrate that 
refurb has been fully 
considered. 

No change required.

Will need to increase sewage capacity Miscellaneous During any planning 
application process 
Severn Trent will be 
consulted. Planning 
permission will only be 
granted for a scheme 
that Severn Trent are 
satisfied with. 

No change required.

Dr surgery and pharmacy in one building Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

We need more car parking, not less. Future proofed hidden recycling bins. Parking Carparking is dealt with 
in chapter 5 of the SPD. 

No change required.

Which homes are being demolished. Where will the new ones be built and how will 
you decide which will be refurbished.

Homes Noted. No planning 
applications or detailed 
designs have been 
submitted at this stage 
to the council. 

No change required.

Car park and slip rd would stop congestion from school round about to southern 
avenue.

Parking This is dealt with in 
4.3.2. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 

No change required.
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planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

Why cant the community own the land that the community facilities are built on so 
its always there for the community.

Community Noted. This is matter 
beyond the SPDs remit. 

No change required.

GCH have blighted our properties by having a plan online showing our houses 
demolished - Podsmead houses can't sell!

Homes Noted. This comment 
will be passed on to 
GCH. 

No change required.

Need services such as chemist, attached to drs surgery, as well as good shops. 
Don't want to move, I like where I am. Don't want shops by the play ground 
because of roads, Shops should be at other end of green so they are in walking 
distance. Podsmead needs looking after.

Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required.

Will I get full market value for my house. Can't sell due to plans. Why do they want 
to knock down my house for green space when there is green space next door. Can 
still find GCH plans online. GCH said " we will just compulsory purchase if you are 
not careful" Was told by GCH that I would get full market value plus 10%. Wooden 
stairs in flats on Byron, fire risk. Antisocial behaviour, arson and drug dealing.

Homes Noted. No planning 
applications or detailed 
designs have been 
submitted at this stage 
to the council. 

No change required.

Opportunities section for both SPDs should include tree planting Environmental quality Noted. Include tree planting as an 
opportunity in 2.5 

Podsmead, I question why Master plan has separated community facilities from 
local centre. 

Community Noted. It is not clear 
which paragraph or 
plan this comment 
refers to. 

No change required.

Podsmead:

2.4.4      I doubt the geology here is limestone rock – almost certainly lias clay  - 
would query this.

2.4.10    This is broadly correct and I see no reason to go into more detail at this 
stage.  Best dealt with at Pre-App or as part of the DM process.

Miscellaneous Noted. Clarification to be sought 
around limestone rock. 

Following our phone conversation regarding our concerns from a County Council 
level regarding the highway evidence which has not being provided, following 
Jamie’s meeting with the consultants last years we have significant issue with the 
mention of an unjustified number of additional dwellings and other community 
uses in the Podsmead and Matson draft SPD’s.

Highways Noted. All comments to be included. 
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Therefore regarding both the Podsmead and Matson final draft SPD’s we 
recommend the removal of the quantum of additional dwellings stated in 1.2.3 of 
both the Podsmead and Matson SPDs.
 
In the meeting last year it was mentioned the transport evidence that would be 
required to determine the impact of the proposed additional vehicle trips on the 
surrounding highway network, junction capacity analysis and mitigation required. 
 In the absence of such evidence the highway impact of the proposed increase in 
housing can not be determined and whether any significant impact on existing 
surrounding junctions can be mitigated. This would also be the case for additional 
proposed use classes (shops, community facilities etc.) if significant enough in scale 
to result in trip attraction from areas beyond Podsmead and Matson.
It is sought that the transport evidence previously sought with the consultant is 
provided before mention of any quantum of land uses is stated and would suggest 
the documents are otherwise headed as Design Guides only.

Regarding the Draft Podsmead SPD in its current form, considering the above I 
have the following suggestions;

Para 1.2.2 bullet point 2 – Suggest remove reference to 25%-50% figure without 
transport assessment evidence to demonstrate figure is possible with achievable 
mitigation to surrounding highway network junctions significantly impacted in 
capacity or clearly state ‘if appropriate highway mitigation can be provided’.

Para 1.2.3 bullet point 2 – As per para 1.2.2 bullet point 2.
Para 2.1.3 – replace ‘good’ with ‘multiple’ and insert ‘regular’ in front of bus 
services.
Para 2.1.4 – replace ‘easily’ with ‘readily’.
Para 2.4 – remove ‘technical’ from title as this would require evidence basis.
Para 2.4.1 – remove ‘technical’ and replace with ‘brief’.
Para 2.4.3 – remove ‘the key’ – evidence required to support statements.
Bullet point 1 – ‘replace ‘good street’ with ‘several street’ and insert ‘generally’ in 
front of the second good.
Bullet point 4 remove ‘within and’.
Bullet point 5 – remove as no supporting evidence and conflicts.
Bullet point 6 – remove without evidence of congestion – limit to facts such as 
some narrow streets with on-street parking.
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New bullet point – surrounding main highway network junctions have identified 
capacity issues.
Para 2.5.1 – remove ‘key’.
Bullet point 2 – remove reference to main gateway, without evidence this will not 
impact on the safety and operation of Podsmead Road adjacent to Crypt School.

Bullet point 4 – add to new development north in addition to Bristol Road.
New bullet point – improve pedestrian and cycle linkages to Tuffley and Crypt 
School.
Para 3.2 – New bullet point – Suitable highway mitigation that can be achieved.
Para 3.2.6
Bullet point 2 – remove, as this risks promoting incremental development.
Bullet point 3 – amend, as this makes reference to the quantum of housing 
previous mentioned in para 1.2.3 with no supporting highway evidence.

Para 3.6.2
Bullet point 5 – include Travel Plans – move to bullet point 1 and change ‘proposed’ 
to ‘necessary’ mitigation.
New para 3.6.3 The Transport Assessment would need to demonstrate that 
highway impact can be accommodated or adequately mitigated.

Para 4.1.1
Bullet point 2 – remove reference to ‘at the entrance to the estate’ without 
evidence this will not significantly impact on the safe operation of Podsmead Road 
and accesses for users. Remove ‘should’ include A1 shops and replace with ‘could’.

Figure 4.3 – no evidence submitted to support illustrated proposed routes for 
vehicle improvements, potential linkages, Scott Avenue downgrade  and proposed 
gateways based on survey numbers of vehicle demand and usage, and if 
appropriate to, on technical design compliance checks.
Para 4.3 – No evidence to demonstrate suggestions are possible or appropriate 
based on transport surveys or design compliance. Therefore should be removed 
without evidence.
Para 4.3.2
Bullet point 1 – incorrect, developments cannot be expected to contribute towards 
enhancements unless evidence of significant impact.

Bullet point 2 – should not state, without evidence, that making Masefield Avenue 
the main route is suitable in terms of existing and proposed traffic movements.
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Bullet point 3 – should not state, without evidence, the significant issue and 
suitable design for ‘simplifying’.
Bullet point 4 – should not state, without evidence, of Scott Avenues importance as 
a route and impact of downgrading.

Para 4.3.3 – No mention of improving pedestrian links across Cole Avenue to 
Tuffley, to Crypt School and north to new residential developments.

5.2.22 – Remove and replace with parking according to evidence of demand and 
availability of suitable provision.

"The Estate Today" - Podsmead has good access for cars, bus services to town, 
motorways. Challenge this as Podsmead is more of a giant cul-de-sac. Services are 
not accessible unless you have a car. There are some shops and community 
facilities about 1km away and the closest district centre is 3km away. Disagree that 
Podsmead has good views. Maybe from the top of the flats!

Community Noted. Check this is accurate and 
amend where appropriate. 

Blackbridge is not part of Podsmead - remove it as it is a separate project Miscellaneous Noted. There is an 
opportunity to improve 
linkages to this facility 
but replacement 
community facilities 
will need to be 
provided within 
Podsmead as outlined 
in 3.5 of the SPD

No change required. 

Can't access supermarkets Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required. 

The employment land is mostly industrial and not really employment. McDonalds is 
very low pay and the council must think everyone on Podsmead works in industry! 
Not really a positive

Community Noted. Employment 
land is the planning 
definition of these 
uses. 

No change required. 

Walking routes are horrible with vomit and urine Access Noted. No change required. 
The west of the area is limited by barriers as larger vehicles were driving to 
industrial area, as well as it being used as a rat run

Access Noted. No change required. 

The bus service is not good! It's the number 11 three times a day. You also can’t 
buy a day ticket before 9am you have to buy a monthly ticket. Not affordable by 
most.

Access Noted. This is a matter 
for the bus operator 
but it is agreed that 

No change required. 
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this is not ideal, nor 
does it encourage 
people to use public 
transport.

Drains get blocked up and there's flooding in people's back gardens Flooding During any planning 
application process 
Severn Trent will be 
consulted. Planning 
permission will only be 
granted for a scheme 
that Severn Trent are 
satisfied with. 

No change required.

the only way to improve access to the estate is to create more access. Plans 
reducing this eg
Scott Ave (can only get onto estate, not off). Causing congestion on Podsmead Rd. 
Need to look at
reopening and putting other methods in place eg yellow box at end of Cole Ave 
onto Podsmead Rd.

Access Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety. 

No change required.

What will happen to the memorial garden? Ashes have been scattered here, so 
moving might not be popular. (Stone to commemorate Carmel Webb, but bot her 
ashes. British legion memorial.)But its seriously neglected and kids hang around 
there

Open Space Noted. No plans are 
available at this stage. 

No change required. 

If the park is in the middle, will there be room for everything? There’s only 1 set of 
rugby posts
(to mark the world cup) and a five a side pitch.

Open Space Noted. Appropriate 
community facilities 
would need to be 
provided as part of a 
planning application. 

No change required. 

Five a side pitch is well used in the summer. Its exercise. Could we use space in 
Byron Ave? Children need a place to run – see them using it every day. Blackridge is 
a bit far away. Parents might not be comfortable with children going there, 
especially at the furthest point

Open Space Noted. Facilities need 
to be provided within 
the existing 
community.

Ensure reference to CP policy 
C1 in Chapter 3 Planning Policy 
Context. Provide clarity over 
community facilities to be 
provided in immediate area.  

If Scott Ave is downgraded, this puts pressure on Byron, Masefield etc – seen as 
main route in. So this is not a good idea. Or we could increase other ways out

Access Noted. The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 

No change required. 
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to ensure highway 
safety. 

At the bottom of Milton Ave there’s some waste land, highlighted as contaminated 
land – but play facilities?

Open Space Noted. There are no 
plans at this stage. 
Milton Avenue is not 
overlooked and is in 
close proximity to the 
backs of existing 
properties. This would 
provide an issue in 
terms of locating play 
equipment in this area. 

No change required. 

Green areas are good, especially for elderly and people with disability/young 
families. Need to find a balance between homes and green spaces

Open Space Noted. No change required. 

The CAGs would like to stay together as we feel there is lots we can learn
from each others’ experiences
• Initially we wanted to have an influence on progress but later down the line we
want more of a say to ensure the development works for all, especially older
residents or those with a disability.

Community Noted. No change required. 

Buildings are quite old in Matson and Podsmead and definitely need works doing. 
We have a big interest in our estates – we volunteer/work there, so have an 
interest in how any redevelopment or refurbishment impacts on our communities. 
We also want them to grow. We don’t want to lose the sense
of community either – which is why we got involved

Community Noted. No change required. 

There is an anti-social element and we are interested to see how a housing project 
might address this. Could be a game changer, so we want to be involved to ensure 
we raise the standards and reduce opportunities for antisocial behaviour

Community Noted. No change required.

Redevelopment is definitely a ‘long game’ but we want to see better and happier 
communities – with great housing, low cost bills, good insulation, addressing the 
‘bins’ issue etc (currently have a problem with cardboard piled up – fire hazard – 
this is an issue for shop owners as well; people putting rubbish in commercial bins 
too)

Community Noted. No change required.

We were impressed by the Horfield re-development, with service roads, bins at the 
back. This seemed to address most of our concerns

Community Noted. No change required.
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The biggest issue is the negative perception people have of Podsmead and Matson. 
Even though statistics show that problems are not so high. We hope regeneration 
will design this out, creating a more connected, vibrant and positive community. 
Changes to the structure and open spaces are needed to achieve this

Community Noted. No change required.

Should there be a greater emphasis on the social value of Matson and Podsmead in 
SPD? There is so much good stuff going on – many ‘little gems’ within both 
communities that people may not know about

Community Noted. Expand 6.2 to include 
community strategy and details 
of what this should contain. Be 
more positive in the SPD where 
appropriate. 

Sports facilities are in the wrong place (all in Blackridge) – people won’t use them Open Space Noted. Facilities need 
to be provided within 
the existing 
community.

Ensure reference to CP policy 
C1 in Chapter 3 Planning Policy 
Context. Provide clarity over 
community facilities to be 
provided in immediate area.  

Siting the shops at the top of Scott Ave may help The Crypt but is this the
right place to put them for the community?

Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD. In 
order to attract shops 
and services they will 
need to located where 
they attract more 
customers. Currently 
there are not enough 
people to support 
shops and services in 
Podsmead. 

No change required. 

There needs to be more housing – and this can be done well or very badly.
The SPD talks about ‘greater density’, but we don’t want a ‘shoe horned’ look.
We also need a variety of garden sizes to suit what people want.

Homes Noted. Gardens 
provide opportunities 
for green 
infrastructure, 
biodiversity, and can 
positively contribute to 
health and wellbeing. 
Will expand to refer to 
variety of garden sizes 

Expand 5.3.7 to refer to a 
variety of garden sizes for a 
variety of needs. 
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to meet a variety of 
needs. 

Open space is important - to grow food, exercise etc – good for people’s
mental health.

Open Space Noted. SPD amended to provide 
greater clarity over the 
approach to open space. 

We need communal space and own garden area around flats, giving
functional outdoor space for above flats. Important because balconies are too
small (and some not even balconies). How about verandas like in Australia?

Homes Noted. Expand page 28, 5.3.1 to refer 
to functional and useable 
balconies. 

Bike storage is also important in flats. Likewise for big prams. These are
currently left in hallways

Homes Noted. Add information around flat 
storage for bikes and prams to 
chapter 5. 

If you’re going to build 4 storey flats, given an aging population, then lifts are
essential

Homes Noted. Add reference to accessibility 
to chapter 5.3 Building Design. 

Traffic calming through shared space can be quite good, especially from the
viewpoint of people with disabilities

Highways Noted. No change required. 

People prefer houses, not flats. If flats these should be limited to 3-4 storeys.
They also need to design out noise, keep warmth in and be cheap to run

Homes Noted. Some people 
prefer flats and some 
people do not. Flats 
will have to be part of 
any development 
proposals that come 
forward if the LPA is 
going to meet its 
requirements to 
making efficient use of 
land but also housing 
need. 

No change required

Design should look to reduce ASB in flats, otherwise everyone gets involved. Homes Noted. All planning 
applications must be 
designed in accordance 
with the community 
safety policy in the CP, 
JCS, NPPF and the 

Make reference to Designing 
Safer Places guidance in SPD. 
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council's Designing 
Safer Places guidance. 

Communal areas should look attractive rather than just functional – but will
also need a better level of cleaning than at present, especially on ground
floors

Homes Noted. Add that communal areas 
should be attractive and well 
maintained.

Flats should have plenty of internal storage too Homes Storage is an important 
part of well functioning 
home. Policy F6 of the 
CP requires developers 
to build to the 
Nationally Described 
Space Standards. The 
standards includes 
providing storage 
space.

Refer to CP policy F6 in Chapter 
3 Planning Policy Context

We’d like our communities to be community-run, not done ‘to’ us Community Whilst the council can 
encourage a resident 
led process it can not 
insist on it through the 
SPD. Any planning 
applicant will need to 
demonstrate how they 
have consulted with 
the community. 

No change required

Some of us would love a Costa (other feel this is too pricey), so there needs
to be a range of activity/shopping options to meet community need

Shops and Services Noted. Improving local 
shops and amenities 
for residents is one of 
the aims of the SPD

No change required. 

Working from homes covenants could be included on new homes by
developers to reduce parking. Or ‘no white vans/business vans’ parking. Or
designated parking

Parking The Highways 
Authority will be 
consulted on all 
planning applications 
to ensure highway 
safety and adequate 
parking arrangements.

No change required.
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Biodiversity enhancement
This SPD could consider incorporating features which are beneficial to wildlife 
within development, in line with paragraphs 8, 72, 102, 118, 170, 171, 174 and 175 
of the National Planning Policy Framework. You may wish to consider providing 
guidance on, for example, the level of bat roost or bird box provision within the 
built structure, or other measures to enhance biodiversity in the urban 
environment. An example of good practice includes the Exeter Residential Design 
Guide SPD, which advises (amongst other matters) a ratio of one nest/roost box 
per residential unit.

Environmental quality Noted. Add biodiversity on residential 
units as part of section 5. 

Landscape enhancement
The SPD may provide opportunities to enhance the character and local 
distinctiveness of the surrounding natural and built environment; use natural 
resources more sustainably; and bring benefits for the local community, for 
example through green infrastructure provision and access to and contact with 
nature. Landscape characterisation and townscape assessments, and associated 
sensitivity and capacity assessments provide tools for planners and developers to 
consider how new development might makes a positive contribution to the 
character and functions of the landscape through sensitive siting and good design 
and avoid unacceptable impacts.

Environmental quality Noted. No change required.

Para 2.5.1 could refer to "the quality and accessibility of open spaces" to ensure 
everyone can enjoy the health and wellbeing benefits

Open Space Noted. Add "the quality and 
accessibility of open spaces to 
ensure everyone can enjoy the 
health and wellbeing 
benefits.." to 2.5.1 

Para 3.4.3 - would benefit from a stronger statement that streets are safe for 
pedestrians and cyclists of all ages and abilities

Highways Noted. Add to 3.4.3 

Para 4.1.1 - to support healthy food choices, the mixed use centre should be truly 
mixed-use and avoid over-proliferation of A5: hot food takeaways

Shops and services Noted. This is covered 
by the Presubmission 
City Plan Hot Food 
takeaway policy. 

No change required. 

We support the protection and retention of key areas of good quality green space 
as it promotes active lifestyles and supports good health and wellbeing, as per 
Section 4.2. 

Open Space Noted. No change required. 

The SPD refers to the high levels of green open space in the area. However, further 
consideration should be given to ensuring all residents are able to access them and 
that what is there is of good quality

Open Space Noted. No change required. 
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We strongly support Section 4.3 as it refers to safe and accessible pedestrian and 
cycle routes both within Matson and beyond. These routes should be accessible to 
people of all ages and abilities. In particular, they should enable resident to use 
active travel options to schools, health facilities and the proposed mixed use 
centre. They should also be integrated with high quality green infrastructure to 
maximise mental and physical health benefits

Highways Noted. No change required. 

Para 5.2.2 - we support the aim that streets should be designed for people, not cars 
as this will realise a range of safety, physical activity and air quality benefits. 
However, this sections could be more strongly linked with integrated green 
infrastructure to maximise benefits

Access Noted. Expand 5.2.2 to include 
reference to GI and health and 
wellbeing benefits of designing 
routes for people first. 

Para 5.2.14 - this touches on electric charging but there could be reference to the 
benefits of ensuring electric charging infrastructure to 'future proof' the SPD. This 
could be included in Para 5.3.16

Parking Noted. Add reference to electric 
charging to 5.3.16

Section 5.3 - this section could be strengthened with reference to internal space 
sizes, which have an indirect impact on health and wellbeing, e.g. kitchens that are 
large enough to store and prepare fresh food

Community Noted. Add to 5.3 

p.14 (2.4.2) typos reference ‘Blackridge’ rather than Blackbridge sports hub. Miscellaneous Noted. Amend typo p.14 2.4.2 
P20 – Land Use and Density Framework plan takes the open space loss even further 
and around two thirds of the central open space are taken for ‘mixed use’ building 
land – I really don’t see how this can be justified. The existing Scott Ave open space 
is 2.08ha in size and the proposed ‘improved’ area is 0.6ha! This is just plain wrong. 
Why not site the ‘civic space’ (p.22, fig 4.2) right in the heart of this central open 
space – the proposed civic space location is plainly just leftover land, right on a 
junction and busy road – everything that is seen as negative in the site analysis. 
wouldn’t it be better to build in some enclosure on that corner? What would be 
the function and purpose of such a space in this location? Surely a civic space 
should be located in the estate centre, near the community buildings?

Open Space Noted. Any 
applications proposing 
a loss of open space 
will be determined in 
accordance with the 
SPD and the adopted 
JCS and CP policies. 

Open space framework plan 
amended. 

There is very little suggestion made in the SPD of opportunities to create high-
quality new open spaces within the redevelopment, to help mitigate against any 
losses. Why not?

Open Space Noted. This is 
discussed in 2.9 
Opportunities 

No change required. 
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I do not disagree with the proposal (4.2.1) to provide a new and improved MUGA, 
although I would hate to see the play area destroyed, as it is individually designed 
to fit into the space and incorporates elements for all ages (toddler area is fenced 
for additional safety). In fact the play area and MUGA combined actually make this 
play space more of a NEAP than a LEAP, so it is currently providing much more than 
a basic play facility. First of all, to replace these facilities (even with like-for-like) 
would cost probably around £150,000 or more. To provide a decent sized MUGA 
(say 36 x 15m) with a tarmac or artificial grass surface would make the total bill 
probably nearer £175-200k. Who pays for this?
 
Secondly, the existing facilities have been very carefully sited and laid out so that 
they provide the correct buffer distances to nearby houses – for the play aspect – 
20m buffers and for the MUGA, 30m. If the MUGA and play were re-located to the 
reduced central open space, then the fenced MUGA would be very dominant in the 
space and there would not be sufficient space to provide 30m buffers to adjacent 
houses. A LEAP play area should be at least 400m2 in size, but preferably larger 
(the current play area is approx. 1200m2, plus the MUGA/covered seating area – 
approx. 300m2). To replace this existing facility with a smaller ‘improvement’ 
would seem like an injustice. Where would the informal grass kickabout area be 
replaced, where would the community sensory garden be replaced? 

Open Space Noted. Open space framework plan 
amended. 

The proposed skatepark shown on the open space at Milton Ave rings all sorts of 
alarm bells. Officers had previously looked at this space and discounted it very 
quickly as a place for a skate park. Firstly, the open space is elevated to the rear 
gardens of the nearby bungalows and users on ramps etc would therefore be 
significantly overlooking the garden spaces. Secondly, this is a relatively quiet area 
– skate parks are very noisy by their nature. Guidance suggests that skate parks 
should have buffers of at least 50m to residential properties, but preferably more. 
There would not be sufficient space here to provide 50m buffers. The only place 
that 50m buffers would be achievable is next to the MUGA (where the covered 
shelter is), and in an area which has higher levels of background noise already, 
which is where officers previously told the Podsmead community builder that a 
skate park could be located. The wellbeing of any residents located close to skate 
ramps should be the first and foremost consideration. Even if the bungalows on 
Milton Ave/Betjeman Close were to be rebuilt with houses facing the open space 
(which would be better for many other reasons) there still would not be a sufficient 
buffer space. I am not sure, but I believe that this open space has previously been 

Open Space Noted. Open space framework plan 
amended. 
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built up with excavated materials, so there may be contamination considerations 
needed here too.

p.23 states that there is currently 5.06ha of open space at Podsmead. In fact, 
within the study area defined by the SPD, there are three open spaces:
Milton Avenue open space (PO5) – 0.918ha 
Byron Avenue open space (PO2) - 1.084ha
Scott Avenue open space (PO3) – 2.078ha  Total = 4.08ha
 
The reduced POS on the open space framework plan would comprise:
Milton Ave (unchanged) – 0.918ha
Byron Ave – 0.6ha or less
Scott Ave – 0.6ha     Total = 2.118ha or less, a loss of HALF of the existing POS.
 
The two other retained ‘green’ areas shown on the SPD open space plan at p.26 
would not be classed or calculated as POS , as they are smaller amenity spaces of 
less than 0.2ha (and hence were not included as POS areas in the POS Strategy).
 
This is not an acceptable level of POS loss, when considered against the proposals 
(i.e. no replacement POS and limited or non-existent mitigatory or enhancement 
proposals). It is simply land grabbing for the sake of building more houses, it is not 
an improvement.

Open Space Noted. Open space framework plan 
amended. P
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SPD’s should be used to provide guidance on existing adopted policies within a 
Development Plan Document. The Matson and Podsmead SPD’s currently have 
elements which go further than guidance and give prescriptive design 
requirements which development in these areas should meet. These prescriptive 
requirements go above and beyond the policy requirements set out within any up 
to date Development Plan Documents. As is set out within the Regulations and has 
been emphasised through the recent High Court Judgement between William Davis 
Ltd, Bloor Homes Ltd, Jelson Homes Ltd, Davidson Homes Ltd & Barwood Homes 
Ltd and Charnwood Borough Council1, conferring development plan status onto a 
document which does not have statutory force and has not been subject to the 
same process of preparation, consultation and examination is not compliant with 
the Regulations. Any prescriptive requirements within an SPD are in effect policy 
requirements rather than guidance and should be removed and should the Council 
wish to assess applications against them, they should be incorporated within a 
Development Plan Document set of policies to ensure they are sound.

Miscellaneous Noted. The SPD does 
not go beyond the 
adopted policies. They 
provide guidance on 
how the policies can be 
implemented in this 
area. 

No change required 

The link to the sports hub is a good ideas in theory but will not be an attractive Access Noted. The link to the 
sports hub is outside of 
the SPD area and 
would be dealt with as 
part of any planning 
application for that 
site. 

No change required. 

Route, again the route to Bristol Road is just picking up an existing route, I think 
they need to be a bit more adventurous in explaining what could be done to 
improve this route.

Access Noted. The route 
would need to be 
designed in accordance 
with the guidance in 
Designing Safer Places. 

No change required. 

The proposed reconfiguration of the bus turning area, increased car parking on the 
Podsmead Rd/Cole Ave frontage (for Crypt school) and the existing footbridge 
would create (at certain times of day) a sea of cars fronting the main road – how is 
this a positive improvement? There doesn’t seem to be any innovative thinking 
about the traffic and circulation space in this SPD at all.

Highways Noted. This would 
need to be designed in 
much more detail as 
part of the planning 
application process. 
The Highways 
Authority would be 
consulted on all 
applications to ensure 

No change required. 
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appropriate design and 
highway safety. 

p.24 (fig 4.3) Why has the decision been made to ‘downgrade’ (reduce traffic) using 
Scott Avenue and not Masefield Ave (where there are very few GCH properties 
fronting the road)? Why push the traffic into Masefield when GCH have much more 
control over the edges at Scott Ave? It isn’t really even clear what they are trying to 
get the traffic to do – is there really a problem with traffic around the estate (other 
than on-street parking)? Why try to get traffic more quickly into the estate (i.e. at 
faster speeds?)? Surely it would be better if all traffic was slowed down, to allow 
better pedestrian connectivity across the whole estate?

Highways Noted. This would 
need to be designed in 
much more detail as 
part of the planning 
application process. 
The Highways 
Authority would be 
consulted on all 
applications to ensure 
appropriate design and 
highway safety. 

No change required. 
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1. Introduction and Vision

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 In March 2015 the housing stock owned by Gloucester City Council (GCC) was transferred to 
Gloucester City Homes (GCH). This includes homes within Podsmead, which dates from the 
early post-war years, when the City was building rapidly to replace bomb-damaged stock 
and to rehouse inner-city residents displaced under slum clearance programmes. Some later 
infill developments date from the 1970s and later years.

1.1.2 Podsmead comprises of a mix of housing tenures. GCH’s properties are primarily social 
rented tenure, while other properties are owned by other housing associations are owner 
occupied or privately rented. Whilst all of GCH’s properties meet decent homes standards, 
the quality of construction and design of the built environment reflect the estates age and 
offers a range of opportunities for improvement and improved quality of life, alongside 
opportunities for economic and social regeneration. Podsmead has a strong sense of 
community and the area benefits from feeling green and open.

1.1.3  This SPD provides guidance as a stepping stone between planning policies in GCC’s 
Development Plan and the potential regeneration of the estate under outline and detailed 
planning applications which may be brought forward. It has been subject to extensive public 
consultation with the local communities, and this is detailed in a separate consultation 
report.

1.2 Vision and guiding principles

1.2.1 The aim of regeneration is to enhance the appearance and quality of the estate while also 
protecting and promoting a sense of pride in the community by:

 providing homes to meet the needs of local people and provide additional homes to 
meet the needs of the wider city;

 creating greener cleaner communities and improving the quality and use of open space;
 improving local shops and amenities for residents.
 Improving social and economic opportunities for residents.

1.2.2  The regeneration of the estate should include the following principles:

 An overall increase in housing density to (i) make best use of land; and (ii) to provide 
homes to meet the needs of local people in terms of tenure, type and accessibility. 

 The regeneration will deliver quality homes which are safe, warm, affordable and 
environmentally friendly.

 Residents’ desires to remain in their community are accommodated. Consideration will 
be given to both the impact of the loss of the existing home and of the impact of moving 
on residents.

 Connect and integrate Podsmead with the wider area.
 
1.2.3 This SPD provides guidance that reflects the above principles and aims to capture the 

benefits of new development and regeneration.
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1.3 Structure of the SPD

1.3.1 This SPD is structured as follows:

 Chapter 2: The Estate Today. Good planning briefs are based on a thorough understanding 
of the opportunities and constraints that may affect them. This chapter sets out a summary 
of the analysis of the environmental, ownership and technical issues affecting Matson and 
concludes with a summary of opportunities.

 Chapter 3: Planning Policy Context. This chapter sets out an overview of current and 
emerging planning policy which provides the local policy context for the SPD.

 Chapter 4: Key Principles of New Development. This chapter sets out the overall 
suggested coordinating principles within which individual outline and detailed planning 
applications could be designed. The Key Principles are set out in four themes:

- Land use and density;
- Open space;
- Routes and linkages; and
- Urban design.

 Chapter 5: Design Guidance. This chapter provides specific guidance on national and local 
planning policy requirements for high quality design relating to the design of buildings, 
streets and open spaces at Matson.

 Chapter 6: Delivery. This chapter sets out the broad suggested approach to phasing. This 
will need to be refined and is likely to change as detailed designs are brought forward. 
All future development, and its timing, is to be discussed with residents.
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2. The Estates Today

2.1 Location and context
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Figure 2.4: Area to which this SPD relates

2.1.1 Figure 2.4 opposite sets out the area to which this SPD relates. Only some parts of this area 
are likely to be subject to change, and much of it will remain as it currently exists. However, 
it is important that the SPD looks beyond the estate itself as connections with the wider area 
in terms of walking routes, green links and design approach are important to ensure that 
high quality regeneration is delivered.

2.1.2 Figure 2.5. overleaf shows the location and context of Podsmead in relation to Gloucester as 
a whole. Podsmead is located approximately 3km to the south of Gloucester City Centre.
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Figure 2.5 Strategic context diagram

Wider access and connectivity
2.1.3 Podsmead has multiple vehicular accessibility and regular bus services to the city centre. The 

railway station is located in the city centre, which provides direct links to several local urban 
areas including Cheltenham and Bristol, and connections to the wider UK rail network.
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2.1.4 The M5 motorway can be accessed from Podsmead via the A38 to the south and via A38 / 
A417 to the north. Junction 11a is approximately 8.8 kilometres away from the centre of 
Podsmead and Junction 12 is approximately 6.4 kilometres (actual driving distance, not a 
straight line).  

Local facilities
2.1.5 Within Podsmead there are only a small number of local facilities available for use by 

residents. There is one shop located on Scott Avenue, along with two vacant shop units. A 
community cafe is also located on this road. A community centre is located on Milton 
Avenue. Further away there are a number of local centres (a collection of small shops, 
commercial and community facilities), located approximately 1 km from Podsmead. These 
are not considered to be located close enough to Podsmead to provide accessible facilities 
for residents. The closest district centre (a large group of commercial and community 
facilities serving a wider area) is located at Quedgeley, which is 3km away. The city centre is 
3.3km away. 

2.1.6 Local residents who responded to the consultation felt that there were insufficient shops 
and services to meet their needs. Particularly health services. 

Views
2.1.7 Podsmead enjoys views to Robinswood Hill Country Park. 
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2.2 Urban Design Analysis

2.2.1 The urban design analysis over the next four pages sets out the positive influences, that 
could contribute to a masterplan to regenerate the estate; and negative influences, which a 
masterplan needs to address in developing a strategy to improve the estate

Positive urban design influences

2.2.2 Figure 2.13 opposite sets out the positive urban design influences for Podsmead, which in 
summary are:

 The existing open space, one local shop and community centre are assets to the area.
 There is some connectivity to the wider area via paths from Bristol Road and vehicular 

routes from Cole Avenue and Podsmead Road.
 Much of the street structure in the centre is well set out and overlooked by some 

fronting buildings and front gardens.
 There is a large amount of passive open space which contributes to the feeling of 

openness across the estate. 
 The neighbourhood is in close proximity to employment land, local schools and private 

green spaces
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Negative urban design influences

2.2.3 Figure 2.18 overleaf sets out the negative urban design influences for Podsmead, which in 
summary are:

 The facilities located along Scott Avenue lack the variety a typical local centre might 
offer.

 There are a number of dead-end routes with little activity or frontage.
 The existing pedestrian routes are poor quality, indirect and have little or no natural 

surveillance.
 There are barriers to access and movement through the neighbourhood from the north-

south from Cole Avenue and east-west through the industrial land to the west.
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 The road system does not support the current levels of car ownership and usage. They 
do not support on street parking with a number of cars parked on pavements blocking 
access for pedestrians. Roads are narrow and poorly designed.

 There is a lot of open space that lacks clear purpose, ownership or a connection with the 
neighbouring buildings and housing.
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<<Plan to be updated by GCH as out of date and inaccurate>>

 
Fig 2.19: GCH ownership and building types diagram * Source: GCH 2017
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2.3 Ownership and building types

2.3.1 There are a range of housing types in Podsmead, ranging from single to four storey 
buildings. All the buildings are post-war and many homes are of pre-fab construction, which 
at the time were intended as a short-term housing solution.

2.3.2 A large amount of the estate is owned by GCH, as indicated by the pink shading in the plan 
opposite. A lot of the buildings are terraced or semi-detached houses (yellow) and the blocks 
of flats (blue) are located in the south-west of the estate, as well as next to the central green 
space. Most of these blocks of flats are positioned on open space that lacks a clear use and 
they often don’t front onto their associated streets

2.4 Summary of technical issues

2.4.1 The  analysis that has informed this SPD has included:

 open space and landscape: the amount, quality, function and character;
 transport: brief analysis of access and movement for vehicles, public transport, 

pedestrians and cyclists;
 engineering: ground conditions, utilities and flood risk; and
 historic environment.

Open space and landscape

2.4.2 In summary, the key issues and opportunities are:
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 There are five designated public open spaces across the Podsmead ward, equating to 
approximately 12ha of open space of which 5.06 hectares are in Podsmead. The quantity 
of open space across the ward is well above Gloucester’s Open Space Standards. 
However, a number of sites fall short of expected standards in terms of quality, and 
there is an opportunity to improve them through the regeneration of the estates.

 Sports pitch provision is above the quantity standards however, play space falls well 
below. There is an opportunity to improve the quality and distribution of play space 
within Podsmead.

 The Green Infrastructure Strategy 2014 identifies an existing Green Corridor along the 
Sharpness Canal and a proposed ‘Green Corridor’ along Tuffley Crescent to improve 
pedestrian/cycle links

 The open space at Milton Avenue has been identified as a European Structural and 
Investment Funding (ESIF) bid area. Funds will be spent by the council to enhance 
biodiversity in this area.

 The Playing Pitch Strategy identifies priority investment for provision of a sports ‘hub’ at 
Blackbridge playing fields to support overall sports provision across Gloucester. There is 
an opportunity to improve linkages to Blackbridge so that Podsmead residents can easily 
access this facility.

Fig 2.24: Diagram of Public Open Spaces within Study Area
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Transport

2.4.3 A full transport assessment will be required. A non-technical desktop study was undertaken 
focusing on access and linkages. In summary, the initial issues and opportunities are:

 There are several street connections within the study area. However, while access to 
local facilities and bus stops is generally good, the range and quality of those facilities is 
limited.

 However, connections to the wider area - especially to the west - are limited by barriers 
created by busy roads and culs-de-sac which do not link streets together, and the large 
area of employment land to the west.
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 There are limited pedestrian routes and no dedicated cycle routes. There is an 
opportunity to improve connections for those moving around on foot or by bike, and 
any future development opportunities across the adjacent land towards Bristol Road 
should include pedestrian and cycle links that connect to Podsmead.

 Good bus services within and adjacent to Podsmead

 From an urban design perspective the layout of the main gateway poor - it is 
unwelcoming, often congested and confusing. There is an opportunity to improve this 
gateway and make it work better for all modes of traffic, not just cars.

 There are  narrow streets and a large amount of on-street parking which residents 
report creates congestion and conflict between neighbours. It is important that new 
development does not further exacerbate this problem and, where possible, improves 
the situation. On-plot parking for new development is preferred.

 Surrounding main highway junctions have identified capacity issues. 

Engineering

2.4.4 Ground conditions: Historically, the estate was open farmland and undeveloped until around 
1955 when the current estate was built. The ground conditions are likely to comprise a layer 
of made ground over a natural geology of lias clay with soil deposits encroaching over the 
western fringes of the site. These ground conditions do not present a constraint to 
development, and are likely to require typical foundation depths up to 1.5m with deeper 
foundations expected in the zone of influence of any trees.

2.4.5 There is a substantial brownfield site to the west of Podsmead Estate, which has had 
numerous industrial activities on it, notably the Gloucester Gas Works facility. Any planning 
application should include an investigation of potential contamination on the site, and set 
out the proposed mitigation if required.

2.4.6 Utilities: The estate is well served by electricity, gas, telecommunication networks (BT and 
Virgin Media), drinking water, and storm and foul water drainage networks. The site has a 
number of big sewers (pipes bigger than 375mm in diameter). New development should 
avoid building over these. 

 
2.4.7 Flood risk: The majority of the estate is within Flood Zone 1. A small section of the estate 

around Betjeman Close located in the North West Corner is in Flood Zone 2. New 
development should ideally be avoided in this area. Some of the roads however are at 
medium to high risk of flooding from surface water. There is an opportunity to reduce the 
risk of surface water flooding on existing streets through the use of Sustainable Drainage 
Systems in the new development.

Historic Environment

2.4.8 The majority of the Podsmead Ward dates back to the middle ages. Historically the estate 
consisted of undeveloped agricultural land during the c.1800s with development occurring 
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on the Site during 1955. The main heritage assets present within 1km of the Site include four 
Listed Buildings, the nearest of which is 0.6km from the Site, and Hempsted Conservation 
Area approximately 1km from the estate.

2.4.9 The majority of the estate has been previously developed and construction is likely to have 
truncated and/ or heavily disturbed any archaeological assets. Survival of heritage assets is 
less likely in those areas occupied by existing buildings and structures such as roads.

2.4.10 Appropriate initial survey work will need to be undertaken and should be agreed with 
planning officers and undertaken pre-planning in order to assess the archaeological 
potential of the Site. The results should be discussed with GCC and any further surveys and 
assessments required to support planning applications agreed prior to submission.

2.4.11 A Townscape Character Assessment of the area including full details of Listed Buildings 
within or adjacent to the area and Local List candidates can be found online at: 
https://www.gloucester.gov.uk/media/3376/tca-report-part-2.pdf This document identifies 
the Hawksley BL8 bungalows, which are aluminium clad pre-fabricated bungalows, as 
candidates for Local Listing and recommends that consideration be given to designating the 
areas with the highest concentration of Hawksley BL8 bungalows as a conservation area.  

2.9 Opportunities

2.5.1 Figure 2.25 overleaf sets out the opportunities that have informed this SPD. In summary 
these are:

 improve the setting of the central open space through new development with active 
edges that better defines and encloses it;

 introduce mixed-use development, providing facilities for local residents and 
improving the appearance of the entrance;

 enhance the quality and accessibility of open spaces to ensure everyone of all ages 
and abilities can enjoy the health and wellbeing benefits, and improve green 
linkages between them; 

 provide opportunities for pedestrian and cycle linkages to Bristol Road and to recent 
housing development to the north; 

 increase tree planting across the estate; and 
 improve pedestrian and cycle linkages to Tuffley and Crypt School. 
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3. Planning policy context
3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 This chapter sets out a summary of the relevant local planning policy context for this 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD). The local policy context is principally set by:

 the Gloucester Local Plan (1983) saved policies; and
 the adopted Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury Joint Core Strategy (JCS) 

(December 2017).

3.1.2 The Pre-Submission version of the Gloucester City Plan 2011 - 2031 (City Plan) was approved 
for consultation and submission at the Council meeting held on 26 September 2019. On the 
basis of the stage of preparation that the plan has reached, and the consistency of its 
policies with the NPPF, the emerging policies of the plan can be afforded at limited to 
moderate weight in accordance with paragraph 48 of the NPPF.

3.1.3 The Second Stage Deposit City of Gloucester Local Plan 2002 is a draft plan that was 
published and approved by the council for development management decision making in 
2002. It is not an adopted plan, but the policies within it carry weight in the process of 
decision-making on planning applications. An assessment of the policies has been carried 
out in the light of the adoption of the JCS and in the context of the National Planning Policy 
Framework. A list of the ‘Endorsed Relevant Policies 2018’ and ‘Partial Relevant Policies’ is 
published on GCC’s website.

3.1.4 This SPD provides guidance on the implementation of planning polices by setting out 
framework plans and design guidance providing overall suggested coordinating principles 
within which individual outline and detailed planning applications could be designed. In 
setting out the context, this Chapter focus on most recent (JCS) and City Plan policy and 
shows how the SPD reflects development plan policies. This is organised under key policy 
topics that are relevant to the regeneration of Podsmead:

 housing and regeneration;
 open space and landscape;
 design and sustainability; and
 community facilities.

3.2 Housing and Regeneration

3.2.1 In common with most other parts of England, Gloucester has a high level of housing need. 
Joint Core Strategy Policy SP1 sets out the overall requirement to deliver 35,175 new homes 
during the plan period, and Policy SP2 requires a minimum of 13,287 to be provided within 
the Gloucester City administrative boundary.

3.2.2 The Podsmead Estate is not specifically allocated for new residential development. However, 
JCS Policy SD10 sets out that new residential development will be permitted where it is on 
previously-developed land or infilling in existing built-up areas of Gloucester, except where 
otherwise restricted by other planning policies within the district plan; or there are other 
specific circumstances defined in district plans. The City Plan specifically addresses the 
regeneration of former local authority housing estates, stating that the Council will consider 
applications favourably where the following criteria are met:
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Policy A3: Estate regeneration
1. The physical condition of the housing stock is poor (i.e. the dwellings are
substandard, or demonstrably not fit for purpose in the short-medium term); and/or
2. There is an area-specific socio-economic justification for re-development led 
regeneration, considered alongside alternative options for re-modelling or refurbishment;

If the criteria above are met, proposals must then meet the following:
3. The proposal has been properly master-planned; and
4. The existing strengths of the locality, both the built and natural environment and the 
community assets, are identified and positively improved upon as part of any regeneration; 
and
5. The local community has been actively engaged in shaping the proposals; and
6. The proposal provides suitable type and tenure housing choices to meet the needs of 
existing residents and the needs of the wider city; and
7. The proposal promotes strong and thriving communities by providing community 
facilities, open spaces, retail and other economic opportunities at an appropriate level to 
meet the needs of the existing and expanded community; and
8. The proposal can demonstrate that development led regeneration delivers positive
socio- economic benefits for existing residents; and
9. The proposal helps to maintain and promote independent living and improves health and 
well-being.

3.2.3 JCS Policy SD10 goes on to state that ‘Residential development should seek to achieve the 
maximum density compatible with good design, the protection of heritage assets, local 
amenity, the character and quality of the local environment, and the safety and convenience 
of the local and strategic road network.’ Applications will need to demonstrate that suitable 
highway mitigation can be achieved. 

3.2.4 JCS Policy SD11 requires a mix of dwelling sizes, types and tenures in new development in 
order to contribute to mixed and balanced communities and a balanced housing market. It 
also states that development should address the needs of the local area, including the needs 
of older people and that improvements to the quality of the existing housing stock involving 
remodelling or replacing residential accommodation will be encouraged where this would 
contribute to better meeting the needs of the local community (subject to other policies 
including SD4 (design requirements) and SD8 (historic environment). This is further 
reinforced through the City Plan Policy A5: Specialist Housing and A6: Accessible and 
adaptable homes. 

3.2.5 JCS Policy SD12 provides the detail of affordable housing requirements, setting out a target 
of a minimum of 20% affordable housing for sites in Gloucester that are not a Strategic 
Allocation. The City Plan, through its whole plan viability assessment, demonstrates that a 
25% affordable housing level is achievable

3.2.6  A key principle of any regeneration of Podsmead would therefore be to broaden the mix of 
housing types to reflect the needs of existing residents and the wider city. A site specific 
local housing needs assessment would need or be undertaken to understand the needs 
within each phase of development. 

 
3.2.7 This SPD does not prescribe the mix of dwelling sizes, types and tenures. The SPD suggests a 

framework within which an appropriate mix of new dwellings can be brought forward.
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3.3 Open space and landscape

3.3.1 Podsmead includes areas designated as open space, and the estate sits within a wider 
landscape and open space setting. The key policies in relation to landscape and open space 
are:

 JCS Policy SD6, which seeks to protect landscape character and requires all 
applications to consider the landscape and visual sensitivity of the area in which 
they are to be located or which they may affect.

 JCS Policy INF3: Green Infrastructure, which seeks to deliver a series of 
multifunctional, linked green corridors and requires development proposals to 
contribute positively towards green infrastructure. 

 City Plan Policy E5: Green Infrastructure: Building with Nature supports INF3, and 
requires development proposals to contribute towards the provision, protection and 
enhancement of Gloucester’s Green Infrastructure Network. Major development 
proposals will be designed in accordance with ‘Building with Nature’ standards.

 JCS Policy INF4: Social and Community Infrastructure, which includes open space in 
the definition of such infrastructure and seeks replacement facilities to compensate 
for loss of existing.

 Relevant open space polices from the Second Stage Deposit City of Gloucester Local 
Plan 2002:
- Policy OS.2 Public open space standard for new residential development; and
- Policy OS.3 New housing and public open space.

3.3.2 The emerging City Plan reflects existing policy by seeking to protect open space and playing 
fields, Policy C3: Public open space, playing fields and sports facilities, states that spaces will 
be protected from redevelopment to alternative uses, in whole or in part, unless it can be 
demonstrated that:

1. There is an excess of provision in the local area, there is no current or planned
future demand for such provision and that there would be no overall shortfall; or
2. The open space, playing field or facility can be replaced by alternative provision of
an equivalent or better quality and quantity in an accessible and appropriate
location to the community where the loss would occur; or
3. The proposal is ancillary development that would enhance existing facilities and 
not reduce or prejudice its ongoing use; or
4. The proposal affects land that is not suitable, or incapable, of forming an effective
part of the open space, playing field or facility and its loss would not prejudice the
ongoing use of the remainder of the site for that purpose.

3.3.3 The City Plan seeks to protect trees and hedgerows and, in the case of an unavoidable 
significant adverse impact on trees, woodlands and hedgerows, the developer must provide 
for measurable biodiversity net gain on site, or if this is not possible:

1. At nearby Green Infrastructure projects/areas; or
2. In suitable areas of parks, open spaces, verges; or
3. Through the restoration or creation of traditional orchards, prioritising sites
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identified as opportunities for increasing the connectivity of the ecological
network; or

4. As new or replacement street trees.

Development which would result in the loss of irreplaceable habitats such as Ancient
Woodland, Ancient Trees and veteran trees will not be permitted except in wholly
exceptional circumstances.

3.3.4 City Plan Policy E8: Development affecting Cotswold Beechwoods Special Area of 
Conservation states that development will not be permitted where it would be likely to lead 
directly or indirectly to an adverse effect upon the integrity of the Cotswold Beechwoods 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) (alone or in combination), and the effects cannot be 
mitigated. In order to retain the integrity of the SAC, and to provide protection from 
recreational pressure, all development that results in a net increase in dwellings will be 
subject to Habitats Regulations Assessment for likely significant effects. Any development 
that has the potential to lead to an increase in recreational pressure on the SAC will be 
required to identify any potential adverse effects and provide appropriate mitigation. This 
will be in accordance with the SAC mitigation and implementation strategy or through a 
Habitats Regulations Assessment. 

3.3.5 City Plan Policy E5: Green Infrastructure: Building with Nature supports INF3, and requires 
development proposals to contribute towards the provision, protection and enhancement of 
Gloucester’s Green Infrastructure Network. Major development proposals will be designed 
in accordance with ‘Building with Nature’ standards.

3.3.6 The relevant open space polices from the Second Stage Deposit City of Gloucester Local Plan 
2002:

- Policy OS.2 Public open space standard for new residential development; and
- Policy OS.3 New housing and public open space.

3.3.7 As set out in Chapter 1, there are a number of important guiding principles that should 
inform any masterplanning approach, including accommodating existing residents’ desires to 
remain in their own community.  Space for new development within the estate is limited, 
and as such it is anticipated that there may be proposed development on some of the 
existing open space within Podsmead. 

3.3.8 This will need to be very carefully considered through the masterplanning process, with an 
Open Space Audit used to evaluate the quality of spaces before developing the masterplan 
proposals, and refining them following consultation with local people. The fact that the area 
has good provision of open space is not in itself a justification for the loss of open space. The 
approach to open space and landscape will need to comply with policy by:

 Providing a replacement or alternative provision of an equivalent or better quality 
and quantity in an accessible and appropriate location;

 demonstrate, including evidence of engagement with relevant local community 
groups and partner organisations, why the facility is no longer required and, as 
appropriate, how, when and where suitable local replacement facilities will be 
provided;

 improving play provision; 
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 creating better linkages between open spaces both within and outside of the 
estates, so forming a strong green network that locks into the city-wide Green 
Infrastructure Strategy; and

 where appropriate have the approval of Sport England. 

3.4 Design and sustainability

3.4.1 The ambition should be to enhance what is already good about Podsmead, so that it 
becomes a high-quality place to live. The principles set out in this SPD are informed by 
planning policy requirements for high quality, sustainable design, and makes it clear that 
planning applications will need to meet these requirements. The key policy requirements in 
the Joint Core Strategy are:

 JCS Policy SD3: Sustainable design and construction
 JCS Policy SD4: Design Requirements
 JCS Policy SD12: Affordable Housing, also requires that homes are designed to be tenure 

blind. 

3.4.2 In addition, guidance set out in the Designing Safer Places (2008) interim adoption SPD is 
important to the regeneration of the estates:

3.4.3 The Design Guidance chapter of this SPD amplifies the principles set out in these policy 
documents, including:

 designing the public realm as a place for everyone, ensuring that streets and buildings 
work together to create streets that are spaces for people, not just a means of getting 
from one place to another;

 create streets that are welcoming and safe for pedestrians and cyclist of all ages and 
abilities encouraging people to choose to move;

 creating characterful open spaces, so that existing and new spaces combine to create a 
network, each space with a clearly defined role and function within the neighbourhoods;

 balancing the need for residents to have safe and convenient access to car parking with 
creating an attractive, uncluttered streetscape that promotes green active travel 
choices; and

 designing high quality buildings that transform the image of Podsmead.

3.4.4 The City Plan includes the following design policies which reflect existing policy and national 
guidance: 

 Policy A1: Effective and efficient use of land and buildings
 Policy C1: Active design and accessibility
 Policy C7: Fall prevention from taller buildings
 Policy E5: Green Infrastructure: Building with Nature
 Policy F1: Materials and finishes
 Policy F2: Landscape and planting
 Policy F3: Community safety
 Policy F6: Nationally Described Space Standards
 Policy G2: Charging infrastructure for electric vehicles
 Policy G3: Cycling
 Policy G4: Walking
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3.5 Community Facilities and Economic Development

3.5.1 Good places provide residents with access to facilities to meet their everyday needs, 
including schools, health services and community centres. JCS Policy INF4 seeks to protect 
existing community facilities and - where new residential development will add to the need 
for facilities - requires either on-site provision or a contribution to facilities off-site. 

3.5.2 Where existing community facilities are identified for redevelopment they should be re-
provided prior to their loss. The aim should be to re-provide them within the identified 
mixed-use areas prior to their loss, but phasing  of the mixed-use areas may mean that 
temporary facilities are required before existing uses are provided with permanent 
accommodation.

3.5.3 Engagement with the community and Policy B1: Employment and skills plans from the City 
Plan, shall be used to ensure every reasonable opportunity is taken to help local people 
make the most of their existing skills, engage in training, learn new skills and build their 
economic potential.   

3.6 Planning applications
3.6.1 This SPD suggests a framework within which outline, detailed and reserved matters 

applications will be brought forward. It is important that applicants have regard to the whole 
planning policy context and not just the particular policies highlighted in this SPD. This 
includes:

 the National Planning Policy Framework;
 National Planning Practice Guidance;
 National Design Guide 2019;
 the Gloucester Local Plan (1983) saved policies;
 the adopted Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury  Joint Core Strategy (JCS) 

(December 2017);
 the Presubmission Gloucester City Plan 2011 to 2031;
 relevant policies from the 2002 Second stage Deposit  City of Gloucester Local Plan 

(adopted for development control purposes);
 draft Supplementary Planning Guidance No. 6: New  Housing and Open Space (2001);
 interim adoption Designing Safer Places SPD (2008);
 interim adoption Heights of Buildings SPD (2008); 
 Manual for Gloucestershire Streets (2014)1. 

3.6.2 Applicants should hold pre-application discussions with Gloucester City Council and 
statutory consultees, including Gloucestershire County Highways and Sport England. These 
discussions should include agreeing the documents, surveys and reports that are required to 
support planning applications. These may include, but not be limited to:

 a Design and Access Statement;
 a Planning Statement;
 a Statement of Community Involvement;

1 The Manual has been temporarily revoked until account can be taken of the DfT’s Inclusive Transport 
Strategy.
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 an Environmental Statement, where screening has identified that one is required;
 Habitats Regulation Assessment;
 traffic surveys, modelling, and Transport Assessment demonstrating that any highway 

impact can be accommodated or adequality mitigated; 
 ecological surveys and reports;
 Phasing Strategy;
 Rehousing Strategy;
 Housing need assessment for each phase;
 Open space audit;
 Community strategy;
 Economic development plan;
 heritage assessment; and
 townscape and landscape visual impact.

3.6.2 The Design and Access Statement should demonstrate how the proposals have responded to 
the principles and guidance set out in this SPD.
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4. Principles of new development 
 
4.1.1 The principles for new development have been developed from the analysis of the study 

area, the policy framework, and the opportunities set out in Chapter 2, and are:

 Redevelopment is focused on sites with the lowest quality existing buildings and 
principally in the ownership of GCH or the city council, to ensure development is 
deliverable.

 New development is used to better define and enclose the central open space, giving 
the estate a strong and readily identifiable character.

 Creating a high-quality civic space associated with the mixed-use development at the 
gateway to the site.

 High quality mixed-use development is proposed. This should be located so that it is 
highly visible, so having a high impact in changing the image and identity of Podsmead 
and creating viable services. The mix of uses is not prescribed, but a proportion of the 
ground floor could include A1 shops. Other ground floor uses may include:

- A2: professional services
- A3: restaurants and cafes
- A4: drinking establishments
- A5: hot food takeaways
- D1: non-residential institutions, such as a health centre or library

 Mixed-use development may also include ancillary B1: Business.

 Upper floors within any mixed-use development shall predominantly be residential

 Densities should generally increase at key gateways. 

4.1.2 Where there is a demonstrable need for existing community facilities, they must be re-
provided prior to their loss to provide continuity of provision. This may include temporary 
community facilities prior to permanent facilities. Facilities will be located within the 
Podsmead community and not in Blackbridge Sports Hub.

 
  

4.2 Open Space

 Improving the quality of the central open space.

 Providing a new and improved Multi Use Games Area (MUGA) and Locally Equipped Area for 
Play (LEAP).

 Reconfiguring open space in the south-west corner of the site, retaining a large proportion 
of the open space along Cole Avenue, but enhancing the landscaping treatment to create 
spaces removed from the traffic noise along Cole Avenue.
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 Retaining and integrating significant existing trees where possible, and replacing any 
significant trees lost to development on site. Increase tree planting across the estate

 Enhancing the biodiversity defined focus areas and across the site to provide overall 
improvements and net gain. 

 Creating a landscape buffer to A38 Cole Avenue that reinforces the green character of the 
wider area.

 Make the most of opportunities to green existing streets to help connect open spaces and 
create attractive walking routes.

4.3 Routes and linkages

4.3.1 The overall principle is to improve the connectivity of the estate as a whole for pedestrians, 
cyclists and vehicles by creating a network of new and improved routes, including:

 Undertake a fully evidenced study of the main routes into Podsmead and redesign where 
necessary the gateway into the estate in a manner that creates a simple more defined and 
legible arrangement. Designs shall reduce any identified congestion created by the current 
layout from school and bus traffic. 

 Improving the existing east-west pedestrian links between Shelley Avenue, Tennyson 
Avenue and Podsmead Road to link into an improved link to the Blackbridge sports hub;

 Allowing for future improved links to the adjacent employment land and through to Bristol 
Road; 

 Connecting the estate more positively into the wider area by creating attractive ‘gateways’ 
at key access points through improved public realm and - where appropriate - new buildings 
overlooking and defining the gateways; 

 Improve pedestrian and cycle links across Cole Avenue to Tuffley, to Crypt School and north 
to new residential developments; and 

 Improve connections between Podsmead and the sports facilities to the east of Podsmead 
Road; 

4.3.2 The suitability of these principles will need to be evidenced through a full highways 
assessment and in consultation with the Highways Authority through the preapplication 
process. 

 

4.4 Urban Design

Building frontages
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 Create strong building frontages onto Epney Road and to the central open space, making 
them as continuous as possible in the mixed-use areas and overlooking the open space;

 Where proposed densities are lower and the character of the existing surrounding buildings 
is suburban, frontages shall be more broken up and less continuous; and

 Where new buildings are proposed next to new or existing open space, their frontages must 
define and overlook the open space, with active uses (e.g. a commercial use, or a residential 
use with doors and windows directly overlooking the space) at ground floor.

Key corners

 Buildings in visually prominent locations, especially onto existing and proposed open spaces. 
Corners are important to delivering high quality development- blank elevations will not 
normally be permitted, and they must be designed to respond positively to views; and

 Key corners may be higher than the main part of a new building. However, this is not the 
only way in which high quality corners should be achieved, and consideration should also be 
given to form and massing, roof design, the location of windows, and the use of distinctive 
materials.

 

5. Design Guidance
 

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 The requirement for good design is set out in planning policy, from the highest level of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) to the local level of Gloucester City Council’s 
current and emerging policies. This chapter expands on these policy requirements with 
specific guidance for the design of buildings, streets and open spaces at the Podsmead 
Estate.

5.1.2 Planning applications should demonstrate how they have responded to the guidance in this 
chapter, as well as the Principles set out in chapter 4, through a Design and Access 
Statement (DAS). The DAS should also refer to principles set out in JCS Policy SD4, which 
relate to:

 context, character and sense of place;
 legibility and identity;
 amenity and space;
 public realm and landscape;
 safety and security;
 inclusiveness and adaptability; and
 movement and connectivity.

5.1.3 Policy SD4 may require the submission of a masterplan and design brief with proposals for 
redevelopment. These may be incorporated into the DAS, so long as they respond to the 
requirements in Table SD4d.

5.1.4 This chapter is structured as follows:
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5.2 Public Realm Design 

Streets and routes
 Streets and buildings working together
 Streets as spaces for people
 Improving existing pedestrian routes
 Green spaces
 Creating character
 Spaces and buildings working together

Car parking
 Minimising visual impact
 Integrating garages
 Creating safe and attractive communal areas
 On-street parking
 Parking standards

5.3 Building Design.

Built form
 Building height
 Corner buildings
 Roof form
 Mix of unit types
 Mixed-use buildings 

Amenity space
 Gardens
 Amenity space for flats

External appearance
 Materials and detailed design
 Bin stores and other detailed elements

Design for change
 Future proofing

5.2 Public Realm Design

5.2.1 The ‘public realm’ belongs to everyone. It comprises streets, squares, green spaces, 
footpaths and other outdoor spaces. Good design of the public realm is important as it is the 
‘glue’ that holds together all the buildings, current and future, that make up the estates.

STREETS AND ROUTES
Streets and buildings working together
5.2.2 Creating a good public realm starts with designing street and building layouts at the same 

time, so that they work together. Poorly designed streets are too often designed as 
highways first, with buildings then made to fit around the geometry of the street layout. This 
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makes the place feel that it is designed for the car, not people. Signs that streets and 
buildings are working positively together include:

 the fronts of buildings create a coherent ‘building line’ than defines and encloses the 
street;

 buildings on corners are designed to ‘wrap’ around the corner, avoiding blank elevations 
and instead presenting attractive facades outwards towards all aspects of the public 
realm.

5.2.3 Designing routes for people first creates attractive streets that people are more like to want 
to walk or cycle along. Attractive streets provide an opportunity for tree planting and 
vegetation which  maximise health and wellbeing, biodiversity and connectivity to the green 
infrastructure network.   

Fig 5.1: Valuable lessons can be learned from other places in Gloucester, in this case the Matson 
Estate. The new houses onto the roundabout developed recently do a much better job of relating to 
the street than the older flats.
  
Fig 5.2: New houses: There is no ‘left over’ space: the front gardens have a clear role in providing 
separation from the street. The buildings are designed to ‘turn the corner’, with windows and bays 
looking outwards over the street. The strong building line helps define the street.
 
Fig 5.3: Older flats: Arranging the flats at right angles to one another on a curving corner results in 
‘left over’ space, with no clear function, between the flats and the street. The blank gable end 
doesn’t look good in such a prominent corner location.

5.2.4 Although buildings and streets should be designed together, there are technical 
requirements (such as sightlines) that need to be taken into account. Early consultation with 
highways officers during design is recommended.
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Streets as spaces for people
5.2.5 Streets within Podsmead should be designed as pedestrian and cycle friendly places, not just 

as a means of getting from one place to another by car or a place to park cars. That is, they 
should be designed as places for people by incorporating the following design principles:

 design to reduce vehicle speeds;
 make pedestrians and cyclists feel safe; and
 design for ease of maintenance. Well maintained streets are pleasant places to be. 

 
5.2.6 Design to reduce vehicle speeds: Streets should be designed for a maximum vehicle speed of 

20mph. Layout principles that can help reduce speed include:

 creating a network of streets, so that distances between junctions are short so that it’s 
difficult to pick up much speed;

 ensuring that views along streets are contained by buildings and landscape so that, 
although a safe forward visibility distance is provided, drivers do not have long, open 
views along roads. Curving streets can help to contain forward views; and

 locating buildings close to or at the back edge of the footway, so that streets feel 
enclosed rather than open.

5.2.7 Make pedestrians and cyclists feel safe: Minimising vehicle speeds is only part of making 
pedestrians and cyclists feel safe. Other design principles that should be incorporated into 
designs to promote safety are:

 ensure that the fronts of buildings overlook streets and other spaces, with back gardens 
backing onto other private space. This clear distinction between public fronts of 
buildings and private rears is critical to creating a safe and secure place. Avoid rear 
garden boundaries onto the public realm;

 minimise blank walls and other ‘dead’ frontages at ground floor level and instead ensure 
that windows and doors face onto the street, creating a feeling of ‘eyes on the street’; 
and

 provide good lighting;
 design landscape to allow views through; and
 avoid barriers and other street furniture designed to ‘protect’ pedestrians from cars, and 

instead ensure that cars travel slowly.

5.2.8 Design for ease of maintenance: Do this by:
 designing streets to adoptable standards;
 involving those who will maintain the streets and spaces early in the design process so 

that technical requirements can be accommodated without compromising the design 
approach;

 keeping the design simple and uncluttered, so that it is easy to clean and maintain.

Improving existing pedestrian routes

5.2.9 The Principles for New Development in Chapter 4 sets out an estate-wide strategy for 
improving the connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists in Podsmead. The key design 
principles on which such improvements should be based are illustrated in Figure 5.6 
opposite and are:
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 cut back and manage landscape so that there are clear views along the route;
 improve boundaries to adjacent private gardens to provide robust walls or fences that 

give residents next to the routes an improved feeling of security, and make users of the 
route feel safer through a well-maintained environment;

 improve lighting (using evenly spaced white LED lighting); and
 where possible, ensure that the route is a minimum of 3 metres in width, so that 

pedestrians and cyclists can share it safely.
 

Fig 5.4: A clear distinction between public fronts of buildings and private backs is critical to creating a 
safe and secure place. 
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Fig 5.6: Sketch section showing improvements based on key design principles

GREEN SPACES
Creating character
5.2.10 There is an opportunity to create a distinctive character within Podsmead through the 

improvement of existing open spaces and the creation of new ones. Chapter 4 sets out an 
overall suggested approach to green open spaces for Podsmead, Existing and new open 
spaces could work together to create a network of spaces, each with a clearly defined role 
and function within the neighbourhood.

5.2.11 In designing green spaces, designers should confirm their intended overall role and function 
in the context of a masterplan and design to create a rich, distinctive character:

 Is the space for children’s play? What age group? What type of play?
 Is there an opportunity to incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage features?
 Is there existing biodiversity that needs to be protected? Can the biodiversity of the 

green space be improved?
 Can routes across the open space connect it positively to the wider network of 

pedestrian works?
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 Can the landform of the space be modelled to better support its function - e.g. banks for 
sitting on?

5.2.12 The role of new allotments in the overall network of green space should be considered, and 
incorporated into future detailed proposals if there is a need for such facilities.

5.2.13 Planting in green spaces should be designed to be adopted by the local authority. The design 
should be simple and clean, with manageable planting and hard surfaces. Early consultation 
with local authority officers is recommended.

5.2.14 Development will be required to be built in accordance with Building with Nature as set out 
in Policy E5: Green Infrastructure: Building with Nature. 

Spaces and buildings working together.

5.2.15 New building frontages should overlook and define green spaces, so that they work together 
to create an attractive and safe place. Key principles that should be incorporated into the 
design include:

 the design of open spaces should ensure that it has a clear role and function, leaving no 
space unused or undefined;

 active building frontages (i.e. frontages with windows and doors) should overlook the 
open space;

 front gardens should be provided to the homes overlooking the space, so providing a 
buffer between public and private; and

 light and noise pollution from play areas on adjacent residential dwellings should be 
minimised.
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Car Parking 
Introduction
5.2.16 Designing good car parking into residential development is a major challenge. There are two 

sometimes conflicting issues that designers must address:

 cars parked on the street and in front of dwellings can seriously detract from the quality 
and character of the place by creating a cluttered environment. Minimising the visual 
impact of parked cars is a key principle in creating good places; and

 residents need to be provided with safe and convenient access to their cars, particularly 
where electric charging points are provided. Hiding them away in rear parking 
courtyards can lead to problems of crime and lack of personal security. Residents like to 
be able to see their parked car from their home.

Minimising visual impact
5.2.17 For houses, the preferred approach is to locate parking within the curtilage of the dwelling. 

There are three ways of minimising the visual impact of this approach that should be 
designed into any new development:
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 soften the visual impact of cars parked in front of dwellings with easily maintained 
landscape;

 locate cars in between rather than in front of dwellings, so that they cannot be seen in 
oblique views along the street; and/or

 use wide frontage, shallow depth dwelling types that allow garages or car ports to be 
designed into the house, and have the flexibility for a hard-standing parking space to the 
front or rear.

5.2.18 Car parking in front of dwellings without appropriate landscaping is not acceptable.
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Fig 5.16 Integral garage positively designed into façade with habitable rooms providing ground floor 
overlooking to the street and an active frontage. <<PHOTO TO BE ADDED>>
Fig 5.16: <<IMAGE TO BE REPLACED AS NO ACTIVE GROUND FLOOR FRONTAGE>>
Fig 5.17: On-street parking positively designed into the street scene.
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Integrating garages
5.2.19 Where garages are an integral part of the dwelling, a garage door will front onto the street. 

It is important that these are positively designed into the facade of the building, with 
windows and doors to other rooms providing an ‘active’ frontage to the street and 
overlooking the garage access. Long rows (i.e. three or more) of garage doors unrelieved by 
doors and windows to other rooms are not acceptable as they create a ‘dead’ edge to the 
street that makes it look unattractive and feel unsafe.

Creating safe and attractive communal areas
5.2.20 For flats, parking will need to be accommodated within communal parking areas. These can 

be in ‘public’ areas to the front of buildings (e.g. a shared surface square) but would more 
normally be in ‘private’ areas to the rear of the building. Undercroft parking may also be 
consider acceptable where an active frontage can be created to the street. Private 
communal parking areas should be carefully designed if they are to be safe, secure and 
attractive. The key principles that should be incorporated into designs are:

 design communal areas as attractive places in their own right, not just as places to park 
cars. Incorporate good quality materials and soft landscape;

 ensure that windows from the building overlook the parking area;
 design entrances to have the feeling of entering private space, and terminate views from 

the entrance with something positive - e.g. the entrance to a stair core, a mature tree - 
rather than something that suggest an uncared for place (e.g. a sub-station); and

 design boundaries to private gardens to be robust - i.e. brick rather than close boarded 
fence.

On-street parking
5.2.21 Whilst a key principle of designing car parking is to reduce its visual impact on the street 

scene, some on-street parking can be positive as it:

 brings activity to the street;
 can help slow down moving vehicles by acting as a traffic-calming device; and
 is particularly useful for visitors if located near fronts of dwellings.

5.2.22 All new streets at Podsmead should be designed to adoptable standards. The Manual for 
Gloucestershire Streets (2016) sets out the technical requirements for on-street spaces in 
adoptable streets. In designing on-street parking: 

 
 long runs of on-street parking should be avoided, with no more than three spaces 

provided in a row; and
 these spaces should be broken up with landscape to soften the visual impact of the 

parked cars. This landscape should be designed to allow pedestrians to safely cross the 
street at these points.

Parking standards
5.2.23 There are currently no local parking standards for Gloucestershire. As set out in the Manual 

for Gloucestershire Streets (2016), developers are encouraged to calculate the parking 
demand that would be generated by the development using the methodology set out in the 
NPPF and submit this evidence with the planning application. This should include 
consideration of visitor parking.
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5.3 Building Design

5.3.1  The aim of this SPD is to secure the regeneration of the Podsmead Estate, transforming its 
image and identity. High quality building design is key to achieving this transformation. GCC 
and Gloucester City Homes are keen to promote both contemporary and traditional design 
that reflects local Gloucester characteristics to create a distinctive place that suits the varied 
demands of individual locations. This SPD is therefore not prescriptive about architectural 
style, and instead sets principles to encourage design solutions that are sympathetic to their 
surroundings, practical in their construction and use, easy for owners and landlords / 
tenants to clean and maintain, and above all are well designed.

Fig 5.18: Left: the blank elevation has a deadening effect on the street scene. Right: building 
designed to positively address the corner. 
Fig 5.19: Pitched roofs are the preferred approach

BUILT FORM
Building heights
5.3.2 New development should make efficient use of land to maximise the number of new homes, 

taking into account the need for different types of housing required, creating an appropriate 
character, relating to the setting of retained dwellings and ensuring that Podsmead is a well-
designed, attractive and healthy place.

Corner buildings
5.3.3 Designing streets and buildings to work together is a key design requirement. To do this 

well, buildings designed specifically for corner locations are needed. Corner buildings should 
avoid blank frontages onto the public realm and should instead positively look outwards.
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Roof form
5.3.4 Whilst this SPD does not seek to impose a particular architectural style, pitched roofs are 

generally preferred as they:
 are simpler to construct and maintain than flat roofs;
 have the potential to create a visually interesting, varied building form, especially on 

sloping sites;
 can accommodate living space; and
 if oriented appropriately, can be fitted with PV panels.

Mix of unit types
5.3.5 Each individual parcel within the overall regeneration scheme should normally be designed 

to include a range of different dwelling types, avoiding one type dominating. This not only 
helps to create a socially mixed place, it also provides opportunities for architectural variety 
and interest.

 

Mixed-use buildings
5.3.6 The regeneration of the estate will involve not only new homes but also new retail and 

community facilities. To fit within the overall masterplan approach, these facilities are 
expected to be provided within mixed use buildings. That is, buildings where there is retail 
and/or community facilities on the ground floor with residential and/or further community 
facilities on the upper floors. Well-designed mixed-use buildings have the potential to 
contribute very positively to changing the image and identity of Podsmead. Good design 
includes:

 ensuring that ground floor uses present active edges onto the public realm, avoiding 
blank frontages that have a deadening effect;

 designing the building as a coherent whole, so that the ground and upper floor uses 
relate to one another in terms of form, proportions and materials;

 providing residents with positive, attractive and welcoming entrances to their dwellings; 
and

 creating a clear separation between residential and non-residential supporting facilities 
such as bin stores and car parking.
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 Fig 5.20: How not to do it: the ground floor and upper floors do not relate to one another 
architecturally
Fig 5.21: Designing the ground and upper floor uses as an integrated building
Fig 5.22: Sketch showing principles of an integrated approach to ground and upper floors
 
1. Vertical building elements run through the full height of the building, creating rhythm to the 

elevation and connecting upper and lower floors.
2. Defined area for signage ensures that architectural design dominates the building.
3. Landmark corner element helps to visually reinforce the building’s importance as a focus for 

the community
Fig 5.23: Successful integration of ground and upper floors can be achieved through a number of 
different architectural approaches. Corners are particularly important
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AMENITY SPACE
Gardens
5.3.7 All houses should be provided with private, secure rear gardens. Houses should normally have 
defined front gardens with a secure boundary (low wall and/or railings) suitable for the design of the 
scheme. Gardens should be provided at a variety of sizes to meet a variety of needs.

5.3.8 Rear gardens should normally back onto other private rear gardens, so creating a secure 
environment with a clear distinction between the public fronts of buildings and public backs. The 
front elevation of one dwelling should not normally face the rear elevation of another property.

5.3.9 North facing rear gardens should be avoided where possible.

Amenity space for flats
5.3.10 The preferred approach to flats is to provide private rear gardens for ground floor units, 

avoiding communal space as this tends not to be used by residents. For upper floors 
functional and useable balconies or terraces should be provided.

5.3.11 People should feel safe and proud to walk into their home. Communal spaces in flats should 
be well maintained and designed to be attractive rather than just functional. During the 
consultation residents expressed that they would like flats to have more storage both for 
bicycles and prams, but also space within kitchens to be able to prepare, cook and store 
fresh food. 

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE
Materials and detailed design
5.3.12 Modern houses often lack the three dimensional qualities of traditional buildings – windows 

are flush with external walls, eaves barely overhang the walls, porches, balconies and bay 
windows appear to be ‘stuck on’ to a simple box rather than being an integral part of the 
design, changes in materials and brick colour are used instead of richer detailing that casts 
shadows and creates interest. The result is buildings that have a ‘flat’ appearance. Quality 
design (whatever the architectural style) tends to have a much richer approach to materials 
and detailed design, for example by:

 designing buildings as a three dimensional whole, so that elements such as bay windows are 
designed in from the start rather than being ‘bolted-on’ at the end;

 avoiding ‘stuck-on’ elements such as GRP chimneys;
 designing windows and doors so that they are set back from the external facade of the 

building, which introduces some depth and modelling to the facade;
 incorporating three-dimensional detailing (from traditional brick corbelling to more 

contemporary textural approaches), that again give ‘depth’ to a building; and
 ensuring that changes in materials are related to the design of the building, rather than 

being an arbitrary way of creating interest. This means changing materials with form (e.g. 
using a contrasting material for a bay window) rather than applying different materials as 
two-dimensional ‘wallpaper’. When things are meaningful, they look more convincing and 
have a more genuine character.

5.3.13 Consideration needs to be given to owner occupied or private rented properties that are not 
redeveloped. In order to provide an overall cohesive appearance to the wider regeneration a 
package of refurbishments should be considered for owners. 
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5.3.14 These principles should inform the design of all development at Podsmead.

5.3.15 Brick is the preferred principal material for elevations. A consistent colour and material 
should be used for windows and doors within each individual dwelling to give a consistent 
appearance.
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Fig 5.24: Windows and doors set back from the 
external facade give a building ‘depth’, avoiding a flat appearance
Fig 5.25: Oriel window is an integral part of the design
Fig 5.26: Textured brickwork provides robust three-dimensional interest that will stand the test of 
time
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Bin stores and other detailed elements
5.3.16 Good schemes can be let down by detailed elements such as bin stores. These are often 

forgotten about until the last moment and then shoe-horned into a design. These typically 
include:

 bin stores and recycling facilities;
 meter boxes;
 bicycle storage;
 lighting;
 aerials and satellite dishes;
 flues and ventilation ducts; and
 gutters and pipes.

5.3.17 To achieve good quality design, these elements should be considered early in the design 
process and integrated into the overall scheme. If they are barely noticeable, then the 
design is usually successful:

 bin stores and recycling facilities for houses should be designed to screen bins from public 
view, whilst providing residents with easy access to them. They should be designed to allow 
changes to bins in the future – that is, should not be tightly dimensioned to suit existing 
bins;

 bin stores for flats should be incorporated within the footprint of the building;
 where external meter boxes are provided, they need not be standard white units: consider a 

bespoke approach that fits in with the materials used for the remainder of the building. 
Consider the location of the boxes: can an unobtrusive position be found?

 communal TV reception should be provided for flats, so avoiding the proliferation of satellite 
dishes and aerials;

 it is important to ensure that bicycle storage facilities for houses are secure and also 
conveniently located for the use of residents - vertical storage in porches can work well, and 
keep bikes out of the house;

 bike storage for flats should be provided in secure communal areas within the footprint of 
the building. Space should also be provided for prams and mobility scooters;

 light fittings should relate to the overall design approach for the building: avoid ‘heritage’ 
designs on a contemporary building and vice versa;

 carefully consider the location of flues and ventilation ducts, ensuring they are as 
unobtrusive as possible. Use good quality grilles that fit in with the approach to materials for 
the building as a whole; and

 ensure that the materials and colour of gutters and pipes fits with the overall approach to 
the building and aim to minimise their visual impact
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Fig 5.27: Simple porches designed to incorporate bins provide convenient storage and keep bins out 
of sight.
 Fig 5.28: Bin storage positively designed into boundary treatment.

Accessibility 
5.3.18 In accordance with JCS Policy SD4 new development should provide access for all potential 

users, including people with disabilities, to buildings, spaces and the transport network, to 
ensure the highest standards of inclusive design. 

5.3.19 As set out in JCS Policy SD11 and City Plan Policy A6 housing should be designed to be 
designed to be accessible and adaptable as far as such an approach is compatible with the 
local context and other planning policies.

Future proofing
5.3.20 New development need to be flexible enough to respond to future changes in use, lifestyle, 

demography and climate change. This means designing for energy and resource efficiency, 
creating flexibility in the use of property, public spaces and service infrastructure (including 
car parking and refuse bin storage), and introducing new approaches to the use of 
transportation, traffic management and parking. Open spaces, SUDs and planting will need 
to be designed to adapt to changes in the climate. 

5.3.21 Homes will need to have provision for electric vehicle charging points in accordance with the 
City Plan Policy G2. 

5.3.22 As a result of regeneration and the implementation of the employment skills plan and 
economic action plan, deprivation in Podsmead may reduce and the economic situation may 
improve for some residents. When designing highways consideration shall be given to the 
potential future increase in work vans and car ownership. 
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6. Delivery

6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 The delivery of any regeneration at Podsmead would likely take many years. This SPD 

provides guidance as a stepping stone as between the policies in the development plan and 
the potential regeneration of the estate under outline and detailed planning applications 
which may be brought forward. In bringing forward any application there is much work to be 
done. This will include:

 developing the case for regeneration to demonstrate that the physical condition of the 
housing stock is poor (i.e. the dwellings are substandard, or demonstrably not fit for purpose 
in the short-medium term); and/or There is an area-specific socio-economic justification for 
re-development led regeneration, considered alongside alternative options for re-modelling 
or refurbishment;

 developing policy compliant outline and detailed designs for the regeneration in 
consultation with residents and other stakeholders. This SPD is based on initial, high-level 
design work - much more detail is needed in respect of planning application(s) submitted;

 the applicant working with residents affected by the regeneration, in consultation with the 
Council’s housing team, to agree on any relocation; 

 EIA Screening Opinion; and
 securing planning permission for the regeneration - this SPD sets out guidance, but does not 

provide any consents for development.

6.1.2 The exact phasing of development would need to be decided as part of this work and will be 
an important aspect of any planning applications submitted. Further requirements for this 
are set out below.

 

6.2 Approach to Phasing

6.2.1 Phasing for any regeneration of Podsmead will be complex and will need to be developed in 
detail as part of further masterplanning work in the lead up to the submission of planning 
applications. Applicants will need to work with Gloucester City Council and local residents to 
devise an approach to phasing that results in a comprehensive phasing strategy that will be 
submitted to and agreed in writing with the Council as part of an outline planning 
application. This phasing strategy should include:

 plans identifying the extent of each phase, including the infrastructure required to support 
it;

 a strategy setting out how and when residents displaced will be rehoused within the 
development in accordance with a Rehousing Strategy;

 how and when replacement new community facilities, open spaces, shops and services will 
be provided, including the provision of any temporary facilities; and

 a review mechanism.

6.3 Rehousing 

6.3.1 In order to meet its duty under the Equality Act 2010 the council will need to understand in 
detail the needs of the residents moving from Podsmead into each phase of the 
development and ensure that every resident is suitable housed. A site-specific Local Housing 
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Needs Assessment will be required to inform the Phasing Strategy. This will provide details 
of who will be displaced and what their housing needs are. Full details of how these needs 
will be addressed by the development phase will be provided as part of the planning 
application. 

6.3.2 A Rehousing Strategy will be required which provides full details of how any potentially 
displaced residents will be rehoused. This will include the right to remain in the 
neighbourhood and a right to return to the area. The Rehousing Strategy will set out 
compensation and rehousing options for tenants, freeholders and leaseholders. 

6.4 Community Audit and Strategy

6.4.1 Podsmead has an active and proud community. A Community Strategy will be required to 
capture an understanding of the existing community assets including the people, skills, 
buildings and spaces Podsmead already has to offer. Details will be provided about how 
these will be protected and positively enhanced as part of the regeneration. The council 
would encourage developers and stakeholders to work with the community to capture the 
record the culture of Podsmead as it goes through its regeneration journey. In the spirit of 
Asset Based Community Development where appropriate local people should be trained to 
capture and present this information. 

6.5 Economic Action Plan

6.5.1 As part of the masterplanning process an Economic Action Plan shall be developed. 
Regeneration is an opportunity for meaningful local economic change. Just building new 
homes in Podsmead will not solve its deprivation issues. Consideration shall be given to 
supporting local businesses through the phasing and regeneration, providing training, jobs 
and opportunities, creating new business shops and services for local people run by local 
people. 
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1. Introduction and Vision

1.1 Introduction

1.1.1 In March 2015 the housing stock owned by Gloucester City Council (GCC) was transferred to 
Gloucester City Homes (GCH). This includes homes within Matson, which dates from the 
early post-war years, when the City was building rapidly to replace bomb-damaged stock 
and to rehouse inner-city residents displaced under slum clearance programmes. Some later 
infill developments date from the 1970s and later years.

1.1.2 Matson comprises of a mix of housing tenures. GCH’s properties are primarily social rented 
tenure, while other properties are owner occupied or privately rented. Whilst all of GCH’s 
properties meet decent homes standards, the quality of construction and design of the built 
environment reflect the estates age and offers a range of opportunities for improvement 
and improved quality of life, alongside opportunities for economic and social regeneration. 
Matson has a strong sense of community and the area benefits from views of the 
countryside and Robinswood Hill. There is an overall green and open feel to the estate. 

1.1.3 This SPD provides guidance as a stepping stone between planning policies in GCC’s 
Development Plan and the potential regeneration of the estate under outline and detailed 
planning applications which may be brought forward. It has been subject to extensive public 
consultation with the local communities, and this is detailed in a separate consultation and 
response report.

1.2 Vision and guiding principles

1.2.1 The aim of regeneration is to enhance the appearance and quality of the estate while also 
protecting and growing the sense of pride in the community and reducing deprivation by: 

 providing homes to meet the needs of local people and provide additional homes to 
meet the needs of the wider city;

 creating greener cleaner communities and improving the quality and use of open space;
 improving local shops and amenities for residents;
 Improving social and economic opportunities for residents. 

1.2.2 The regeneration of the estate should include the following principles:

 An overall increase in housing density to (i) make best use of land; and (ii) to provide 
homes to meet the needs of local people in terms of tenure, type and accessibility. 

 The regeneration will deliver quality homes which are safe, warm, affordable and 
environmentally friendly.

 Residents’ desires to remain in their community are accommodated. Consideration will 
be given to both the impact of the loss of the existing home and of the impact of moving 
on residents.

 Connect and integrate Matson with the wider area.
 Utilise the community’s economic development plan ‘The Power of Three’. 

1.2.3 This SPD provides guidance that reflects the above principles and aims to capture the 
benefits of new development and regeneration.
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1.3 Structure of the SPD

1.3.1 This SPD is structured as follows:

 Chapter 2: The Estate Today. Good planning briefs are based on a thorough understanding 
of the opportunities and constraints that may affect them. This chapter sets out a summary 
of the analysis of the environmental, ownership and technical issues affecting Matson and 
concludes with a summary of opportunities.

 Chapter 3: Planning Policy Context. This chapter sets out an overview of current and 
emerging planning policy which provides the local policy context for the SPD.

 Chapter 4: Key Principles of New Development. This chapter sets out the overall 
suggested coordinating principles within which individual outline and detailed planning 
applications could be designed. The Key Principles are set out in four themes:

- Land use and density;
- Open space;
- Routes and linkages; and
- Urban design.

 Chapter 5: Design Guidance. This chapter provides specific guidance on national and local 
planning policy requirements for high quality design relating to the design of buildings, 
streets and open spaces at Matson.

 Chapter 6: Delivery. This chapter sets out the broad suggested approach to phasing. This 
will need to be refined and is likely to change as detailed designs are brought forward. 
All future development, and its timing, is to be discussed with residents.
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2. The Estates Today

2.1 Location and context
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Figure 2.4: Area to which this SPD relates

2.1.1 Figure 2.4 opposite sets out the area to which this SPD relates. Only some parts of this area 
are likely to be subject to change, and much of it will remain as it currently exists. For 
example, the private housing and open space around Haycroft Drive will not change as a 
result of this SPD. However, it is important that the SPD looks beyond the estate itself as 
connections with the wider area in terms of walking routes, green links and design approach 
are important to ensure that high quality regeneration is delivered.

2.1.2 Figure 2.5 overleaf shows the location and context of Matson in relation to Gloucester as a 
whole. Matson is located approximately 4km to the south of Gloucester City Centre. 
Robinswood Hill Country Park is nearby.
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Figure2.5 Strategic Context Diagram

Wider access and connectivity
2.1.3 Matson has multiple vehicular accessibility and regular bus services to the city centre. The 

railway station is located in the city centre, which provides direct links to several cities 
including Cheltenham, Bristol and London.
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2.1.4 Matson is physically close to the M5, but access to it requires driving either northwards to 
Junction 11A or southwards to Junction 12. These junctions are approximately 6.6km and 9.5 
km respectively from the centre of Matson (actual driving distance, not a straight line).

Local facilities
2.1.5 There are a number of local facilities in Matson including shops, community centres, schools 

and churches. There is however no supermarket in Matson and residents expressed through 
consultation that they have a lack of access to healthy food choices. The central area of the 
neighbourhood is situated within 0.8km of Abbeymead District Centre. 

Views
2.1.6 Matson enjoys views to Robinswood Hill Country Park. Views of the Cotswold Area of 

Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), Cotswold Commons and Beechwoods National Nature 
Reserve can also be seen from southern areas of Matson.

Uses
2.1.7 Planning permission has been granted for a significant new housing development adjacent 

to the estate at the Winnycroft allocation just south of Matson. This will provide 420 homes 
with a further 250 homes being considered.  It will be important to ensure that the new 
homes are integrated within the wider neighbourhood of Matson. There is an opportunity to 
improve linkages between the two areas which would help to support the existing local 
centre, schools and services in Matson. 
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2.2 Urban design analysis
2.2.1 The urban design analysis over the next four pages sets out the positive influences, that 

could contribute to a masterplan to regenerate the estate; and negative influences, which a 
masterplan needs to address in developing a strategy to improve the estate

Positive urban design influences

2.2.2 Figure 2.8 overleaf sets out the positive urban design influences for Matson, which in 
summary are:

 The estate is located next to Painswick Road, which is a key route into the city centre.
 Matson Avenue creates an important north/ south link that serves most of the 

neighbourhood.
 A variety of non-residential and community facilities bring some activity to Matson 

estate, e.g. health, education and leisure facilities, along with the local library.
 The neighbourhood has some shops that are well located in the local centre.
 Matson estate is located on the edge of a Country Park that provides an interesting 

range of local outdoor activities.
 There are good views out to the surrounding countryside, especially towards the 

Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty to the south-east.
 Matson Park is of good quality, centrally located and provides two of the three equipped 

play areas.
 A key landscape characteristic is the mature and veteran oak trees, often forming key 

landmarks within the estate. No other area of Gloucester has as many veteran oak trees. 
 There is a large amount of passive open space which contributes to the feeling of 

openness across the estate. 
 The new development at Winnycroft Lane will add further community facilities to the 

area that all residents can benefit from. It has the potential to bring new residents to the 
area, generating demand for services.

 There are some established links to Painswick Road and into wider area for vehicles and 
pedestrians.

 There are bus routes that run along Matson Avenue and close by.
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Negative urban design influences

2.2.3 Figure 2.13 overleaf sets out the negative urban design influences for Matson, which in 
summary are:

 Parts of the estate, particularly in the north and south appear cut off from direct links to 
Matson Avenue, particularly where there are cul-de-sacs.

 Links between Matson Avenue to Painswick Road are minimal and, except for Matson 
Lane and Norbury Avenue, are indirect and poorly overlooked.

 The road system does not support the current levels of car ownership and usage. They 
do not support on street parking with a number of cars parked on pavements blocking 
access for pedestrians. Roads are narrow and poorly designed.
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 Cul-de-sacs characterise residential pockets that are furthest away from the centres
 Neither Matson Park nor Robinswood Country Park entrances are obvious, open or well 

overlooked.
 Several open spaces lack definition and purpose and are often subject to fly-tipping and 

anti-social behaviour.
 Community facilities are located throughout the estate, but do not sit directly next to 

each other to ease accessibility.
 The local centre is dated and of poor quality with underutilised space. 
 Whilst new development at Winnycroft may bring benefits, there is also a risk that the 

development could ‘turn its back’ on Matson resulting in two very separate 
communities.
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<<REMOVE ARROW ACROSS MOAT SCHOOL>>

2.3 Ownership and building types

2.3.1 Most of the buildings in Matson have a very similar style and are typically two storey houses 
and maisonettes or four storey pre-fab blocks of flats. Their character does not vary much 
across the estate, nor define clear central areas of gateways. There are pockets of 
contemporary new housing, which stand out in comparison to the original estate homes.
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2.3.2 A large amount of the estate is owned by GCH, as indicated by the pink shading in the plan 
opposite. Most of the buildings are terraced or semi-detached houses (yellow) and the 
blocks of flats (blue) are dotted all throughout the estate, and generally next to or along 
Matson Avenue. Most of these blocks of flats are positioned on open space that lacks a clear 
use and they often don’t front onto their associated streets.

 <<Ownership plan to be updated by GCH – inaccurate>>
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<<LABEL CHANGE TO Figure2.22: Existing maisonettes>>
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2.4 Summary of technical issues

2.4.1 The technical analysis that has informed this SPD has included:

 open space and landscape: the amount, quality, function and character;
 transport: brief analysis of access and movement for vehicles, public transport, 

pedestrians and cyclists;
 engineering: ground conditions, utilities and flood risk; and
 historic environment.

Open space and landscape

2.4.2 In summary, the key issues and opportunities are:

 There are 21 designated public open spaces across the Matson and Robinswood Ward, 
including Robinswood Hill Country Park. Excluding the country park this equates to 
approximately 40ha of open space of which 13.56ha are in Matson.

 The quantity of open space across the ward is well above Gloucester’s Open Space 
Standards however, sports pitch and play provision falls below the required quantity 
standard. This is evident in the nature of many open spaces within Matson, where flat 
grassed areas dominate and there is little equipped play. There is an opportunity to improve 
play provision within Matson. 

 Areas of Matson have historic grazing rights that allow sheep to roam freely throughout the 
estate. The sheep are unique and are only in this one area of the city, making them part of 
the distinctive character of Matson. Landscape design and planting will need careful 
consideration to accommodate the sheep. 

 There are some significant mature and veteran trees, some of which are subject to Tree 
Preservation Orders (TPOs). The trees are a key part of Matson’s character, and should be 
retained as part of any redevelopment.

 The JCS Landscape Characterisation Assessment and Sensitivity Analysis (Sept 2013) 
identifies the area around Robinswood Hill to the west of Matson as being a ‘High 
Sensitivity’ landscape, and part of the southern area of Matson as being a ‘Medium 
Sensitivity’ landscape. Development will need to be sensitive to the wider landscape setting.

 The JCS Green Infrastructure Strategy identifies opportunities to improve the pedestrian 
links with Robinswood Hill through signage and interpretation. It also identifies an existing 
Green Corridor along Sud Brook. There is an opportunity to create improvements and link 
this to the wider green network.

 Key Nature Reserve and Wildlife sites are located at the foot of Robinswood Hill. Again, 
there is an opportunity to link these to the wider green network.

Fig 2.23: Diagram of Public Open Spaces within Study Area
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<<Figure 2.23 is missing a play area and a pitch. GCH will update. ‘large’ will also be 
removed from the key>>

Transport

2.4.3 A full transport assessment will be required. A non-technical desktop study was undertaken 
focusing on access and linkages. In summary, the initial issues and opportunities are:

 Whilst the north-south Matson Avenue provides several connections, east-west movement 
is limited for all transport modes. The Moat Primary School and Painswick Road are 
particularly strong barriers to this east-west movement. Opportunities to improve 
connections for all modes should be developed.

 Matson residents are within reasonable walking and cycling distance to local primary and 
secondary schools and local amenities. There is an opportunity to improve the attractiveness 
of existing pedestrian routes and create new pedestrian and cycle links.

 There are generally good bus services. However, residents have reported some issues with 
the service, especially in the morning and evening peak. Price is also a barrier to some 
residents with the bus operator not accepting bus passes and cheaper tickets before 9am. 
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 The entry points / gateways to Matson are not easy to understand, and this contributes to 
the lack of an identifiable character and legibility.

 Matson Avenue is constrained in places and restricts the efficiency of the bus services. It can 
get congested at school drop-off / pick-up times.

 There are narrow streets and a large amount of on-street parking which residents report 
creates congestion and conflict between neighbours. It is important that new development 
does not further exacerbate this problem and, where possible, improves the situation. On-
plot parking for new development is preferred.

 The adjacent site at Winnycroft has planning permission, and the main vehicular access will 
be off Winnycroft Lane. It is essential that any regeneration of the southern part of Matson 
links positively with the new arrangement.

 Surrounding main highway junctions have identified capacity issues. 

Engineering

2.4.4 Ground conditions: The majority of the estate is underlain by the Lower Lias which is 
expected to be suitable for the support of a shallow foundation solution for low rise / light 
weight residential buildings. 

2.4.5 A study of historical testing for contamination in the area shows that the majority of area is 
below contamination thresholds for residential development. Some sites within the study 
area have shown localised near surface elevated contamination. Any planning applications 
should include appropriate ground conditions report and - where necessary - propose 
mitigation.

2.4.6 Utilities: The estate is well served by electricity, gas, telecommunication network (BT and 
Virgin Media), drinking water, and storm and foul water drainage networks. The site has a 
number of big sewers (pipes bigger than 375mm in diameter). New development should 
avoid building over these.

 
2.4.7 Flood risk: The estate area is in Flood Zone 1 and is at low risk of flooding from surface water 

and groundwater. Some of the roads however are at medium to high risk of flooding from 
surface water. There is an opportunity to reduce the risk of surface water flooding on 
existing streets through the use of Sustainable Drainage Systems in the new development.

Historic environment

2.4.7 The Matson ward developed primarily in the post-war era. It was heavily populated during 
the Medieval Period. Two moated sites survive from this time and are designated Scheduled 
Monuments, one of which is located adjacent to the estate.

2.4.8 The estate contains some significant archaeological remains, especially around the Matson 
Moated site. Undeveloped parts of the estate have the potential to contain previously 
unknown below ground archaeological remains. Developed parts of the estate (areas 
occupied by existing buildings and structures such as roads) are unlikely to contain surviving 
archaeological remains.
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2.4.9 Appropriate initial survey work will need to be undertaken and should be agreed with 
planning officers and undertaken pre-planning in order to assess the archaeological 
potential of the Site. The results should be discussed with GCC and any further surveys and 
assessments required to support planning applications agreed prior to submission. Where 
any development is proposed adjacent to the Matson Moated site (a Scheduled Monument) 
early consultation with Historic England should be sought. 

2.4.10 A Historic Environment Assessment (HEA) for the Former Selwyn School site which is located 
adjacent to Matson Park is available online at: 
https://www.gloucester.gov.uk/media/1087/sub41_former_selwyn_school_site.pdf 
The HEA proposes no development within the grounds of the site. 

2.4.11 A Townscape Character Assessment including full details of Listed Buildings within or 
adjacent to the area and Local List candidates can be found online at: 
https://www.gloucester.gov.uk/media/3376/tca-report-part-2.pdf 

2.5 Opportunities

2.5.1 Figure 2.24 overleaf sets out the opportunities that have informed this SPD. In summary 
these are:

 improve the Local Centre with the opportunity to locate high density development in 
this area;

 improve existing and create new east-west links;
 enhance the quality and accessibility of open spaces to ensure everyone of all ages and 

abilities can enjoy the health and wellbeing benefits and improve green linkages 
between them;

 improve the legibility and quality of gateways into and within Matson, creating better 
linkages to the wider area; 

 the approved and submitted planning applications at Winneycroft, which will increase 
investment into the area, generate demand for existing services and provide new 
facilities;

 increase tree planting across the estate; 
 improve pedestrian and cycle links within the site and to the surrounding area, 

particularly to services on the west of the estate (Robinwood Hill, Ski Centre, Hotel and 
Matson Lane) and to the new Winnycroft development.; and

 remove the hardstanding on Sneedhams Green and reinstate it as a green space. 
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<<GCH TO ADD STREET NAMES TO FIGURE 2.24 Opportunities diagram>>
<<Add arrows for opportunity to connect to Robinswood Hill and Matson Lane>>
<<Orange arrow not on Key>>
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3. Planning policy context
3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 This chapter sets out a summary of the relevant local planning policy context for this 
Supplementary Planning Document (SPD). The local policy context is principally set by:
 the Gloucester Local Plan (1983) saved policies; and
 the adopted Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury Joint Core Strategy (JCS).

3.1.2 The Pre-Submission version of the Gloucester City Plan 2011 - 2031 (City Plan) was approved 
for consultation and submission at the Council meeting held on 26 September 2019. On the 
basis of the stage of preparation that the plan has reached, and the consistency of its 
policies with the NPPF, the emerging policies of the plan can be afforded limited to  
moderate weight in accordance with paragraph 48 of the NPPF.

3.1.3 The Second Stage Deposit City of Gloucester Local Plan 2002 is a draft plan that was 
published and approved by the council for development management decision making in 
2002. It is not an adopted plan, but the policies within it carry weight in the process of 
decision-making on planning applications. An assessment of the policies has been carried 
out in the light of the adoption of the JCS and in the context of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (2018). A list of the ‘Endorsed Relevant Policies 2018’ and ‘Partial Relevant 
Policies’ are published on GCC’s website.

3.1.4 This SPD provides guidance on the implementation of planning polices by setting out 
framework plans and design guidance providing overall suggested coordinating principles 
within which individual outline and detailed planning applications could be designed. In 
setting out the context, this Chapter focus on most recent (JCS) and City Plan policy and 
shows how the SPD reflects development plan policies. This is organised under key policy 
topics that are relevant to the regeneration of Matson:

 housing and regeneration;
 open space and landscape;
 design and sustainability; and
 community facilities.

3.2 Housing and Regeneration

3.2.1 In common with most other parts of England, Gloucester has a high level of housing need. 
Joint Core Strategy Policy SP1 sets out the overall requirement to deliver 35,175 new homes 
during the plan period, and Policy SP2 requires a minimum of 13,287 to be provided within 
the Gloucester City administrative boundary.

3.2.2 The Matson Estate is not specifically allocated for new residential development. However, 
JCS Policy SD10 sets out that new residential development will be permitted where it is on 
previously-development land or infilling in existing built up areas of Gloucester, except 
where otherwise restricted by other planning policies within the district plan; or there are 
other specific circumstances defined in district plans. The City Plan specifically addresses the 
regeneration of former local authority housing estates, stating that the Council will consider 
applications favourably where the following criteria are met:

Policy A3: Estate regeneration
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1. The physical condition of the housing stock is poor (i.e. the dwellings are
substandard, or demonstrably not fit for purpose in the short-medium term); and/or
2. There is an area-specific socio-economic justification for re-development led 
regeneration, considered alongside alternative options for re-modelling or refurbishment;

If the criteria above are met, proposals must then meet the following:
3. The proposal has been properly master-planned; and
4. The existing strengths of the locality, both the built and natural environment and the 
community assets, are identified and positively improved upon as part of any regeneration; 
and
5. The local community has been actively engaged in shaping the proposals; and
6. The proposal provides suitable type and tenure housing choices to meet the needs of 
existing residents and the needs of the wider city; and
7. The proposal promotes strong and thriving communities by providing community 
facilities, open spaces, retail and other economic opportunities at an appropriate level to 
meet the needs of the existing and expanded community; and
8. The proposal can demonstrate that development led regeneration delivers positive
socio- economic benefits for existing residents; and
9. The proposal helps to maintain and promote independent living and improves health and 
well-being.

3.2.3 JCS Policy SD10 goes on to state that ‘Residential development should seek to achieve the 
maximum density compatible with good design, the protection of heritage assets, local 
amenity, the character and quality of the local environment, and the safety and convenience 
of the local and strategic road network.’ Applications will need to demonstrate that suitable 
highway mitigation can be achieved. 

 
3.2.4 JCS Policy SD11 requires a mix of dwelling sizes, types and tenures in new development in 

order to contribute to mixed and balanced communities and a balanced housing market. It 
also states that development should address the needs of the local area, including the needs 
of older people and that improvements to the quality of the existing housing stock involving 
remodelling or replacing residential accommodation will be encouraged where this would 
contribute to better meeting the needs of the local community (subject to other policies 
including SD4 (design requirements) and SD8 (historic environment). This is further 
reinforced through the City Plan Policy A5: Specialist Housing and A6: Accessible and 
adaptable homes. 

3.2.5 JCS Policy SD12 provides the detail of affordable housing requirements, setting out a target 
of a minimum of 20% affordable housing for sites in Gloucester that are not a Strategic 
Allocation. The City Plan, through its whole plan viability assessment, demonstrates that a 
25% affordable housing level is achievable. 

3.2.6 A key principle of any regeneration of Matson would therefore be to broaden the mix of 
housing types to reflect the needs of existing residents and the wider city. Public 
consultation highlighted that residents feel access for older people is an issue, the current 
flats in Matson have no lifts, and that there is a local need for more family sized 
accommodation as there are no four-bedroom properties on the estate. A specific local 
housing needs assessment would need or be undertaken to understand the needs within 
each phase of development. 
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3.2.7 This SPD does not prescribe the mix of dwelling sizes, types and tenures. The SPD suggests a 
framework within which an appropriate mix of new dwellings can be brought forward.

3.3 Open space and landscape

3.3.1 Matson includes areas designated as open space, and the estate sits within a wider 
landscape and open space setting. The key JCS policies in relation to landscape and open 
space are:

 JCS Policy SD6, which seeks to protect landscape character and requires all applications 
to consider the landscape and visual sensitivity of the area in which they are to be 
located or which they may affect.

 JCS Policy SD7, which requires development proposals to conserve and, where 
appropriate, enhance the setting of the Cotswold Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty 
(AONB). 

 JCS Policy INF3: Green Infrastructure, which seeks to deliver a series of multifunctional, 
linked green corridors and requires development proposals to contribute positively 
towards green infrastructure. 

 JCS Policy INF4: Social and Community Infrastructure, which includes open space in the 
definition of such infrastructure and seeks replacement facilities to compensate for loss 
of existing.

3.3.2 The emerging City Plan reflects existing policy by seeking to protect open space and playing 
fields, Policy C3: Public open space, playing fields and sports facilities, states that spaces will 
be protected from redevelopment to alternative uses, in whole or in part, unless it can be 
demonstrated that:

1. There is an excess of provision in the local area, there is no current or planned
future demand for such provision and that there would be no overall shortfall; or
2. The open space, playing field or facility can be replaced by alternative provision of
an equivalent or better quality and quantity in an accessible and appropriate
location to the community where the loss would occur; or
3. The proposal is ancillary development that would enhance existing facilities and 
not reduce or prejudice its ongoing use; or
4. The proposal affects land that is not suitable, or incapable, of forming an effective
part of the open space, playing field or facility and its loss would not prejudice the
ongoing use of the remainder of the site for that purpose.

3.3.3 The City Plan seeks to protect trees and hedgerows and, in the case of an unavoidable 
significant adverse impact on trees, woodlands and hedgerows, the developer must provide 
for measurable biodiversity net gain on site, or if this is not possible:

1. At nearby Green Infrastructure projects/areas; or
2. In suitable areas of parks, open spaces, verges; or
3. Through the restoration or creation of traditional orchards, prioritising sites

identified as opportunities for increasing the connectivity of the ecological
network; or

4. As new or replacement street trees.
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Development which would result in the loss of irreplaceable habitats such as Ancient
Woodland, Ancient Trees and veteran trees will not be permitted except in wholly
exceptional circumstances.

3.3.4 City Plan Policy E8: Development affecting Cotswold Beechwoods Special Area of 
Conservation states that development will not be permitted where it would be likely to lead 
directly or indirectly to an adverse effect upon the integrity of the Cotswold Beechwoods 
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) (alone or in combination), and the effects cannot be 
mitigated. In order to retain the integrity of the SAC, and to provide protection from 
recreational pressure, all development that results in a net increase in dwellings will be 
subject to Habitats Regulations Assessment for likely significant effects. Any development 
that has the potential to lead to an increase in recreational pressure on the SAC will be 
required to identify any potential adverse effects and provide appropriate mitigation. This 
will be in accordance with the SAC mitigation and implementation strategy or through a 
Habitats Regulations Assessment. 

3.3.5 City Plan Policy E5: Green Infrastructure: Building with Nature supports INF3, and requires 
development proposals to contribute towards the provision, protection and enhancement of 
Gloucester’s Green Infrastructure Network. Major development proposals will be designed 
in accordance with ‘Building with Nature’ standards.

3.3.6 The relevant open space polices from the Second Stage Deposit City of Gloucester Local Plan 
2002:

- Policy OS.2 Public open space standard for new residential development; and
- Policy OS.3 New housing and public open space.

3.3.7 As set out in Chapter 1, there are a number of important guiding principles that should 
inform any masterplanning approach, including accommodating existing residents’ desires to 
remain in their own community. Space for new development within the estate is limited and 
as such it is anticipated that there may be proposed development on some of the existing 
open space within Matson. 

3.3.8 This will need to be very carefully considered through the masterplanning process, with an 
Open Space Audit used to evaluate the quality of spaces before developing the masterplan 
proposals, and refining them following consultation with local people. The fact that the area 
has good provision of open space is not in itself a justification for the loss of open space. The 
approach to open space and landscape will need to comply with policy by:

 Providing a replacement or alternative provision of an equivalent or better quality and 
quantity in an accessible and appropriate location;

 demonstrate, including evidence of engagement with relevant local community groups 
and partner organisations, why the facility is no longer required and, as appropriate, 
how, when and where suitable local replacement facilities will be provided;

 improving play provision; 
 creating better linkages between open spaces both within and outside of the estates, so 

forming a strong green network that locks into the city-wide Green Infrastructure 
Strategy; and 

 where appropriate have the approval of Sport England.
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3.4 Design and sustainability

3.4.1 The ambition should be to enhance what is already good about Matson, so that it becomes a 
high-quality place to live and work. The principles set out in this SPD are informed by 
planning policy requirements for high quality, sustainable design, and makes it clear that 
planning applications will need to meet these requirements. The key policy requirements in 
the Joint Core Strategy are:

 JCS Policy SD3: Sustainable design and construction
 JCS Policy SD4: Design Requirements
 JCS Policy SD12: Affordable Housing, also requires that homes are designed to be tenure 

blind. 

3.4.2 In addition, guidance set out in the Designing Safer Places (2008) interim adoption SPD is 
important to the regeneration of the estates:

3.4.2 The Design Guidance chapter of this SPD amplifies the principles set out in these policy 
documents, including:

 designing the public realm as a place for everyone, ensuring that streets and buildings 
work together to create streets that are spaces for people, not just a means of getting 
from one place to another; 

 create streets that are welcoming and safe for pedestrians and cyclist of all ages and 
abilities encouraging people to choose to move;

 creating characterful open spaces, so that existing and new spaces combine to create a 
network, each space with a clearly defined role and function within the neighbourhoods;

 balancing the need for residents to have safe and convenient access to car parking with 
creating an attractive, uncluttered streetscape that promotes green active travel 
choices; and

 designing high quality buildings that transform the image of Matson.

3.4.4 The City Plan includes the following design policies which reflect existing policy and national 
guidance:

 Policy A1: Effective and efficient use of land and buildings
 Policy C1: Active design and accessibility
 Policy C7: Fall prevention from taller buildings
 Policy E5: Green Infrastructure: Building with Nature
 Policy F1: Materials and finishes
 Policy F2: Landscape and planting
 Policy F3: Community safety
 Policy F6: Nationally Described Space Standards
 Policy G2: Charging infrastructure for electric vehicles
 Policy G3: Cycling
 Policy G4: Walking

3.5 Community Facilities and Economic Development

3.5.1 Good places provide residents with access to facilities to meet their everyday needs, 
including schools, health services and community centres. JCS Policy INF4 seeks to protect 
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existing community facilities and - where new residential development will add to the need 
for facilities - requires either on-site provision or a contribution to facilities off-site. 

3.5.2 Where existing community facilities are identified for redevelopment, where possible, they 
should be re-provided prior to their loss. The aim should be to re-provide them within the 
identified mixed-use areas prior to their loss, but phasing of the mixed-use areas may mean 
that temporary facilities are required before existing uses are provided with permanent 
accommodation.

3.5.3 The community’s own Power of Three economic development strategy should be used 
alongside the requirements of Policy B1: Employment and skills plans from the City Plan, to 
ensure every reasonable opportunity is taken to help local people make the most of their 
existing skills, engage in training, learn new skills and build their economic potential.   

3.6 Planning applications
3.6.1 This SPD suggests a framework within which outline, detailed and reserved matters 

applications will be brought forward. It is important that applicants have regard to the whole 
planning policy context and not just the particular policies highlighted in this SPD. This 
includes:

 the National Planning Policy Framework;
 National Planning Practice Guidance;
 National Design Guide;
 the Gloucester Local Plan (1983) saved policies;
 the adopted Gloucester, Cheltenham and Tewkesbury  Joint Core Strategy (JCS) 

(December 2017);
 the Presubmission Gloucester City Plan 2011 to 2031;
 relevant policies from the 2002 Second stage Deposit  City of Gloucester Local Plan 

(adopted for development control purposes);
 draft Supplementary Planning Guidance No. 6: New  Housing and Open Space (2001);
 interim adoption Designing Safer Places SPD (2008);
 interim adoption Heights of Buildings SPD (2008); 
 Manual for Gloucestershire Streets (2014)1;
 Health Impact Assessment. 

3.6.2 Applicants should hold pre-application discussions with Gloucester City Council and 
statutory consultees, including Gloucestershire County Highways and Sport England. These 
discussions should include agreeing the documents, surveys and reports that are required to 
support planning applications. These may include, but not be limited to:

 a Design and Access Statement;
 a Planning Statement;
 a Statement of Community Involvement;
 an Environmental Statement, where screening has identified that one is required; 
 Habitats Regulation Assessment;
 traffic surveys, modelling, and Transport Assessment demonstrating that any highway 

impact can be accommodated or adequality mitigated; 

1 The Manual has been temporarily revoked until account can be taken of the DfT’s Inclusive Transport 
Strategy.
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 Travel Plan;
 ecological surveys and reports;
 Phasing Strategy, 
 Rehousing Strategy;
 Housing need assessment for each phase; 
 Open space audit;
 Community strategy;
 Economic development plan;
 heritage assessment; and
 townscape and landscape visual impact.

3.6.3 The Design and Access Statement should demonstrate how the proposals have responded to 
the principles and guidance set out in this SPD.
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4. Principles of new development
 

4.1.1 The principles for new development have been developed from the analysis of the study 
area, the policy framework, and the opportunities set out in Chapter 2, and are:

 Redevelopment is focused on sites with the lowest quality existing buildings and 
principally in the ownership of GCH or the city council, to ensure development is 
deliverable.

 Densities should generally increase at key gateways to the north and south (at the 
northern end of Matson Lane and off Winneycroft Lane to the south) and in the centre, 
so creating an urban form that is easy to understand, reinforces key nodes and facilitates 
travel by non-car modes.

 The existing local centre could be redeveloped or refurbished, to provide a stronger 
heart to the community. Options for the creation of a new community hub to reinforce 
its role in the community and bring greater life to the centre should be investigated.

 The mixed-use centre is intended to have non-residential uses on the ground floor (e.g. 
shops) and mostly residential on upper floors. The uses within the mixed-use centre are 
not prescribed, but may include: 

- A2: professional services
- A3: restaurants and cafés
- A4: drinking establishments
- A5: hot food takeaways
- D1: non-residential institutions, such as a health centre or library

 The mixed-use centre may also include ancillary B1: Business.

4.1.2 Where there is a demonstrable need for existing community facilities, they must be re-
provided prior to their loss to provide continuity of provision. This may include temporary 
community facilities prior to permanent facilities.

4.2 Open Space

 retaining or providing new green space, creating linkages to adjacent open spaces where 
possible to create connected green infrastructure.

 providing new / improved play facilities evenly distributed across the area.

 enhancing the biodiversity in defined focus areas and across the site to provide overall 
improvements and net gain.

 retaining and integrating existing trees where possible, and replacing any trees lost to 
development.

 increasing tree planting across the estate. 
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 making the most of opportunities to green existing streets to help connect open spaces and 
create attractive walking routes.

 creating a civic space within the local centre, incorporating existing trees.

 

4.3 Routes and linkages

4.3.1 The overall principle is to reinforce Matson Avenue’s role as the main spine road, so that it 
looks and feels more important than other streets within the estate. Other principles 
include:

 Improving the connectivity of the estate as a whole for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles by 
creating a network of new and improved routes;

 Connecting Matson Avenue to Winnycroft Lane and the proposed Winnycroft development, 
and so extending the primary neighbourhood route into any future extension of Matson;

 A new vehicle link connecting Painswick Road to Garnalls Road and Underhill Road. including 
the opening up and improvement of the access into Matson Park;

 Improve pedestrian linkages to services on the western side of Matson including 
Robinswood Hill, the ski centre, hotel and Matson Lane in general;

 Improving the east-west pedestrian routes linking to Painswick Road next to Prinknash Road 
and St. Peter’s Road. This should be considered in terms of high-quality finishes, landscaping, 
improved street lighting and widening, where possible; and

 Connecting the estate more positively into the wider area by creating attractive ‘gateways’ 
at key access points through improved public realm and open space, and - where 
appropriate - new buildings overlooking and defining the gateways.

4.3.2 The suitability of these principles will need to be evidenced through a full highways 
assessment and in consultation with the Highways Authority through the preapplication 
process. 

4.4 Urban Design

Building frontages

 Create strong building frontages onto Matson Avenue, making them as continuous as 
possible in the higher density and mixed-use areas;

 Create positive building frontages at the key gateway points around Banebury and Penhill 
Road in the north and Winnycroft Lane in the south;
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 Where proposed densities are lower and the character of the existing surrounding buildings 
is suburban, frontages may be more broken up and less continuous; and

 Where new buildings are proposed next to new or existing open space, their frontages must 
define and overlook the open space, with active uses at ground floor.

Development blocks and building form

 Like the frontages, development blocks and building form should get smaller and more 
broken up towards the edges of Matson, particularly in the south where it interfaces with 
the countryside;

Key corners

 Along Matson Avenue new buildings will be visually prominent along the street, and it is 
important that their design responds to this prominence in creating high quality design. 
Corners are especially important - blank elevations will not normally be permitted, and they 
must be designed to respond positively to views; and

 Key corners may be higher than the main part of a new building. However, this is not the 
only way in which high quality corners could be achieved, and consideration should also be 
given to form and massing, roof design, the location of windows, and the use of distinctive 
materials.

 

5. Design Guidance
 

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 The requirement for good design is set out in planning policy, from the highest level of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) to the local level of Gloucester City Council’s 
current and emerging policies. This chapter expands on these policy requirements with 
guidance for the design of buildings, streets and open spaces at the Matson Estate.

5.1.2 Planning applications should demonstrate how they have responded to the guidance in this 
chapter, as well as the Principles set out in chapter 4, through a Design and Access 
Statement (DAS). The DAS should also refer to principles set out in JCS Policy SD4, which 
relate to:

 context, character and sense of place;
 legibility and identity;
 amenity and space;
 public realm and landscape;
 safety and security;
 inclusiveness and adaptability; and
 movement and connectivity.
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5.1.3 Policy SD4 may require the submission of a masterplan and design brief with proposals for 
redevelopment. These may be incorporated into the DAS, so long as they respond to the 
requirements in Table SD4d

5.1.4 This chapter is structured as follows:

5.2 Public Realm Design 

Streets and routes
 Streets and buildings working together
 Streets as spaces for people
 Improving existing pedestrian routes
 Green spaces
 Creating character
 Spaces and buildings working together

Car parking
 Minimising visual impact
 Integrating garages
 Creating safe and attractive communal areas
 On-street parking
 Parking standards

5.3 Building Design.

Built form
 Building height
 Corner buildings
 Roof form
 Mix of unit types
 Mixed-use buildings 

Amenity space
 Gardens
 Amenity space for flats

External appearance
 Materials and detailed design
 Bin stores and other detailed elements

Design for change
 Future proofing

5.2 Public Realm Design

5.2.1 The ‘public realm’ belongs to everyone. It comprises streets, squares, green spaces, 
footpaths and other outdoor spaces. Good design of the public realm is important as it is the 
‘glue’ that holds together all the buildings, current and future, that make up the estates.
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STREETS AND ROUTES

Streets and buildings working together
5.2.2 Creating a good public realm starts with designing street and building layouts at the same 

time, so that they work together. Poorly designed streets are too often designed as 
highways first, with buildings then made to fit around the geometry of the street layout. This 
makes the place feel that it is designed for the car, not people. Signs that streets and 
buildings are working positively together include:

 the fronts of buildings create a coherent ‘building line’ than defines and encloses the street;

 buildings on corners are designed to ‘wrap’ around the corner, avoiding blank elevations and 
instead presenting attractive facades outwards towards all aspects of the public realm.

5.2.3 Designing routes for people first creates attractive streets that people are more like to want 
to walk or cycle along. Attractive streets provide an opportunity for tree planting and 
vegetation which  maximise health and wellbeing, biodiversity and connectivity to the green 
infrastructure network.   

Fig 5.1: The new houses onto the roundabout developed recently do a much better job of relating to 
the street than the older flats.
  
Fig 5.2: New houses: There is no ‘left over’ space: the front gardens have a clear role in providing 
separation from the street. The buildings are designed to ‘turn the corner’, with windows and bays 
looking outwards over the street. The strong building line helps define the street.
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Fig 5.3: Older flats: Arranging the flats at right angles to one another on a curving corner results in 
‘left over’ space, with no clear function, between the flats and the street. The blank gable end 
doesn’t look good in such a prominent corner location.
 
5.2.4 Although buildings and streets should be designed together, there are technical 

requirements (such as sightlines) that need to be taken into account. Early consultation with 
highways officers during design is recommended.

Streets as spaces for people

5.2.5 Streets within Matson should be designed as pedestrian and cycle friendly places, not just as 
a means of getting from one place to another by car or a place to park cars. That is, they 
should be designed as places for people by incorporating the following design principles:

 design to reduce vehicle speeds;
 make pedestrians and cyclists feel safe; and
 design for ease of maintenance. Well maintained streets are pleasant places to be. 

 
5.2.6 Design to reduce vehicle speeds: Streets should be designed for a maximum vehicle speed of 

20mph. Layout principles that can help reduce speed include:

 creating a network of streets, so that distances between junctions are short so that it’s 
difficult to pick up much speed;

 ensuring that views along streets are contained by buildings and landscape so that, 
although a safe forward visibility distance is provided, drivers do not have long, open 
views along roads. Curving streets can help to contain forward views; and

 locating buildings close to or at the back edge of the footway, so that streets feel 
enclosed rather than open.

Fig 5.4: A clear distinction between public fronts of buildings and private backs is critical to creating a 
safe and secure place.
 

5.2.7 Make pedestrians and cyclists feel safe: Minimising vehicle speeds is only part of making 
pedestrians and cyclists feel safe. Other design principles that should be incorporated into 
designs to promote safety are:

 ensure that the fronts of buildings overlook streets and other spaces, with back gardens 
backing onto other private space. This clear distinction between public fronts of 
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buildings and private rears is critical to creating a safe and secure place. Avoid rear 
garden boundaries onto the public realm;

 minimise blank walls and other ‘dead’ frontages at ground floor level and instead ensure 
that windows and doors face onto the street, creating a feeling of ‘eyes on the street’; 
and

 provide good lighting;
 design landscape to allow views through; and
 avoid barriers and other street furniture designed to ‘protect’ pedestrians from cars, and 

instead ensure that cars travel slowly.

5.2.8 Design for ease of maintenance: This will be achieved by:

 designing streets to adoptable standards;
 involving those who will maintain the streets and spaces early in the design process so 

that technical requirements can be accommodated without compromising the design 
approach;

 keeping the design simple and uncluttered, so that it is easy to clean and maintain.

Improving existing pedestrian routes

5.2.9 The Principles for New Development in Chapter 4 sets out an estate-wide strategy for 
improving the connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists in Matson. The key design principles 
on which such improvements should be based are illustrated in Figure 5.6 opposite and are:

 cut back and manage landscape so that there are clear views along the route;
 improve boundaries to adjacent private gardens to provide robust walls or fences that give 

residents next to the routes an improved feeling of security, and make users of the route 
feel safer through a well-maintained environment;

 improve lighting (using evenly spaced white LED lighting); and
 where possible, ensure that the route is a minimum of 3 metres in width, so that pedestrians 

and cyclists can share it safely.
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Fig 5.6: Sketch section showing improvements based on key design principles
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GREEN SPACES

Fig 5.7: Combining landscape and SUDs features creates a rich, biodiverse environment
Fig 5.9: Buildings and space working together to create an attractive outlook for the new homes and 
a safe place to be
Fig 5.10: Buildings frontages defining and overlooking the green space

Creating character

5.2.10 There is an opportunity to create a distinctive character within Matson through the 
improvement of existing open spaces and the creation of new ones. Chapter 4 sets out the 
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overall suggested approach to green open spaces for Matson, Existing and new open spaces 
could work together to create a network of spaces, each with a clearly defined role and 
function within the neighbourhood.  

5.2.11 In designing green spaces, designers should confirm their intended overall role and function 
in the context of a masterplan and design to create a rich, distinctive character:

 Is the space for children’s play? What age group? What type of play?
 Is there an opportunity to incorporate Sustainable Urban Drainage features?
 Is there existing biodiversity that needs to be protected? Can the biodiversity of the 

green space be improved?
 Can routes across the open space connect it positively to the wider network of 

pedestrian works?
 Can the landform of the space be modelled to better support its function - e.g. banks for 

sitting on?

5.2.12 The role of new allotments in the overall network of green space should be considered, and 
incorporated into future detailed proposals if there is a need for such facilities.

5.2.13 Planting in green spaces should be designed to be adopted by the local authority. The design 
should be simple and clean, with manageable planting and hard surfaces. Early consultation 
with local authority officers is recommended.

5.2.14 Development will be required to be built in accordance with Building with Nature as set out 
in Policy E5: Green Infrastructure: Building with Nature. 

Spaces and buildings working together

5.2.15  New building frontages should overlook and define green spaces, so that they work 
together to create an attractive and safe place. Key principles that should be incorporated 
into the design include:

 the design of open spaces should ensure that it has a clear role and function, leaving no 
space unused or undefined;

 active building frontages (i.e. frontages with windows and doors) should overlook the open 
space;

 front gardens should be provided to the homes overlooking the space, so providing a buffer 
between public and private; and

 light and noise pollution from play areas on adjacent residential dwellings should be 
minimised.

 
 

Car Parking
Introduction
5.2.16 Designing good car parking into residential development is a major challenge. There are two 

sometimes conflicting issues that designers must address:
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 cars parked on the street and in front of dwellings can seriously detract from the quality and 
character of the place by creating a cluttered environment. Minimising the visual impact of 
parked cars is a key principle in creating good places; and

 residents need to be provided with safe and convenient access to their cars, particularly 
where electric charging points are provided. Hiding them away in rear parking courtyards 
can lead to problems of crime and lack of personal security. Residents like to be able to see 
their parked car from their home.

Minimising visual impact
5.2.17 For houses, the preferred approach is to locate parking within the curtilage of the dwelling. 

There are three ways of minimising the visual impact of this approach that should be 
designed into any new development:

 soften the visual impact of cars parked in front of dwellings with easily maintained 
landscape;

 locate cars in between rather than in front of dwellings, so that they cannot be seen in 
oblique views along the street; and/or

 use wide frontage, shallow depth dwelling types that allow garages or car ports to be 
designed into the house, and have the flexibility for a hard-standing parking space to the 
front or rear.

5.2.18 Car parking in front of dwellings without appropriate landscaping is not acceptable.
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Fig 5.16 Integral garage positively designed into façade with habitable rooms providing ground floor 
overlooking to the street and an active frontage. <<PHOTO TO BE ADDED>>
Fig 5.16: <<IMAGE TO BE REPLACED AS NO ACTIVE GROUND FLOOR FRONTAGE>>
Fig 5.17: On-street parking positively designed into the street scene.
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Integrating garages
5.2.19 Where garages are an integral part of the dwelling, a garage door will front onto the street. 

It is important that these are positively designed into the facade of the building, with 
windows and doors to other rooms providing an ‘active’ frontage to the street and 
overlooking the garage access. Long rows (i.e. three or more) of garage doors unrelieved by 
doors and windows to other rooms are not acceptable as they create a ‘dead’ edge to the 
street that makes it look unattractive and feel unsafe.

Creating safe and attractive communal areas
5.2.20 For flats, parking will need to be accommodated within communal parking areas. These can 

be in ‘public’ areas to the front of buildings (e.g. a shared surface square) but would more 
normally be in ‘private’ areas to the rear of the building. Undercroft parking may also be 
consider acceptable where an active frontage can be created to the street. Private 
communal parking areas should be carefully designed if they are to be safe, secure and 
attractive. The key principles that should be incorporated into designs are:

 design communal areas as attractive places in their own right, not just as places to park 
cars. Incorporate good quality materials and soft landscape;

 ensure that windows from the building overlook the parking area;
 design entrances to have the feeling of entering private space, and terminate views from 

the entrance with something positive - e.g. the entrance to a stair core, a mature tree - 
rather than something that suggest an uncared for place (e.g. a sub-station); and

 design boundaries to private gardens to be robust - i.e. brick rather than close boarded 
fence.

On-street parking
5.2.21 Whilst a key principle of designing car parking is to reduce its visual impact on the street 

scene, some on-street parking can be positive as it:

 brings activity to the street;
 can help slow down moving vehicles by acting as a traffic-calming device; and
 is particularly useful for visitors if located near fronts of dwellings.

5.2.22 All new streets at Matson should be designed to adoptable standards. The Manual for 
Gloucestershire Streets (2016) sets out the technical requirements for on-street spaces in 
adoptable streets. In designing on-street parking: 

 
 long runs of on-street parking should be avoided, with no more than three spaces provided 

in a row; and
 these spaces should be broken up with landscape to soften the visual impact of the parked 

cars. This landscape should be designed to allow pedestrians to safely cross the street at 
these points.

Parking standards
5.2.23 There are currently no local parking standards for Gloucestershire. As set out in the Manual 

for Gloucestershire Streets (2016), developers are encouraged to calculate the parking 
demand that would be generated by the development using the methodology set out in the 
NPPF and submit this evidence with the planning application. This should include 
consideration of visitor parking.
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5.3 Building Design

5.3.1 The aim of this SPD is to secure the regeneration of the Matson Estate, transforming its 
image and identity. High quality building design is key to achieving this transformation. GCC 
and Gloucester City Homes are keen to promote both contemporary and traditional design 
that reflects Matson characteristics to create a distinctive place that suits the varied 
demands of individual locations. This SPD is therefore not prescriptive about architectural 
style, and instead sets principles to encourage design solutions that are sympathetic to their 
surroundings, practical in their construction and use, easy for owners and landlords / 
tenants to clean and maintain, and above all, are well designed.

Fig 5.18: Left: the blank elevation has a deadening effect on the street scene. Right: building 
designed to positively address the corner. 
Fig 5.19: Pitched roofs are the preferred approach

BUILT FORM
Building heights
5.3.2 New development should make efficient use of land to maximise the number of new homes, 

taking into account the need for different types of housing required, creating an appropriate 
character, relating to the setting of retained dwellings and ensuring that Matson is a well-
designed, attractive and healthy place.

Corner buildings
5.3.3 Designing streets and buildings to work together is a key design requirement. To do this 

well, buildings designed specifically for corner locations are needed. Corner buildings should 
avoid blank frontages onto the public realm and should instead positively look outwards.
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Roof form
5.3.4 Whilst this SPD does not seek to impose a particular architectural style, pitched roofs are 

generally preferred as they:

 are simpler to construct and maintain than flat roofs;
 have the potential to create a visually interesting, varied building form, especially on 

sloping sites;
 can accommodate living space; and
 if oriented appropriately, can be fitted with PV panels.

Mix of unit types
5.3.5 Each individual parcel within the overall regeneration scheme should normally be designed 

to include a range of different dwelling types, avoiding one type dominating. This not only 
helps to create a socially mixed place, it also provides opportunities for architectural variety 
and interest.

Mixed-use buildings
5.3.6 The regeneration of the estate will involve not only new homes but also new retail and 

community facilities. To fit within the overall masterplan approach, these facilities are 
expected to be provided within mixed-use buildings. That is, buildings where there is retail 
and/or community facilities on the ground floor with residential and/or further community 
facilities on the upper floors. Well-designed mixed-use buildings have the potential to 
contribute very positively to changing the image and identity of Matson. Good design 
includes:

 ensuring that ground floor uses present active edges onto the public realm, avoiding 
blank frontages that have a deadening effect;

 designing the building as a coherent whole, so that the ground and upper floor uses 
relate to one another in terms of form, proportions and materials;

 providing residents with positive, attractive and welcoming entrances to their dwellings; 
and

 creating a clear separation between residential and non-residential supporting facilities 
such as bin stores and car parking.
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Fig 5.20: How not to do it: the ground floor and upper floors do not relate to one another 
architecturally
Fig 5.21: Designing the ground and upper floor uses as an integrated building
 Fig 5.22: Sketch showing principles of an integrated approach to ground and upper floors
 
1. Vertical building elements run through the full height of the building, creating rhythm to the 

elevation and connecting upper and lower floors.
2. Defined area for signage ensures that architectural design dominates the building.
3. Landmark corner element helps to visually reinforce the building’s importance as a focus for 

the community
Fig 5.23: Successful integration of ground and upper floors can be achieved through a number of 
different architectural approaches. Corners are particularly important
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AMENITY SPACE
Gardens
5.3.7 All houses should be provided with private, secure rear gardens. Houses should normally 

have defined front gardens with a secure boundary (low wall and/or railings) suitable for the 
design of the scheme. Gardens should be provided at a variety of sizes to meet a variety of 
needs. 

5.3.8 Rear gardens should normally back onto other private rear gardens, so creating a secure 
environment with a clear distinction between the public fronts of buildings and public backs. 
The front elevation of one dwelling should not normally face the rear elevation of another 
property.

5.3.9 North facing rear gardens should be avoided where possible.

Amenity space for flats
5.3.10  The preferred approach to flats is to provide private rear gardens for ground floor units, 

avoiding communal space as this tends not to be used by residents. For upper floors 
functional and useable balconies or terraces should be provided.

5.3.11 People should feel safe and proud to walk into their home. Communal spaces in flats should 
be well maintained and designed to be attractive rather than just functional. During the 
consultation residents expressed that they would like flats to have more storage both for 
bicycles and prams, but also space within kitchens to be able to prepare, cook and store 
fresh food. 

EXTERNAL APPEARANCE
Materials and detailed design
5.3.12 Modern houses often lack the three dimensional qualities of traditional buildings – windows 

are flush with external walls, eaves barely overhang the walls, porches, balconies and bay 
windows appear to be ‘stuck on’ to a simple box rather than being an integral part of the 
design, changes in materials and brick colour are used instead of richer detailing that casts 
shadows and creates interest. The result is buildings that have a ‘flat’ appearance. Quality 
design (whatever the architectural style) tends to have a much richer approach to materials 
and detailed design, for example by:

 designing buildings as a three dimensional whole, so that elements such as bay windows are 
designed in from the start rather than being ‘bolted-on’ at the end;

 avoiding ‘stuck-on’ elements such as GRP chimneys;
 designing windows and doors so that they are set back from the external facade of the 

building, which introduces some depth and modelling to the facade;
 incorporating three-dimensional detailing (from traditional brick corbelling to more 

contemporary textural approaches), that again give ‘depth’ to a building; and
 ensuring that changes in materials are related to the design of the building, rather than 

being an arbitrary way of creating interest. This means changing materials with form (e.g. 
using a contrasting material for a bay window) rather than applying different materials as 
two-dimensional ‘wallpaper’. When things are meaningful, they look more convincing and 
have a more genuine character.
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5.3.13 Consideration needs to be given to owner occupied or private rented properties that are not 
redeveloped. In order to provide an overall cohesive appearance to the wider regeneration a 
package of refurbishments should be considered for owners. 

 
5.3.14 These principles should inform the design of all development at Matson.

5.3.15 Render is locally distinctive to Matson and is the preferred principal material for elevations. 
A consistent colour and material should be used for windows and doors within each 
individual dwelling to give a consistent appearance.
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Fig 5.24: Windows and doors set back from the external facade give a building ‘depth’, avoiding a flat 
appearance
 Fig 5.25: Oriel window is an integral part of the design  
Fig 5.26: Textured brickwork provides robust three-dimensional interest that will stand the test of 
time <<Replace with rendered building image>>
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Bin stores and other detailed elements
5.3.16  Good schemes can be let down by detailed elements such as bin stores. These are often 

forgotten about until the last moment and then shoe-horned into a design. These typically 
include:

 bin stores and recycling facilities;
 meter boxes;
 bicycle storage;
 lighting;
 aerials and satellite dishes;
 flues and ventilation ducts; and
 gutters and pipes.

5.3.17 To achieve good quality design, these elements should be considered early in the design 
process and integrated into the overall scheme. If they are barely noticeable, then the 
design is usually successful:

 bin stores and recycling facilities for houses should be designed to screen bins from 
public view, whilst providing residents with easy access to them. They should be 
designed to allow changes to bins in the future – that is, should not be tightly 
dimensioned to suit existing bins;

 bin stores for flats should be incorporated within the footprint of the building;
 where external meter boxes are provided, they need not be standard white units: 

consider a bespoke approach that fits in with the materials used for the remainder of 
the building. Consider the location of the boxes: can an unobtrusive position be found?

 communal TV reception should be provided for flats, so avoiding the proliferation of 
satellite dishes and aerials;

 it is important to ensure that bicycle storage facilities for houses are secure and also 
conveniently located for the use of residents - vertical storage in porches can work well, 
and keep bikes out of the house;

 bike storage for flats should be provided in secure communal areas within the footprint 
of the building. These should also provide space for prams and mobility scooters;

 light fittings should relate to the overall design approach for the building: avoid 
‘heritage’ designs on a contemporary building and vice versa;

 carefully consider the location of flues and ventilation ducts, ensuring they are as 
unobtrusive as possible. Use good quality grilles that fit in with the approach to 
materials for the building as a whole; and

 ensure that the materials and colour of gutters and pipes fits with the overall approach 
to the building and aim to minimise their visual impact
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Fig 5.27: Simple porches designed to incorporate bins provide convenient storage and keep bins out 
of sight. 
Fig 5.28: Bin storage positively designed into boundary treatment.

Accessibility 
5.3.18 In accordance with JCS Policy SD4 new development should provide access for all potential 

users, including people with disabilities, to buildings, spaces and the transport network, to 
ensure the highest standards of inclusive design. 

5.3.19 As set out in JCS Policy SD11 and City Plan Policy A6 housing should be designed to be 
designed to be accessible and adaptable as far as such an approach is compatible with the 
local context and other planning policies.

Future proofing
5.3.20 New development need to be flexible enough to respond to future changes in use, lifestyle, 

demography and climate change. This means designing for energy and resource efficiency, 
creating flexibility in the use of property, public spaces and service infrastructure (including 
car parking and refuse bin storage), and introducing new approaches to the use of 
transportation, traffic management and parking. Open spaces, SUDs and planting will need 
to be designed to adapt to changes in the climate. 

5.3.21 Homes will need to have provision for electric vehicle charging points in accordance with the 
City Plan Policy G2. 

5.3.22 As a result of regeneration and the implementation of the employment skills plan, economic 
action plan and Power of Three economic strategy, deprivation in Matson may reduce and 
the economic situation may improve for some residents. When designing highways 
consideration shall be given to the potential future increase in work vans and car ownership. 
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6. Delivery
 

6.1 Introduction
6.1.1 The delivery of any regeneration at Matson would likely take many years. This SPD provides 

guidance as a stepping stone as between the policies in the development plan and the 
potential regeneration of the estate under outline and detailed planning applications which 
may be brought forward. In bringing forward any application there is much work to be done. 
This will include:

 developing the case for regeneration to demonstrate that the physical condition of 
the housing stock is poor (i.e. the dwellings are substandard, or demonstrably not fit 
for purpose in the short-medium term); and/or There is an area-specific socio-
economic justification for re-development led regeneration, considered alongside 
alternative options for re-modelling or refurbishment;

 developing policy compliant outline and detailed designs for the regeneration in 
consultation with residents and other stakeholders. This SPD is based on initial, high-
level design work - much more detail is needed in respect of planning application(s) 
submitted;

 the applicant working with residents affected by the regeneration, in consultation 
with the Council’s housing team, to agree on any relocation; 

 EIA Screening Opinion; and
 securing planning permission for the regeneration - this SPD sets out guidance but 

does not provide any consents for development.

6.1.2 The exact phasing of development would need to be decided as part of this work and will be 
an important aspect of any planning applications submitted. Further requirements for this 
are set out below.

 

6.2 Approach to Phasing 

6.2.1 Phasing for any regeneration of Matson will be complex and will need to be developed in 
detail as part of masterplanning work in the lead up to the submission of planning 
applications. Applicants will need to work with Gloucester City Council and local residents to 
devise an approach to phasing that results in a comprehensive phasing strategy that will be 
submitted to and agreed in writing with the Council as part of an outline planning 
application. This phasing strategy should include:

 plans identifying the extent of each phase, including the infrastructure required to 
support it;

 a strategy setting out how and when residents displaced will be rehoused within the 
development in accordance with a Rehousing Strategy;

 how and when replacement new community facilities, open spaces, shops and services 
will be provided, including the provision of any temporary facilities; and

 a review mechanism.

6.2.2 Phasing should be designed to make the most of timely opportunities such as the connection 
with the Winnycroft development to the south.  
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6.3 Rehousing 

6.3.1 In order to meet its duty under the Equality Act 2010 the council will need to understand in 
detail the needs of the residents moving from Matson into each phase of the development 
and ensure that every resident is suitable housed. A site-specific Local Housing Needs 
Assessment will be required to inform the Phasing Strategy. This will provide details of who 
will be displaced and what their housing needs are. Full details of how these needs will be 
addressed by the development phase will be provided as part of the planning application. 

6.3.2  A Rehousing Strategy will be required which provides full details of how any potentially 
displaced residents will be rehoused. This will include the right to remain in the 
neighbourhood and a right to return to the area. The Rehousing Strategy will set out 
compensation and rehousing options for tenants, freeholders and leaseholders. 

6.4 Community Audit and Strategy

6.4.1 Matson has an active and proud community. A Community Strategy will be required to 
capture an understanding of the existing community assets including the people, skills, 
buildings and spaces Matson already has to offer. Details will be provided about how these 
will be protected and positively enhanced as part of the regeneration. The council would 
encourage developers and stakeholders to work with the community to capture the record 
the culture of Matson as it goes through its regeneration journey. In the spirit of Asset Based 
Community Development and the Power of Three community economic development 
strategy, where appropriate local people should be trained to capture and present this 
information. 

6.5 Economic Action Plan

6.5.1 As part of the masterplanning process an Economic Action Plan shall be developed building 
upon the principles of the community’s own strategy The Power of Three. Regeneration is an 
opportunity for meaningful local economic change. Just building new homes in Matson will 
not solve its deprivation issues. Consideration shall be given to supporting local businesses 
through the phasing and regeneration, providing training, jobs and opportunities, creating 
new business shops and services for local people run by local people. 
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Meeting: Council Date: 21 November 2019
Subject: Appointment of the Independent Remuneration Panel
Report Of: Corporate Director
Wards Affected: All
Key Decision: No Budget/Policy Framework: No
Contact Officer: Tanya Davies, Policy and Governance Manager

Email: tanya.davies@gloucester.gov.uk Tel: 39-6125
Appendices: None

FOR GENERAL RELEASE   

1.0 Purpose of Report

1.1 The purpose of this report is to seek approval for the appointment of a new 
Independent Remuneration Panel (IRP).

2.0 Recommendations

2.1 Council is asked to RESOLVE that the following be appointed to the Independent 
Remuneration Panel for a period of three years:

Mrs Wynn Bartlett
Mr Stewart Dove
Mr Graham Russell.

3.0 Background and Key Issues

3.1 Council is required, under the Local Authorities (Members’ Allowances) (England) 
Regulations 2003 and the Local Authorities (Members’ Allowances) (England) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2003 to appoint an Independent Remuneration Panel to 
make recommendations to the Council on a Scheme of Members’ Allowances for 
adoption.

3.2 The Regulations specify that there must be at least three panel members and the 
guidance suggests that, as far as possible, the make-up of the panel should be 
representative of the diversity of the communities in the local authority area.

3.3 Following the appointment of a panel in September 2017, two reviews have taken 
place, including minor review in 2017/18 and a detailed review in 2018/19. 
Immediately prior to the detailed review, Mr Peter Jones stood down from the panel 
for personal reasons and the review process continued with the three remaining 
panel members. After the detailed review, Mr John Smith advised that he would be 
standing down from the panel as he was relocating.
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3.4 Following an approach from Stroud District Council, who were seeking to renew 
their panel, Group Leaders were informed that a joint recruitment exercise would be 
undertaken in order to take advantage of a potentially wider pool of applicants. The 
intention would be for each council to appoint its own panel off the back of the joint 
recruitment, rather than appoint a joint panel. 

3.5 Panel Member roles have been to be advertised by both local authorities, but 
unfortunately interest has been limited. In addition to the two remaining Panel 
Members appointed in September 2017 (Mrs Wynn Bartlett and Mr Stewart Dove), 
who are willing to continue in their roles and sit on the panel for both Gloucester 
and Stroud, two further applications were received; however, one subsequently 
dropped out of the process. The current panel members and the Policy and 
Governance Manager have made an initial assessment that the individual is 
suitable for the role. The application from the remaining individual was also 
circulated to Group Leaders with a request for any objections to be highlighted.  

3.6 As no objections were received, it is recommended that the individual be appointed 
to the Panel for a period of three years, along with the two existing panel members. 

3.7 A brief summary of the experience of each of the three proposed panel members is 
included below:

 Existing Member - Mrs Bartlett has an extensive background in education and 
voluntary work within Gloucester.

 Existing Member - Mr Dove is employed in a senior role at the University of 
Gloucestershire and is a member of a number of Boards in a voluntary capacity.

 New Member - Mr Russell has an extensive local authority background as a 
previous Head of Democratic Services and is an experienced Chair of IRPs 
across the South West.

4.0 Social Value Considerations 

4.1 It is important that the make-up of the Panel is representative of the diversity of the 
communities in the local authority area and applications from all sectors of the 
community have been encouraged for this important role.

5.0 Environmental Implications 

5.1 There are no environmental implications.

6.0 Alternative Options Considered

6.1 There are no alternative options. 

7.0 Reasons for Recommendations

7.1 The Council is required to have regard to the recommendations of an IRP when 
agreeing a Scheme of Allowances and therefore must appoint a Panel. 

8.0 Future Work and Conclusions

8.1 A minor review was due to take place in autumn 2019; however, as the current 
scheme is indexed to the local staff pay award for a period of four years, there is no 
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requirement to bring forward a recommendation from the panel unless specific 
changes are being pursued. In consultation with Group Leaders, it has been agreed 
that no changes be pursued at this time and therefore, the current scheme will 
apply unamended for the 2020-21 financial year, and the index will be applied to the 
scheme as and when it is agreed.

8.2 Consideration will be given to commencing a minor review in autumn 2020 for the 
2021-22 scheme.

8.3 Positions on the IRP will continue to be advertised and if the opportunity to appoint 
a fourth member arises, this will be considered.

9.0 Financial Implications

9.1 There are no financial implications resulting from the recommendations in the report 
as the Panel will be appointed on a voluntary basis.

(Financial Services have been consulted in the preparation this report.)

10.0 Legal Implications

10.1 The legal implications are detailed in the body of the report.

(One Legal have been consulted in the preparation this report.)

11.0 Risk & Opportunity Management Implications 

11.1 There are risk associated with the recommendations.

12.0 People Impact Assessment (PIA): 

12.1 While the importance of appointing a representative Panel has been identified, the 
PIA Screening Stage was completed and did not identify any potential or actual 
negative impact in respect of the specific recommendations within this report 
because the roles are open to all prospective applicants; therefore a full PIA was 
not required.

13.0 Community Safety Implications

13.1 There are no community Safety implications arising out of the recommendations in 
this report.

14.0 Staffing and Trade Union Implications

14.1 There are no Staffing and Trade Union implications arising out of the 
recommendations in this report.

Background Documents: None
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Paragraph 12.02 of Part 4 of the Rules of Procedure contained within the City Council’s 
Constitution provides that a Member of the Council may submit a written question to any 
Cabinet Member.

This document informs Members of Council of written questions put to Cabinet Members 
and written replies thereto.

Council is recommended to RESOLVE to note the written questions submitted and 
corresponding responses.

No. Question from/to Question
From Councillor Coole to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods

The recently released Indices of Multiple 
Deprivation (2019) show that areas of my ward 
remain amongst the 3% most deprived LSOAs in 
the Country, with other areas having fallen up to 
3000 places in the rankings, becoming more 
deprived since 2015. What does this say about the 
administrations programme for the City?

Response: 

1. 1
.

The statistics that are produced are important to understand the social needs 
and challenges in a community and for individuals, but it’s important to know 
they don’t give us the full picture. Whilst we note the negative changes in 
Matson, we must also note that Westgate 4 and Barton and Tredworth 2 no 
longer feature in the top 10% most deprived nationally, therefore showing 
changing patterns across the City. Statistical research methods and evidence 
can tell us what has changed but not why patterns have changed. 

Gloucester City Council and partner agencies including the Police and County 
Council take an asset-based approach to allow us to understand the strengths 
and assets within the community, and ensure the residents are involved and 
able to take part in discussion and actions on issues faced by their 
communities and their aspirations. This “Community building” approach has 
supported local residents to use their strengths and skills to bring about 
positive action on issues that matter to them. 

Podsmead is one of the very first examples in the UK of a district council 
devolving responsibility to its residents to manage their own green spaces. It 
has created some fantastic outcomes for the environment and for wellbeing. 
The Podsmead Big Local, £1million in National Lottery funding with a bid that 
was entirely community-led, is supporting a number of projects. Many of these 
address local employment needs, enable volunteering, and create space for 
residents to meet and connect. Public health is supporting a food project that’s 
helping to understand the barriers to enable and increase healthy eating. All of 
these initiatives not only have an impact on employment, income, crime and 
physical health, they also boost wellbeing and mental health in the area.

Matson is also a good example of this work with growing community assets, a 
planned estate regeneration, active citizenship, growing cultural activities and 
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great efforts to increase employment opportunities through Gloucestershire 
Gateway Trust and Gloucester Services. All which benefit housing, 
employment, health and well-being.

It’s this innovative, community-led approach that has been recognised by the 
innovation foundation Nesta, and we’ll be sharing the learning with other councils 
in the UK in a new project looking at how we can get upstream of social issues- 
something which data will not show results for instantly. It has also given us a lot 
of qualitative data and learning which has come directly from speaking to the 
residents in our communities. That qualitative data has been vital in helping us 
support the community to achieve what’s important to them and know where 
there’s still room for improvement.
From Councillor Hilton to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods and 
Cabinet Member for 
Environment

How many incidences have occurred of 
unauthorised overnight camping (pitching a small 
tent) on the council’s public open spaces in the last 
18 months?

Response: 

2. 1
.

Rough sleeping is not considered to be the same thing as camping. We work 
with individuals who use tents, but their use is sporadic. Some individuals may 
use a tent one night and then stay in another location without a tent another 
night. Individuals may also move a tent several times. More than one individual 
may use a tent which means that the number of instances may not equal the 
number of individuals involved. 

Tents are also put up in the city for use during the day/evening by non-rough 
sleepers. 

The Outreach Team monitor/record the number of individuals worked with, but 
not the number of tents. 

The City Improvement Team are aware of 6 instances of unauthorised camping 
in Hillfield Gardens where Amey attended after the individuals had moved on. 
We are also aware of one incident on Alney Island.

From Councillor Hilton to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods and 
Cabinet Member for 
Environment

Could you list the open spaces affected by 
unauthorised camping?

Response: 

3. 1
.

This varies throughout the week/month/year. The Outreach Team are aware of 
hot-spots/areas typically used by rough sleepers.  

In terms of pitching tents, Hillfield Gardens, Alney Island and Westgate Lake, as 
well as the pathway behind the bowling club on Trier Way are areas where tents 
have been known to be pitched in the City. 

4. 1
.
From Councillor Hilton to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods and 

How many incidences of overnight camping were 
the result of a homeless person/s having nowhere 
to live?
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Cabinet Member for 
Environment
Response: 
Tents are not only used by rough sleepers. They can be used by a variety of 
individuals for a place to ‘hang-out’, drink and use drugs. Individuals often have 
homes they are not allowed guests to stay in so they sleep out, and people who 
have homes that suffer from complex needs may also sleep out on occasion. 
There is 24/7 provision for rough sleepers in the County, including emergency 
beds and sit-ups. (NB: Rough sleeping is rarely due to a lack of accommodation, 
but instead a wide range of complex needs and chaotic lifestyles.) 

As mentioned above we are specifically aware of 6 instances in Hillfield Gardens 
and 1 in Alney Island.

From Councillor Hilton to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods and 
Cabinet Member for 
Environment

What action does the council currently take to move 
the person/s on from pitching a tent on our public 
open spaces and to resolve their homeless issue?

Response: 

5. 1
.

The Outreach Team work with rough sleeping individuals throughout the time 
they are rough sleeping. It can take between one day and in excess of a year to 
encourage an individual to engage with services and accept 
accommodation/reconnection. Rough sleeping is not illegal, but the Outreach 
Team will work with Solace and other partners if anti-social behaviour is also 
taking place. It is important to take a supportive approach rather than simply rely 
on enforcement, in order to build relationships with the individuals who often 
have mental health problems and severe distrust in public authorities.

From Councillor Hilton to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods and 
Cabinet Member for 
Environment

Does the council have a site where people can pitch 
a tent with approval and where basic toilet facilities 
are available?

Response: 

6. 1
.

We do not recommend any form of rough sleeping, including tent sites. Sites like 
this can be very dangerous for rough sleepers and outreach staff. They also 
encourage others to use the area and disengage from services. There is no need 
for such a site as we have 24/7 provision of accommodation.

From Councillor Hilton to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods

How many people are currently sleeping rough in 
the city of Gloucester?

7. 1
.

Response: 
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This changes on a daily basis; recent outreach experience would suggest 
between 1 and 10 depending on the evening.  Official Rough sleeping 
counts/evidence-based estimates are conducted annually and can be found on 
the gov.uk website. The next date set is 6th November ‘19.  Rough sleeping has 
reduced since the implementation of ACTion Glos and Somewhere Safe to Stay. 

From Councillor Brazil to 
the Leader of the Council

The council has received three quotes to carry out 
the rebuilding of the Wellington Parade Garden as 
per the design that was subject to a public 
consultation.

Can the Leader of the Council confirm that funds 
are now available to do the work starting by the 
spring of 2020 at the very latest?

Response: 

8. 1
.

In addition to the £6000 the Council currently has allocated for this project, we 
have applied for £49k from the GWR Customer and Communities Improvement 
Fund (CCIF) to carry out the re-design and source some artwork, we will have a 
decision from that in the next month or so.  When we have that decision, we will 
be working with officers to identify ways of meeting any shortfall.

From Councillor Brazil to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Environment

Can the Cabinet Member for the Environment 
please tell me how many trees were planted by 
them in 2019?

Response: 

9. 1
.

Over the past 12 months the City Council has planted 1320 trees; 800 of these 
went to create a new hedgerow at Horsbere Flood Management Area. In addition 
to the trees planted by the City Council, we have also assisted local groups to 
plant a further 400 trees.

From Councillor Coole to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Communities and 
Neighbourhoods

How many homeless ex-service personnel has the 
City Council engaged with in the last 12 months?

Response: 

10.1
.

We do not hold information specific to homeless ex-service personnel for the 
following reasons:

We collect information about all housing applicants whether or not they are 
homeless. Data from October 2018-October 2019 tells us that 38 applicants 
stated they served in the armed forces. 

The Homeless Reduction Act (HRA) application only asks if an applicant has 
served in the armed forces if they have a support need. This means that those 
who do not have a support need do not get asked this question which means our 
data is incomplete to answer the above question. Data published from April 2018 
to March 2019 suggests that 34 individuals with support needs had also served 
in the Armed Forces.

In the previous 12 months (From September 2019), 8 ex service personnel have 
been re-housed in Gloucester through the Gloucestershire Homeseeker Choice 
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Based Lettings Scheme with our allocations policy enabling them to benefit from 
priority need.  These individuals were not necessarily homeless at the point of 
being housed.

From Councillor Field to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Environment

With reference to page 129 of the Matson and 
Podsmead Supplementary Planning Document, 
where it states: ‘The Green Infrastructure Strategy 
2014 identifies an existing Green Corridor along 
the Sharpness Canal and a proposed ‘Green 
Corridor’ along Tuffley Crescent to improve 
pedestrian/cycle links.’ Please elaborate.

Response: 

11.1
.

The Green infrastructure document is part of the evidence base for the Joint 
Core Strategy. As such it is primarily a land use planning document to be used 
when negotiating with developers. Thus if a large development came forward in 
the vicinity one of the sites identified then the objectives described would be 
part of the discussions between the Local Planning Authority and the applicant. 

The strategy also has a pro-active role in that when bidding for resources it has 
the potential to be a useful supporting document. Certainly this strategy was 
heavily drawn upon when submitting the bid for the ESIF funding.

The Canal corridor is clearly a very good and functioning element of the green 
infrastructure asset in Gloucester given its value for amenity, landscape, 
biodiversity and access. It is the intention to protect and enhance this asset 
through the development control process.

A small area of Podsmead was identified as a potential green corridor due its 
existing value and its potential, in particular the link from Podsmead over to the 
open countryside on the Western side of the Sharpness canal.

From Councillor Field to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Environment

With reference to page 129 of the Matson and 
Podsmead Supplementary Planning Document, 
where it states: ‘The open space at Milton Avenue 
has been identified as a European Structural and 
Investment Funding (ESIF) bid area. Funds will be 
spent by the council to enhance biodiversity in this 
area.’ Please elaborate.

Response: 

12.1
.

The detail of this proposal has not as yet been developed but we will be looking 
at the following interventions:
 

 Optimising the flood mitigation benefits of the basin
 Meadow planting
 Wetland planting
 Tree planting
 Bird & bat boxes
 Seating

 
The works are programmed to be carried out in 2021 and will be subject to 
consultation. 
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From Councillor Field to 
the Cabinet Member for 
Planning and Housing 
Strategy

The townscape character assessment mentioned 
at 2.4.11 on page 132 of the Matson and 
Podsmead Supplementary Planning Document, 
refers to the possibility of listing certain buildings in 
Podsmead and creating conservation areas, as 
indeed it does for many other wards. Where are we 
with this process?

Response: 

13.1
.

The proposal to prepare a ‘Local List’ of heritage assets in the City was 
approved by Cabinet at its most recent meeting on 6th November.  The Local 
List would include non designated properties and other assets that are of 
special local architectural or historical significance and is an important 
opportunity to identify and protect buildings and assets that are important to the 
community but do not justify a formal listing.  I would emphasise that inclusion 
within the Local List would not give the same statutory weight and protection to 
assets as a designated Listing. 
 
The identification of suitable properties for the local list would be carried out in 
partnership and full consultation with representatives of the community.  
Furthermore, reference to the designation of further conservation areas was 
included in the recently adopted Heritage Strategy.  
 
The project is being implemented as part of the Great Place scheme, and our 
Community Engagement Officer has been recruiting volunteers over the past 
few months to undertake surveys of targeted areas, including Westgate Street, 
to review suggested local list candidates on a pilot basis. Should it be 
successful we would aim to roll it out to the rest of the city over the next couple 
of years.  We are taking a piecemeal approach, deliberately drawing on the 
involvement of the communities themselves.  
 
If there is a community group that would be interested to commence work on 
producing a local list anywhere in the City, our Community Engagement Officer, 
Sarah Orton, would be pleased to work with them.

From Councillor Haigh to 
the Leader of the Council

The 27 Jan 2020 is Holocaust Memorial Day and 
marks the 75th anniversary of the liberation of 
Auschwitz-Birkenau. The theme for 2020 is ‘Stand 
Together’ and will explore how genocidal regimes 
have deliberately fractured societies by 
marginalising certain groups. What plans do 
Gloucester City Council have to mark Holocaust 
Memorial Day 2020 and to support organisations 
who wish to be involved in commemorating the 
day.

Response: 

14.1
.

This date is in the forward calendar managed by the Equalities Working Group, 
which will be meeting on 5th December to plan a programme of activities in 2020. 
The Council has already purchased a special flag and is planning to fly this on 
27th January. Through the Equalities Working Group, the Council is very willing 
to work with partners to ensure this event is marked appropriately, and to provide 
support as required.
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